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Introduction.

In -the few lines with which I an about to preface j
this work^. it is ny desire first of all to nakje clear j
the reasons that have influenced and the circutistan- j

j oes that have led tie to take up, as a very special

study, the subjects cotiprised under the heading of

Public Health or Sanitary science, and to prosecute

such study to the furthest Units possible. Quite well

do I renetiber the day, now riore than a decade of years

ago, when Alna Mater deetied ne sufficiently worthy to

receive the first honours at her hands and conferred

on tie the right, title and privilege to practise tiy

profession on tiy fellow beings. I also retietiber well

the feelings of proud satisfaction with which I re¬

ceived those gifts, perhaps scarcely realising at the

|title that tiy days for study had really only just cbti-

Itienced, that I was the veriest novice at the work I
i

would henceforth have to perforti, and that I had not

[acquired so tiuch knowledge in professional work that

11 was never likely to require tiore. Very soon,however,
II launched into the world of practical tiedicine and

Iwaa' not long in discovering that any feeling of confi¬

dence I had within tie was by no tieans untiixed with
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I

something of diffidence. Thus,fox' the next three years>

■while, on the one hand, I strove to discharge ay duties

conscientiously, I set myself, on the other, to find .

, out vjhat the requirements in each department of prac- j

:tice were, and, hy testing ray own powers, to gain a i
|

;definite knowledge of ray .capabilities in each "branch j
\

I in relation to its needs. This consideration very soonj
resulted in engendering within me a feeling of discon-|

tent, accompanied with a spirit of ambition. I felt, |
especially with regard to the subjects included in the;

study of public health, that my■ knovvledge at the tix^e i

;waa only of a very average standard and not equal to !

the requirements which, in that particular branch, were

! extending day by day. I say I felt discontented at this

:and it naturally became my ambition to equalise supply

; and demand by improving myself to the required standard.

At the same time I well knew that Medicine and Surgery'

too had been making progress with giant strides and,
! '■

resolving to take the same opportunity to bring myself;

|abreast of these advances, I made haste to return to my

;University in 1899. I discovered that during my short j
I i
;Stay abroad an enormous amount of new work had been ;

I done in many dii-ections but most particularly in two,

Inanely in bacteriology and in medicine in relation to '
i i

I public health. A wider experience and an accumulation ;

I of facts recently brought to light,had made it neces- !
J '

jsary for workers on these subjects to scrutinise-again
i

jolh observations ana to readjust ideas that had held
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sway for no short period of tine. To the study of ouch

then xvas it ny pleasant duty to apply myself and ny

good fortune to ."be able to devote ny energies, for the

necessity for a high standard of proficiency in these,
directions was particularly pressing in India where ;

ny lot xvas cast to practise ny calling, xvhere ideas j
regarding sanitation were still in their earliest in-j
fancy, xvhere plague and pestilence raged ranpant and ]
xvhere one constantly found that whether in a profes- ;

sional ox" in an official capacity, one was responsi- j!
I

ble both to G-od and to nan for the health and well- j
i

being of a nunber of people which, though a nere fracs

tion of the 300 nillions that populate the country, j
j

still amounted to a fexv hundred thousand souls. It iaj
I

not easy for one who does not know of the multifarious

duties that fall to the medical nan in State service

in these parts to realise how in a moment he nay be

called upon to turn his attention from ordinary medico

surgical xvork to problems in hygiene involving the wel¬

fare of large communities of beings. Thus, I can readi-

ly x'ecali to nenory some of the numerous questions onj
i

xvhich ny opinion has, from tine to time, been sought, j
I

e.g. problems concerning large drainage schemes, quesj-
tions regarding the seasonal influence on birth- and |

j
death-rates in Bengal, the types of fever prevalent i

j
in particular districts in the province, and their

causes, questions on vaccination, on the occurrence I

of epizootics, and a host of other subjects, for the !
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information of administrative officers, heads of de- i

partnents, for -the revision of gazeteers or for deal-:

ing with epidenic outbreaks or undertaking large sani¬

tary reforms. With a view to acquiring a fuller know-:

ledge on these and similar matters, did I devote my¬

self particularly to the special study of public health,

while, at the same time, I did not fail to improve my¬

self in the other departments of medicine as well as :

in science generally, with results that were very gra¬

tifying to me indeed hut to recount which would savour

too much of egotism. In 1901, having been specially se¬

lected by the government for X-ray work, to the scien¬

tific aspect of xvhich I had devoted myself very tho- ;

roughly, I was sent out to India where another period;
]

of active work awaited me. How often since have I not|

had occasion to thank my good fortune for the excel¬

lent teachings of my master's and the special training ■

I had received in the department of public health. I

recollect well such occasions for instance as when

some two years ago I was, of a sudden, called upon

from the midst of ordinary hospital work to act as

Medical Officer of Health for an important trans-Indus

cantonnent on the north-west frontier of India, which ;

was threatened with an invasion of plague from the ad-j

joining city. The good stead in which the precepts I

had acquired, stood me, during my term of office,was i

evidenced by the clean bill of health I was able to
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preserve throughout the -tine, an occasion of some re- ;

sponsibility and. not without its anxieties. Three years

of work abroad soon passed again and left ne, as I be¬

gan to feel, once more behind the tires, and so the de¬

sire seized ne afresh to revisit the Temple of Learning

and gain more knowledge of ny work as well as nore hon¬

ours fron Alna Mater whose bounties had already been

so great that never would it be possible for ne to dis¬

charge the debt of gratitude I owed her. The year 1905

saw re back again at Modern Athens to still further

carry on the studies that had already proved so bene- .

fic'ial to ne. The Fellowship of the Royal :College of

Surgeons, which I had long coveted,I obtained. With

the greatest interest and much advantage I .followed

the excellent and up to date course of instruction at

the University on the Diseases of Tropical Clinates.

Then, last but hot least, through the great kindness

of the Professor of Public Health and of the Dean of

the Faculty of science, I was pernitted to appear at

a"special" for the Doctorate of science in Public Health,

the degree that it becane the summit of my anbition to

obtain. The subject that xvas appointed for ne to appear

in, comprised a full study of the "Causes and methods

of prevention of endenic and epidemic diseases as well

as of epizootics, and of the contagious and infectious

diseases with special reference to those diseases occur"

ring in India". The wideness of scope of this subject,'

or rather set of subjects, taken into account with the
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high standard of Knowledge required at the test, in- j

plied very extensive and advanced study. The magnitude

of the task was a stimulus to ny efforts, as the prize

to be gained, in the shape of the highest degree in

Public Health, was an incentive to ny anbition. The ;

happy nature of the result of both work done and or- ;

deal passed through, I need only hint- at by saying !
that, turning out as it did, it requires ne this day i

to engage in the pleasant duty of writing these few
i

lines. The extensive knowledge gained fron the work
i

on a nost inportant group of subjects, was a big re- !

xvard in itself and such that the benefits from it will

not cease to be felt as long as life and health pernijb
i

of ny being engaged in active duties. To gain such a j
knowledge as this, which now it will be ny constant

endeavour to keep up and improve, on a subject I long!
since cane to regard as one of the first importance

to the efficient and honest discharge of ny duties,

xvas the reason that inpelled ne at first to take up

as a' special xvork the study of the subjects of Public

Health, and subsequently to follow this up to the high¬

est standard possible. And what is left now for ne to!
i

say in these introductory lines? It yet remains that I

I should offer some explanation as to what directs nej
i

in the choice of subject for this thesis. As the mat-:

ter appointed for the written examination had every- ;

thing to do with epidemiology, ny nind now naturally j
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I

runs on this very excellent theme and suggests to me |

! the making of this woi'k. in some sense, as it were, a |
I sequel to a portion of what has gone "before, for mani-^

festly it is "beyond the "bounds of possibility to deal 1

: with epidemiology in its entirety, in a single short :

work such as the present. So much for this, "but now, j
; on attempting to proceed further, I an at once con- !

: fronted with the difficulty of offering a suitable ex¬

planation or making an apology for such seeming pre¬

sumption on my part as in daring to lift my pen for j
; the purpose of wi'iting, to any extent at all, on a j

\ subject which so great an authority as Sir Thomas Fra-j
1 ser, of Edinburgh, has' recently dealt with in so mas- j
; terly a manner in his Report, as President of the lat4
; j

i Indian Plague Commission appointed in accordance with

i a Government of India Resolution' dated November,1898. |
• But I may be allowed to say in exoneration of myself j
; from blame for anything like presumption that, while j
i |
| my raind runs on the subject of epidemiology, it also j
! !
j dwells (to keep up the idea of the sequel) on that ofj
i

| the "contagious and infectious diseases with special

! reference to those diseases occurring in India".Owing

! partly to this and partly to the fact that my experi-

j ence is largely Indian, I naturally tend to make spe-

| cial reference to a disorder, plague, the epidemiolo- j
1 1
I j
i gical bearings of which have a particular interest at j
the present time. For plague, so far as its recent panj-

demic occurrence is concerned, although of more than
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ten years duration in India, still continues to occu¬

py a place of primary importance, not so much "by rea¬

son of the numbers it kills,- for the "fevers" and

cholera ace more active in this respect,- as for the

suddenness of its appearance, the extent of its ranE®>

the rapidity of its diffusion and its want of amenabil¬

ity to treatment. But there is yet another reason for

my choice of subject leading me to refer particularly

to this disease and it is that a small but what might

be called, a smart epidemic of the dread disease broke

out recently in a town within the "ilaka" or jurisdic-i

tiori of the district of Nadia, shortly before my arri-,

val, and in the management and suppression of which I ;

had a good deal to do. The outbreak was illustrative

of many features now thoroughly well recognised in thb

epidemiology of the disease and it was full of inter- ;

est from the point of view of sanitarian and epidemio¬

logist alike. A brief account of the outbreak will be

included in this work and it will, I trust, prove of

some interest. The way in which it was kept under con¬

trol and prevented from extending over a large area,

which it had many facilities for doing, in fact "the

manner in which it wan hemmed in, within the municipal

limits of the town where it started, show what energet¬

ic measures can do, if adopted on a sound and scienti¬

fic basis and promptly carried out in practice.

Such then are the reasons that have influenced me

to go far into the study of public health specially,
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and have, in the present instance, guided me in the

selection of ny subject. I trust I have rendered a

sufficient explanation for ny seeming boldness in

launching out on so formidable a discussion. I ven¬

ture to lay before ny superiors ny earnest endeavours

at scientific work, and I trust that, having regard

to the magnitude and difficulties of the task I have

undertaken, they will look, upon ny efforts with not

too critical an eye, remembering that a mere disciple

writes what a naster will read.

—0O0



'CHAPTER I.

ON THE RELATION OF BACTERIOLOGY TO EPIDEMIOLOGY.

Before entering on the "bacteriology and the epi¬

demiology of plague, which subjects are to supply the

material for a subsequent part of this work, it is

proposed to commence by discussing briefly the rela¬

tion which, in general, bacteriology bears to epidem- :

iology. For, while each of these subjects is intense- '
ly interesting in itself to the seeker after scienti- i

fic medical lore, it comes to be a matter of unrival- i
i

led interest and one that has a peculiarly seductive

charm for the advanced reader and thinker, to consider

the relationship in which these two branches of know- i

ledge stand to one another. Moreover, such a study

comprises a host of advances that have recently been

made in most important directions, and in itself al¬

lows scope for the production of a very comprehensive !

thesis, but our endeavour wjLll be to condense multum
i

-Sn parvn and put as many facts as possible into the I

limited space of a single chapter of this small work. '

For, numerous indeed are the truths which have of late

years been brought to light and one might venture to
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say that in no department of medical science has the j
student "been confronted with such a multitude of facts

freshly discovered within so comparatively short a per-

: iod of tine, as in that of bacteriology. And it is i
these discoveries which the bacteriologist has made j
that nark a new epoch in the history of the work of j

| the epidemiologist and allow of his considering the

; causes of spread arid the methods of prevention of the >

! diseases with which he is concerned, in a rational ;

manner and from a scientific standpoint. Now what was;

the conception which our forefathers of not so many j

centuries ago, had of disease generally ? To them all|

morbid conditions and processes meant the outcome of

the malevolence of evil spirits, or were due to the
i

; agency of the Evil One, or were caused by witchcraft ;

; or by the visitations of God, or were produced by the j

| capx"ice of the "stars In their courses" or other mys- j
terious phenomena of Nature. Such were the ideas that!

I
prevailed down to the end of the seventeenth century, j

and the first step that was taken to advance them in '
i

a rational direction was by Athanasius Kircher when, j
in 1671, he drew attention to the agency of invisible !

® organisms in the causation of disease, in his work en4
titled "Pathologia Animata". Pour years later, in 1675,!

i

j
Leewenhoek did much work in the same direction, with j

i
his microscope. It was not very long afterwards that j

the theory of the "contagium vivum" emanated as the
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result of" the studies of Plenciz, of Vienna, who was :

the first to enunciate the specific' character of the j

"fons et origo nali" and to urge that each disease was

a distinct identity produced "by a separate cause which

was transmissible through air, capable of falling on !

a suitable medium, of breeding there and, under suit-j
able circumstances, ultimately giving rise to the man-l
ifestationa peculiar to its presence and growth. In

the wake of this advance followed a great discussion i
on "abiogenesis-" or the spontaneous generation of dis-i

ease, a theory which once found many adherents and was;
i

the subject of a prolonged controversy. The next great!
i

landmark in this history corresponds with the researchj-
i

os of such men as Lister, Pasteur and. Koch, the result

of which was to give an impetus to the theory and prac¬
tice of hygiene with effects that reached far and widej
throughout all the civilised world and more especially

Great Britain, Prance and Germany. The ideas once for-j
I

mulated by men like these, were soon put into effect |

by the Sanitary Engineer, and lol plague disappeared

from our shores as by the wave of a magician's wand,

while other filth-diseases, ouch as typhus, made as j
l

rapid and desirable an exit, and malaria vanished like
i

dew before the rising suni Pasteur at this time carried

on his valuable researches on the subject of fermenta¬

tions, and he was Very soon able to confirm and elabor¬

ate the work of Naegeli and Latour on similar lines, j
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It was the same Pasteur who first converted into factj

I

what the Viennese savant had put forward as only a th4-
. j

I

ory, regarding the specific nature of disease, hy show¬

ing' that different organises manifested different kinds

of activity, fox* while some produced mere fermentative
I
i

changes, others gave rise to definite and more or lesi
serious disease, and still others were instrumental iiji
the production of putrefaction. The next event in the j
px'ooess of evolution of knowledge on these matters was

an emanation of the principles of antiseptic surgery ;

as the outcome of Lister»B' researches into the causes j

of suppuration. It was Only as recently as 1849, that

the first organism found in a disease transmissible t<|>
!

man, was described, for in that year, Pollendex" fur- j
nlshed an account of the specific germ of anthrax, al-f
though it was not until fourteen years later, in 1863,1

i

that Davaine established the connection between organ¬

ism and disease, a connection which has long since been
!

amply and conclusively confirmed by Koch. What a debt;

of gratitude the world of medicine and of suffering hm-
I

manity owe to the work of such eminent leaders as Lis-

tex", Pasteur and Koch, in that as the result of their

labours, v/e are now familiar with a great number of

disease-producing germs, some already proved beyond jj
the shadow of a doubt to be pathogenic, others not yei

!

fully demonstrated to be so, as some link in the chain

of evidence is still missing although its place may be
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Supplied by analogy, while still others continue to

. remain enveloped in mystery for the present. Manson

; puts it thus, "Modern science has clearly shown that

nearly all diseases, directly or indirectly, are caused

: "by germs. It must he confessed that although in many in¬

stances these germs have been discovered, in other -in¬

stances they are yet to find; nevertheless, their ex-

i istence in the latter may be confidently postulated".

What then are the conditions that a given organism must

fulfil in order to be regarded as the sine qua non of

a disease? These were laid down very definitely by the

great Robert Koch years ago and they are embodied in

his classical"postulates" which are to the following

effect,- (1) the pathogenic organism said to be the
: specific cause of a disease, must constantly be found

in the tissues of an animal dead''or suffering fron the

: disease in question; -(2") the organism taicen from such

a case must be cultivated outside the body, in artifi-

: cial media, for any required number of sucbessive gen-

; erations; (5) the last of these obtained by this method,

I in pure culture i.e. purified of all extraneous matter,

: should be capable of setting up, In a healthy suscepti-

| ble animal, the same disease pi'ocess; (4) the organism

; must be discovered similarly distributed in the dis- :

; eased tissues of this animal and must be recovered frpm

j such tissues,- this cycle of events must renain constant

; under similar conditions. This list of requirements Mar-

| tin has supplemented with a fifth point or addendum,viz.
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that the secondary infective agents, toxins or toxic

products, occurring in pure artificial cultures of

the organism, must he similar in chemical properties

and in physiological actions to those separable from

the tissues of animals that have acquired the disease i

in the ordinary way. So when an organism is found that

satisfies all these conditions in relation to a part- ;

icular disease, it is said to he the undoubted speci¬

fic cause, for it will produce that disease and that

disease alone, as is the case for instance with the

anthrax, tuberculosis and tetanus organisms, without I

which their respective diseases cannot occur. It must,|
however, be remembered that all organisms are not so j

definite in their specific character, for, on the one:

hand, certain conditions, such as suppurative lesions,:

are caused by a variety of organisms, namely, the sta-j

phylococcus pyogenes aurues, albus and citreus, strep¬

tococcus pyogenes, bacillus pyocyaneus, pneumococcus,

bacillus typhosus and the gonococous; while, on the

othex* hand, some organisms, like the pneumococcus (or

diplococcus pneumoniae) discovered by Fraenkel, in 18$4,
are responsible for a variety of lesions differing cli¬

nically from one another, such as typical lobar pneu- j
.

monia, empyema, acute osteomyelitis, purulent peritoni¬

tis and acute cerebro-spinal meningitis. The last is ■

not to be mistaken for the epidemic disease known as

cerebro-spinal fever of which a smart outbreak occurred

in Austria from April to July,1905, and which is due to
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the diplococcus intracellular is meningitidis, also

called the tetracoccus intracellular^, of Weichsel- j

baum,1887,— a disease studied so carefully and writ¬

ten on so ahly "by Dr Bruce Low. Further, there are ;

cases in which two or more organisms can act together ;

in setting up the lesions of disease without, however,;
i

; "being absolutely dependent on each other or conforming
; to what is known in "biology as "symbiosis". In cases 1

; of this kifid the associated organisms so far act in j
; conjunction that one lowers the vitality or powers of j
■ resistance of the tissues of the host, while the other
: i
■ gains a foothold, as for example when the otaphylococb

cue pyogenes aureus acts in conjunction with the teta»f

; nus bacillus of Nicolaier. !

Wow let us concentrate our ideas on the special |
subject we have oh hand, that is, the manner in which

this host of bacteriological facts stands related to

the question of epidemiology, but ere we attempt to

do this let us form a clear notion of what exactly is !

meant by the term "epidemiology". This E\ay be defined;

as the science which treats of the spread of disease, j
principally such diseases as have a tendency to spread

over a large area or community, regardless of local I
i

I circumstances (epidemic diseases), but not excluding !
| i

; those troubles which are generally confined to the in-j
habitants of a particular locality and are apparently i

influenced to a large extent by local conditions (en¬

demic diseases). The ancients regarded the study of
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such maladies as a special study. On enquiry into the;

works of Oribasius, it is found that he regarded epi-j

demic diseases as those which attack many persons to- !

gether and have a common origin and a common cause.

:

Hippocrates, who lived a little more than four centu-;

: ries "before Christ, makes many interesting remarks in j
: |
: his "Book of Epidemics", on the ox'igin and nature of I

; such diseases, attributing them especially to the qua-?

■ lity of the air "breathed. Claudius Oalen, in his "Com¬

mentary on the Epidemics of Hippocrates", attributes
; the origin of epidemics, in a great measure, to the I

; state of the atmosphere, but also holds that the na- j
: ture of the country may contribute, and that a pecu- i

liar disposition of the body to admit such diseases
'

i

; is also necessary. Epidemics are also described and

i attributed to various causes of a similar kind by the j
: old Arabian physicians, Avenzoar (Epid. iii), Haly Ab-
: i

i bas (Theor,v, ii), Avicenha .(IV, 1, iv) and a large num-

!■ ber of others. Returning from the ancient history on i

j the subject to our present-day definition of epidemic-

; logy, v/e endeavour to shape our ideas on this very in-
| teresting and not altogether uncomplicated subject by j
i |
1 taking into consideration and classifying, for the puxj-
j |
i poses of our study, the diseases that are comprised ir|
i it- To suit this object best, we divide the diseases !
j j

! which concern us at present, into two great groups and

j an intermediate set, the basis of such classification j
! |
I being the clinical and epidemiological features charac-
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teristic of "them.

Group I.- The acute exanthemata,- including smalls

pox, scarlet fever, typhus, chicken pox, rubella, mea-j
slea, and in some measure also whooping cough as well

as mumps,.

Group II.- Diseases with well marked local lesion ,

from which as centre, the trouble radiates, including

cholera, en^t&'ic fever, diphtheria, erysipelas, suppu-;

rative conditions with pyaemia and septicaemia, teta¬

nus, tubercle, pneumonia, gonorrhoea, anthrax, rabies.

The following "table contrasts the characteristic

features belonging respectively to these groups of dis¬

easesy-

: Group I. : Group II.

(l)Glinical : General or systemic : A well marked lo-

featurca. rdiseases with little : cal lesion from.

tor no tendency to lo- : which, as stated

:cal action. (The sore-: before, the dis-

:throat of scarlet fev-: ease as it were

:er, the coryza of mea-: radiates.

:sles and the parotitis!

:of mumps may be instan-

tced against this, but :

:these are more of the :

:nature of concomitants:

:of the diseases than :

:evidence of initial or:

: central 1 era ion). :
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(3)Invasion : Acute, with well : frequently less

:marhod febrile dis-: acute.

:turbance. :

(^Eruption : Well marked and : As a rule incon¬

•characteristic. : spicuous, or may

• * be absent.

(4)Infectious - Of high degree. : Of low degree or ;

mess.
•

* * absent.

(5 Epidemio¬ : Almost exclusive- : Generally endemic ;

logical type :ly epidemic in form: in form though un-i

. dei' certain circum-i

stances, tending to

become epidemic.

(6)Inmunity : For a considerable: Generally not so

conferred by:period and, in many: lasting and, in

one attach. :cases, permanent. : some cases, quite

: : transient.

Group III.- This consists of an intermediate set

; including influenza and plague, tlie former a disease
1 of low immunising power but highly infectious, the

latter a trouble with well defined local lesions, ex¬

tending to the system in general, or, it may be, a

general disease but concentrating in a typical manner

| in certain parts and capable of conferring immunity
in a small measure.
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With regard to the division of the main "body of j

infective diseases into the first two groups, it has j
teen stated that the classification was made on a .ha- ;

sis of clinical and epidemiological differences. But

this is. not all, for there are "bacteriological rela- !

tioas which lend support to the plan since bacterio¬

logical methods have hitherto entirely failed to dis- .

cover the causae c'ausantes of the various diseases of

the first set in spite of the fact that, owing to the ;

wiaeness of their prevalence and to their highly infec¬

tious character, these diseases have constantly attract¬

ed the attention of the keenest observers. In many in-j
stances claims for organisms of one kind and another '

:have been advanced in connection with some of the dis-!

eases, yet, from a scientific point of view, we are

bound at present to regard their specific nature as i

"non-proven". Such is the case, for instance, with the:

;streptococcus said to have been discovered by Klein in:

the blood and tissues of persons suffering from scar- ;

:let fever and accredited with the Causation of that |
disease; or the small bacillus found by Klein and Cope-

man in the early (fifth day) lymph of small-pox and vac-

icinia pustules and given the credit of being the causej
; j
iof those conditions. Such is also the case "with the ex-f

tremely small "G-uarnieri bodies" studied by Siegel, re4-

igarded by him as true parasites to be classed as a new:

|group of oporozoa, specific of the lesions of variola |
i
| ;

land vaccinia, and, according to that observer, very
I
i
I
i
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similar -bo an organism found "by him in the lesions of

"foo-b and mouth" disease (known also "by the numerous

aliases of epidemic stomatitis, aphthous fever, mur¬

rain, aphtha and eczema epizootica). But whether pro-

ven or not, there can "be little doubt that the causa¬

tive agents at work in the affections of this group

must be of the nature of parasitic organisms. Moreover,

these diseases are highly infectious and the infective

material seems to be air-borne, though the extent of

the aerial transmissibility is not certain and is pos-

sibly very limited. Doubtless the infection may be car¬

ried by means of an intermediary in the form of a per¬

son or of fomites, for considerable distances. An in- .

portant point mentioned in the table, in connection

with the diseases of the first group, is their remark¬

able epidemic character. These troubles are propagated

from case to case and do hot arise "de novo" after the

manner which Dr Milroy, apparently a believer in the

doctrine of the "generatio de novo" of diseases, would

have us believe. -Similarly there is the recent work on

"Heterogenesis" by Bastiari who adduces facts and argu-j
ments. to prove that simple forms of life, e.g.,bacteria

may either be built up from more simple substances, orj*
i

even be the outcome of higher organisms. It is, however,

now generally believed that such troubles, as we have!

been referring to, are propagated from person to person

and, this being the case, the infective matter may re¬

tain its vitality and its power of giving rise to dis-
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*
4

*

f

ease, outside the "body, for a considerable tine, but ;
I

it has not the power of undergoing ectanthropic or,
%

*

r

what Pettehkofer calls "ectogenous" multiplication.
r

I

The point regarding the manner in which many of the
I

%

pathogenic organisms behave extra-corporeally, has
%

i

been a very much debated question. On the one hand,
4

►

I

%

it has, been argued that the infective material may

lose its virulence and assume a purely saprophytic
♦ .

existence until such time as it gets the opportunity
*

of exercising its powers again and completing its
►

1

life-cycle as. a parasite. Thus, in illustration of ;
i

*

*

this view, Hueppe, writing on the subject of Asiatic ;
» ♦

►

i

i

Cholera, says that the specific organism, which has
% 1

become parasitic during its stay in the intestine,
V

can very readily adapt itself to a saprophytic exist-
I

ence outside the body; that it is virulent when it
►

<

leaves the body and loses this Virulence to a large
- j

extent during its stay in the soil, and not, as Pet- :
4

tenkofer says, nori-virulent when it leaves the body

and deriving virulence from the soil. On the other

side, it has" been urged that this view has nothing

to support it and indeed is discredited by the fact

that almost every epidemic can, if pi"operly investi- i

gated, be traced to the incursion of infective mate- I
I
c
9

rial in the form of a case freshly imported into the ;
f
r

community. Thus again, referring to cholera, Petten- ■
4

1
9

I

kofer so far agrees with this contagionistic view that
!
i

he belieVes that, at any rate where Europe is concerned,
♦ - •
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I

a new "einschleppung" is necessary for every fresh

outbreak, and lie thus disagrees with the autochthon-

ist theory which is supported by Jules G-uerin. But

Petterihofer, as a localist, demands something more

than the mere presence of the specific organism, for

the production of cholera. His views nay be formula¬

ted thus,_

x = cholera germ, generally carried about by per¬

sons, clothing, etc. i
I

y «=■ tine and place disposition,-porous, moist soil,

x plus y = z, the disease. j

Naegeli, in his so-called "diblastic" theory to ex-|

plain the spread of cholera, attempts to reconcile thei

views of localist and contagionist. According to him, i
j

for the infection of the healthy, a micro-organism

from the sick. is necessary which he calls "x" or the 1

contagium; but to enable this to oause the disease,

another germ from the locality,- as a rule, an infected

soil', _ is required to give the individual disposition j

to the person, and this he calls "y" or the miasma.

The contagium, he says, can be Carried about, but the j

miasma is not transportable.

x' « the oontagium,- a germ,- transportable. i

y - the miasma,- a germ,- not transportable. j
x plus y * z, the disease (cholera). ;

Whichever of these theories is nearer the truth, the

practical lesson to be learned from them is of the ut¬

most value to the epidemiologist in the prevention of ■
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disease and its spread. Small-pox remained a scourge .

until vaccination was introduced and now, although wei

may still he unable to prevent the disease-germ from

spreading, we can, at any rate, make the individual

members of a community sterile for that germ. Similar¬

ly, although it be not in our power to prevent the

spread of the organism of cholera, yet we can make

the locality sterile for it by draining and purifying!

the soil, improving house-drainage, removing pervious:

cess-pools, etc. It is on a consideration of the view;
which holds that organisms assured to be the specific

causes of these diseases are obligatory parasites pes*

sussing, however, -the property of resisting external ;

conditions for a corpain time, that our methods for i

combating epidemic diseases are based. For, on the

one hand, we resort to "isolation" to prevent further

spread, of the germ, while, on the other, we carry out:

"disinfection" with a view to destroying existing in¬

fective material. In the case of one of these diseasesj

small-pox, we have a. prophylactic that is certain in

its action, thanks to the work on vaccination by Jen-

tier, which was brought to a practical issue in May, 17^6,
and the principle of which was subsequently confirmed;

by the extensive work done by Pasteur in the way of

veterinary vaccination.

So far as the diseases of the second group are con¬

cerned, we have already drawn attention to their clin¬

ical and epidemiological characters and contrasted
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; them in theBe respects with the naiad ice of the pre¬

vious set. The specific causative organisms in each

: of these diseases, with the single exception of ra-
i

: ties, are known to us, and c-ach organism fulfils the |
: !
various requirements laid down "by Koch and "by Martin, j

in relation to its own disease. This being so, we are |
. of course able to deal with the spread of these trou- I
; j

; hies if, for the present, not quite successfully in

; certain instances, still as a rule on more rational
: i
• and scientific lines than in the case of diseases the

precise nature of the causative agents of which we are

i not as yet familiar with, but can only surmise from

: analogy.
; I

With regard to the small intermediate group ccmpri&U
i

I ing the two diseases, influenza and plague, the spec!-!
j j
| fie micro-organism has in the case of each, been iso- I

• lated within recent years. The clinical characters vary
1 ' ;

; .considerably in the case of plague, perhaps less so in!

j that of epidemic influenza vera (,as differing from ei-

i ther endemo-epldemic influenza vera, or endemic Influ-j
! ' |

; enza nostras, i.e. pseu.de-influenza, catarrhal fever, j

; "la grippe"). In its epidemiological features true epi-

; demic influenza is characterised by its wideness of dis-

| tribution, rapidity of diffusion, and shortness of stay

: in a given locality. So far as the epidemiological char-

S acters of plague are concerned, the.se will be made the
J

; subject of a special chapter and need therefore not bej
| j
i entered into at present. j
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Having dealt at some length, with, "bacteria themselve

in relation to epidemic diseases and their spread, we

pass- on to a consideration of another very interesting

part of our subject, namely the role played by the bac

terial products which constitute an important charac¬

teristic of bacterial activity. It is largely held at

the present time that the manifestations of diseased

conditions axe the immediate result not of the pre¬

sence of specific organisms themselves but of the com¬

plex substances produced by them during their period

of growth and multiplication. For, while exercising

their activity, bacteria set up fermentative proces¬

ses, convert starch into sugar, proteids into peptones

and so on,- changes due to bacterial secretions termed

"enzymes" or ferments. Again, as the result of their ;

action on dead proteid matter, bacteria produce sub¬

stances, more or less poisonous in their nature, cal¬

led "ptomaines" which at one time were regarded almost

universally as the agents that gave rise to the symp¬

toms of many infectious disorders, although, of late

this idea has to a considerable extent been abandoned.

As the result of further enquiry into the subject,aid¬

ed by improved methods of investigation, in this de- j

partment of chemistry, other poisonous substances,con¬

stituting the bacterial products of pathogenic micro-:

organisms, have been detected which are neither en¬

zymes nor ptomaines but yet have the power of giving

rise, quite apart from the specific organisms them-
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selves, -bo the cliaract.eriut.ic symptoms of disease la j
i
!

a- susceptible animal. To these poisonous products a j
very large number of names has been given, such as j

albuminoid substances, albumoses, tox-albUBins,auclec-

albumins, proteins, nucleo-proteins, etc. The very i

fact, that there is this great diversity in aomencla- |
j

ture, would indicate that the nature of these poisons !

is,not as yet properly understood, and it has there- j
fore been very rightly suggested that, as long as |
there is any doubt as to the real poisonous principles}

!
i

having been isolated,' the generic term, toxin ox- poison

should be employed to indicate the substances in ques-
i

tion. Now, it is noteworthy that these toxins, can be j

artificially separated from the organisms that give ■

i
rise to then, and that, if injected into susceptible j
animals during^ their lifetime, they can set up in then

symptoms characteristic of the diseases of which theyi

are respectively the specific causes, and can even prb-

-duce a fatal result as is the Case, for instance, with

tetanus. A consideration of these facts gives the clue

to the nature of what is known as the "incubation"

period in infective disease. For, suppose the living !

germ of such a disease infects a susceptible individual
' I

it grows at a rate which is characteristic of the par4
: j

ticular organism but, during this time, the person feel

no ill effects fx-om the presence within him of the ob¬

jectionable intruder. Nor do such ill effects manifest

themselves until enough time has elapsed for a Buffi- !



ciency of toxins to be formed, to give rise to certain

general symptoms the onset of which constitutes what

has been termed the "invasion" of the disease. The in-'

cubation period then consists of the interval which

elapses between infection on the one hand, and inva¬

sion or onset of the first constitutional symptoms on

the other, and it corresponds accurately with the ticu

taken by the germ to multiply and produce its toxins

in sufficient quantity. The primary constitutional

symptoms of invasion are, in their turn, followed by

the specific symptoms or those characteristic of the

disease in question. In connection with the nature of

these poisons much discussion has arisen as to whethei

. they are the direct products, of the action of bacteria

on the tissues or the outcome of the action of enzyme
j

on the Surrounding protoid matter, the enzymes them- j
i

, selves being the original products of activity of the !
i :
■i :

j micro-organisms. Thus, Buchner;, in common with others,;
; i

I supports the former view, while -Sidney' Martin holds j
| t I
I the latter, asserting in' the case of diphtheria, for J
i '
j

| instance, that an enzyme or ferment is first produced
i

; by the bacillus and, in its turn, liberates toxins by

| acting chemically on the surrounding tissue-proteids.
!

|
| While it would be a matter of the greatest interest
| indeed to be able to decide whether these poisons are
i

in reality chemical substances or are of the nature of

ferments, it is of the utmost importance to consider

what occurs practically when these toxic products are j
introduced into the system of a living animal. Labora-j
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tory experiments carried out with great precision, have

done nuch to elucidate matters. Thus, it has been found

that, given a suitable animal, • small doses of a power¬

ful toxin are capable of producing a lethal effect, and

further, that an intoxication and death may result in a

second animal inoculated from the first. Occasionally

it has been noticed that, after inoculation with a small

dose, the poison lies latent for a certain (incubation)

period and then there comes a sudden and acute outburst

of symptoms characteristic of the poison, illustrating

a kind of progressive power which the toxin possesses.

This leads one to entertain the idea that it is possi¬

ble for infective disease to be handed on from person :

to person through the medium of the toxin alone with¬

out necessarily the presence of the specific organism

for, if what has been described above takes place in

experimental cases in the laboratory, it seems conceiv¬

able that, in a disease of a highly infectious nature,

small doses of a toxin may pass from the affected to

the susceptible and set up the trouble in the latter.

Prom the subject of susceptibility we naturally

pass on to a consideration of "immunity1', _ a subject

which has lent itself to endless controversy and, to

explain the nature of which, numerous theories have

been deVised, all more or less plausible but hone, so

far, quite satisfactory. For instance, there is what

has been called tlie "exhaustion" or "pabulum" theory,

a view which assumes that the body contains a special
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and separate xiu.trit ive substance suited to the speci-j

j
fic organism of each disease to which it is liable, j

i
;

as one disease can protect only against itself. Then !
j

there nay be mentioned the "antidote" or "retention" j

theory whereby it is asserted that just as the yeast |
i

plant by 1 ivixxg and growing in a saccharine fluid un-i
I
1

der suitable circumstances, produces a toxin, alcoholj
which when it attains certain proportions, inhibits j
the further activity of the yeast, so" a pathogenic ;

organism in the course of its development produces a' j
i

substance which is retained in the system and acts as I
i

an antidote to the further development of that germ |
|

in the sane creature. But, in order to comprehend re-j
i

cent developments on the subject of immunity, a know-j

ledge of Metchnikoff's work, and theories is indispen¬

sable, and the best way to understand and appreciate |

this writer is to read carefully his volume on "Immu-j

nity in infectious diseases", published in 1901, whicft

"sums up the labour of twenty-five years" and contains

the latest and most mature expression of his views. j
The 1iterature on immunity has of late years become j

appallingly extensive and complicated, partly owing j
to the intrinsic complexity of the subject, and part¬

ly from the confusion of an ever increasing jargon of

hewly coined technical terms. Metchnikoff, however,

has the gift of expressing himself in terms Intelligit

ble to a wider audience than the inner circle of those

actually immersed in some particular detail of research
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ana controversy. The keynote of his■ doctrine is that, |
"there it only one constant element in immunity, who- j
ther innate or acquired, and that is phagocytosit". |
One need hardly enter here into the very numerous and j

complicated- details of this interesting subject as one

is tempted to do after reading this masterly work, but
J

it might be allowable just to touch, en passant, upon;
I

the leading features of Metchnikoff'a theory. Phago- I
i

cytes occur (l) partly in the circulation as (a) macro¬

phages (large lymphocytes) with much non-granular pro¬

toplasm, and (b) microphages (polymorphonuclear leuc'o4
I

cytes) with protoplasm containing granules either eo-j
sinophile, anphophile or neutrophile;' (3) partly in j
the fixed tissues .("fixed" phagocytes) namely, in the;

|
spleen, endothelial and connective tissues, muscle fi-j
bres and neuroglia,- they are all macrophages, often |

closely resembling the free or circulating macrophages.

The macrophages and nicrophages display a difference :

in their phagocytic activity, for the former seize and

devour (1) material of animal origin, e.g. blood cor-!
puscles, spermatozoa, etc. ,.(3) infective micro-organisms

of chronic disease, e.g. leprosy, tuberculosis, etc.,;

and those of animal nature, e.g. the amoeboid parasites

of malaria,, the trypanosomata, etc.,while the micro- i
i

phages destroy the bacteria of acute infection. There;

are corresponding differences in the soluble ferments;

or "cytases" (the "alexins" or "complements" of other;

wx'iters) secreted by the phagocytes in the process of
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intracellular digestion, in other words, in tile macro-

and micro-cytaees. These cytaaes or soluble ferments :

are essentially intracellular and tney adhere \vitn

tenacity to the phagocytes vuicn produce and contain

txieitt, until tne latter are injured vnen tiiey al low a

part of their cytases to escape and tn.ua impart to tne

serum tne naemolytic and bactericidal properties Wxilcn,

according to Metchnikoff, were not originally present

in the normal plasma. The phenomenon, according to Aim

is closely comparable to the formation of fibrin fer¬

ment for, so long as tne white- corpuscles are intact,
t

'■

no fibrin-ferment is secreted by them, but" when they

are damaged, as in blood withdrawn from the animal

• body, fibrla-ferment is .at once formed and coagulation

sets in. He says that "the cytases rid the animal body

of tne micro-organisms without the sligiLtest observa-

, ble co-operation on the part of otner soluble ferments".

. The factors at work in the case of acquired immunity

are more complicated for here, as a general rule, there

exist in addition to the micro-cytases other substances

which play an important part in the defensive action

of the animal organism against bacteria. These substan¬

ces are termed "fixatives". They* are not in themselves

bactericidal, but by fixing themselves on the micro¬

organisms, they render the latter much more suscepti¬

ble to the bactericidal action of the micro-cytases.

These fixatives also belong to the group of soluble

ferme.its but differ from the cytases in that they
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resist much higher temperatures for, whilst the latter'!

- are completely destroyed at 55°C., the fixatives must

te heated to beyond 60°G. or 65PG. to he completely
*

destroyed or altered. Again, fixatives manifest a high

degree of specificity,for the majority of them are Inca¬

pable of fixing themselves or. core thar. a single species

of bacteria or class of animal cells, whereas the same
4

uicro-cytases are able to attack all kinds of apical

cells. Further, fixatives are not anchored to the cells
H * " ♦ .

i prodr-c-ing them, but readily pass into the surrounding

fluid and they may- therefore be described as "humoral".

Still Metchr-.ikoff strongly insists or. their cellular

origin and quotes the work of Marx and Pfeiffer who

- found the specific fixative of cholera vibrios in the
4 0

. spleen, lymphatic glands ar.d bone-marrow, at a period
%

before ar.y was present in, the blood. He confidently
* n •

assert^ that the phagocytes are the particular cells

which prodrce these fixatives and that these latter,

being produced in superabundance as a consequence of

the phagocytic stimulus, pass into the blood plasma

and thence into the fluids of exudations. Metchr.ikoff

says it a misconception to think that his theory Of

acquired immunity is fundamentally opposed to the theo¬

ry of "side-chains" or "receptors" formulated by TCrlich,

fox1 the latter simply attempts to penetrate further into

i the mechanism of the phenomena observed as taking place
l

between, the u-icro-ox'gar.'ism and the cell. He says "the

act which, we simply tern. intracellular digestion is
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divided ty Erl.ich into its constituent parts. Accord-

leg to hire there is a combination Of the fixative, or.

the or.e hard with a molecule of the micro-organism,

and or. the other with that of the soluble ferment or

cytaae. According to Hrlich, it is the amboceptors of

the ceJJs which become detached ir. order to furnish the

fixatives that circulate ir. the plasma. For us there

la siirply ar. over-production of or.e of the two ferments

of intracellular digestion, without defining more ex¬

actly what constituent part of this ferment passes irtp

the circulation. The two theories may supplement each

other hit are ir. r.o way contradictory jr. principle".

The one important point, however, "in which they do"not

accord is, as Metchrikoff points out, that whereas the

derman authority believes that the cytases are always

free ic. the tody-fluids, Metchr.ikoff holds that they

aura only free in. the ar.imal during phagolysis ar.d that

under normal conditions they remain closely hound up

with the phagocytes. While or. this subject* we might

call attention to the latest edition of Da Costa's

work entitled "Clinical Haematology" which contains ar.

adliiratle account of haemolysir.s as well, as a very in¬

genious set of diagivams devised for the purpose of ex¬

plaining the side-chain theox'y of Rrlich and the modi-,

ficatior.fc which it has had to undergo as a result of

recent investigations- A very interesting paper or. the

subject of enzymes ar.d haemolysins was read ty Madser

at the 15th International Medical Congress held at Lis-
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ton, 19th to 26th April, 1906.

So far we have considered merely the theoretical

aspect of the subject and have entered sou.ewhat fully

into the very seductive subject of iir.mtr.ity, natural

ar.d acquired, ar.d the theory which has of late years

teer. elaborated ty Metchnikoff. Let us r.ow turn to

the study of such practical results as have come about

fron: the application of experimental laboratory methods.

Suppose that a certain dose of a culture of a pathogen¬

ic organism, introduced into a susceptible animal, is

productive of definite morbid phenomena and a fatal

result, then a smaller quantity will set up only a

slight local disturbance and a passing illness from

which the animal will recover, while a still smaller

dose will perhaps give rise to no bad effects at all.

from this it follows that, in oi'der to set up a dis¬

ease artificially in an animal, a dose exceeding a

certain limit must be administered, or in other words,

that animals possess against disease powers of resist¬

ance or natural immunity to a degree indicated by, and

directly in proportion to, the dose-limit which has to

be exceeded in order to produce such disease,, for the;

lower this limit the lower is the power of resistance

or degree of natural immunity. The importance of this

matter lies in the fact that it aids in explaining how

it happens that occasionally the susceptible are ex¬

posed to infection ar.d yet do not contract the disease.

For- apart from the possibility of such people, though
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exposed, having escaped the infection altogether,there
; is the point that owing to the smallness of dose the

■ natural imLrp.ity was at 1 e to come to the fore and was

• sufficient "to afford protection. Thus infection, dos¬

age ar.d immunity stand mutually related to one another.

Brt the natter does not end here, for, in contradis-

: tinction to immunity or the positive power on the part

of the tissues to resist infection, there is, so to

speak, the negative power of "predisposition" that has

: to te taken into accornt. Thus the greater* the srscep-

• titility an.d the 3ess the natural immunity in. sun ani¬

mal, the sir-aller is the dose that will "be necessary to

produce a given, infection} whereas, the less the sus¬

ceptibility and the greater the natural powers of re¬

sistance, in other words, the more refractory an. ani-

. mal, the larger the dose that will te necessary, or,

it cay te thus simply expressed, the dose required to

produce a given, infection is directly proportional to

the degree of immt-rity which an. animal possesses tut
' indirectly so to the susceptibility. This however, is

only so far* as the natural powers of resistance go,for

even a susceptible animal may te made to acquire such

powers ty the repeated introduction into its system of

sublethal doses of the toxin, whereby the tissx^es are

; habituated or, as it were, educated up to withstanding

: larger amounts. Now, it frequently happens that organ¬

isms which have the power of producing disease, live

an entirely saprophytic existence althovgh placed under
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conditions -that afford them numerous opportunities

for recoiling parasitic. That- they do not- take on the

latter type under" these circumstances, is to be ex¬

plained ty the fact that the tissues normally possess

a degree of immunity or protective power against micro

organisms and the substances prodrced ty them. This

property may te in some measure natural, tut it to a

large extent an acquired habituation comparable to a

tolerance of the most unfavourable climatic conditions

which many people develop ty dint of long residence in

a locality. A further i!lustration of this faculty of,

hatituation is to te found in the fact that the tis- :

feu.es- of young animals are generally more prone to ac-j

quire infection than those of the same animals at a

later age when their tissues have had time to become

accustomed to various disease-producing influences.

Again, with regard let us say to enteric fever as it

occurs in the tropics, two points have teen particu¬

larly noticed, (1) that it is alarmingly prevalent

amongst young European soldiers and civilians in the

East during the first two or three years after their

arrival, and that the liability decreases with length

of residence, and (2) that recent young European, arri¬

vals get enteric fever while the natives of tropical

countries seemingly enjoy a comparative freedom from

the disease. Writing on the first of these points,

Marson says that "apparently a sort of acclimatisation
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or rather hatitv.at.io::. to the poison is established

with time, just as tends to te the case with other

organic poisons". With reference to the second point,|
Davidson, expresses the opinion, that it is an. instance;

of new conditions increasing and the influence of ha-;
i

bituity decreasing the liability to disease, as in i

the case of the your.g British soldier who goes to In-;

dia, vr.accv.stomed to a new set of pathogenic environ-;
i

meets, and acquires enteric fever much more readily

than the native Indian, soldier does. Similar to this
i

is the case of the native of a bl.ackwatei' or haemo- ;

glotinirric fever country who remains immune or nearly

so as lor.g as he cortirr.es to reside in his native j
district, but loses his immunity to" some extent when. j

| he goes to another part of the country. Again, under :

I ordinary circumstances, a person is less liable to
i

infection. with pyogexxic and other cocci which gener- !
I
ally lodge ox- his own skin-surface than, he is with I

|

foreigx?, organisms from outside sovrces, fox' the tis- i

sues are habituated to the presence of the former. !
For example, in a skit:, incision, little or ir.c trouble

follows the it:production of the cocci usually ichafciii-

ing the skin-surface, whex'eas whex:. any foreign matter

is ixr.trodu.ced from withou.t by the knife, there arise

between the tissues and such mattex' sxndry mian.ifesta-

tiox:,s of a struggle or, in a sixr.gle word, disease.

Herein lies the principle which has to guide t'.s in
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■the practice of modern Bfxgery where it is of greater
'

importance by far to prevent the access to incisions

: of unclean matter from, withort thai" to try and render
i j

sterile the skin-surface throrgh which an. incision isj

: to te made, for not only is the latter practically inj-

I possitle, "but it also tends to lower the resisting j
I . .

powers of the tissues of the part. Now, these defer.-

; slve powers of the tissues are, as we have already

seen, of the Vex'y highest utility .and such that On

. the building up and strengthening of them is based

- a very important part of our system of treatment in

many diseases, especially those In which medical sci-

I ecce has not as yet placed a specific remedy in our j
| ' I

| hands, as for example tuberculosis in its various ma-j
i • i
! • nif©stations.. It is these same powers of 'resistance j

| in. our tissues which guard us against the inimical.
action of the many bacteria of putrefaction which we |

! normally harbour in our system, both on the external ;

surface of our body and on such mucous membranes as

that of our alimentary tract where they naturally j

play a very important r6l. e in our internal animal. j

economy. During a state of" health the living proto- j

| plasm of our tissues, exerts a defensive power and re-f

feists any attempts on the part of these germs at leav¬

ing theix' usual habitat and invading the parts around,

but if this faculty is weakened to any extent, as when

the tissues are damaged ox" destroyed, the barrier ox1'
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line of defence being removed, the organisms attack

the damaged or dead protoplasm and exert their frac¬

tions, with the resr.lt that putrefaction occurs. In

this waj it may happen that organisms like the bacil¬

lus coli communis, rsually not only harmless but serv¬

ing a vex'y friendly and useful purpose, come to ac-

qu.ire pathogenic properties.

Next we go on to take up the consideration of a

series of studies that have advanced very far of late

years and have recently culminated in the establish¬

ing of the widespread and well-known methods of serum-

treatment. For, while it was noticed on the one hand

that the typical symptoms of a disease could, as we

have already said, be produced by the irvtrodu.ctior

of toxins apart from their1 specific organisms, it was

on the other hand also observed that immunity could

be artificially produced or developed by the use of

such toxins alone, not only against the action of re¬

peated ana larger doses of these toxins themselves,

but also, mirabile dlctu. against that of the living

organisms fx^om which these are formed. Moreover, it

is a fact worthy of note that this immunity brought
iT

about by the use of toxins of exalted virulence and
in increasing doses, may be developed to a high de¬

gree, and yet this can by no means go on. indefinite¬

ly, for there is a limit, often a Very sharp one,and

any attempt to go beyond it will fail, causing the im-



rcl'eity to fall in degree and the animal to weaken and

die. What happens artif3dally in a case of this kind

appeals to he analogous to that which tak:es place in

the relapses met with in naturally acqrired diseases

like enteric fever, fox' as the patient appears to have

got the better of the trouble and seems to "be rapidly

improving, there suddenly comes abort a charge in his

condition, with a return of the morbid symptoms. It has

been suggested that this phenomenon is du.e to "renewed

local irritation", but such ah explanation does not sa¬

tisfy the bacteriological view of the case. It appears

much more seasonable to say that in such instances the

machinery engaged in secreting the antitoxin suddenly

breaks down as the result of the high pressure at which

it has been, working and that there occurs in consequence

an increased metabolism or elimination, of the antitoxin,

allowing the bacteria, so long kept at bay, to have' it

all their own way now. The discovery that bacterial tox¬

ins possessed this remarkable power* of imparting immuni¬

ty against disease, was the starting point of much work

on similar* lines, and very soon the literature on. bac¬

teriology was flooded with the results of in.rumerab!e

laboratory experiments. The value of work of this na¬

ture as done by scientific experimentalists like Yon.

tehring and Kitasato, was soon realised when they first

announced to the world their discovery that the blood-

serum of animals artificially immunised against bacter-
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ial diseases by the r.se of toxins, possessed the power

of ami? ling the toxins of these diseases, wher. inject¬

ed into other animate, and thereby of protectirg against

arch toxins. Their earliest labours in this direction

were undertaker. in connection, with diphtheria and teta¬

nias toxins, and they showed that the protection, afford¬

ed by a serum obtained in this way was not Only against

the toxins but also extended to the specific organisms

productive of such toxins; or, in other words, that a

i&exn-ir,. thus obtained world rot only protect an animal
|

against the toxins, say in the case of diphtheria, brt

world also afford it protection against the effects of

inoculation with the living bacilli. The converse, hovj/-
ever, does not always hold. Thrs while, as Hotter ar.d;

Firth express it, "a serum which is anti-tox ic is also

ar.ti-biotic", yet an. ar.ti-biotic serum is not necessari¬

ly anti-toxic. Whatever be the way in which the actual

antitoxic substances in the serum. are produced, if we

consider first that the potency of the serrm is roughly

in proportion to the quantity of toxic introduced into

the body, and secondly that the antitoxic property is

specific,-in other words, that the antitoxin of one

disease protects only against that disease, it is safe

to say that the essentia? element in the production of

the antitoxic srbstan.ee in the serrm is the presence

of the bacterial toxin.. It is, however, easier to im¬

munise an animal to fatal doses of living organisms
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j than to similar doses of their toxins, ar.d the serum

: of animals thus rer.dex,ed immune is protective against

inoculation with Jiving bacteria hut rot with their

toxics. The whisi.e subject is one of the greatest com¬

plexity. The manner in which these antitoxins act in

establishing immunity is a point which, owing to the

very intricacy of its nature, exerts a peculiar fas¬

cination or. the student of such a subject, one which

; is still entirely in a state of theory. Let us then

!ask cvxse!Ves, what is a theory? It is a mental pic-

ture which we take to represent something that, does

mot come directly under observation,- a picture that

ought to be quite a definite one. Next, let us consi-
|
der if any of the theories that are extant to explain :

the mode of action, of these antitoxic substances, is

satisfactory in all respects. First there is the sug¬

gestion made by the French school of scientists that

5antitoxins act by fortifying' the body-cells against

the toxins, working only in vivo ar.d not dealing in

any way with the toxins themselves. This view does not
i

seem satisfactory in so far as its first clause is con-

cerred, as It offex's to the mind no definite pictuxre as

ito how the suggested fox'tification of the cells takes

place. As for1 its second ar.d third clauses the theory-

appears to gain support fxmtii the fact that Cal.mette,

in a series of experiments, found that snake venom did

r.ot lose its toxicity wher. brought in contact with anti-
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iv&r.in in_ vitro. Antivenin was mixed with venom in vi-

| -fcro and, after it had teen in contact with it for a
|

I certain time, was destroyed by exposure to heat at

70°C, a temperature which did not affect the Venom.
I 1%0 ^
The fact that the venom had teen altered ty contact

! A

with the artiverir. rnder these circumstances was de-

| monsti'ated ty the results of a subsequent injection
.

j of the heated mixture of venom and ar.tlvecin into a

rabtit. Secondly, we have Srlieh's theory that anti-

|toxins act directly on toxins, both in vitro and jr.
■ vivo, combining with them in accordance with the laws

|of chemical equivalence. This explanation was suggest-

|ed to him by an observation of the following facts,

(a) that if x c.c. of toxin are neutralised by y c.c. j
of antitoxin, it will inquire 100 times y c.c. of the!

t :

latter to neutralise 100 times x c.c. of the former, j

I (bj that C. j.Martin, of Melbourne, demonstrated that

; in Calmette's experiment described above, the venom

i was destroyed in. vitro if contact with the antivenin

! was sufficiently prolonged, (c) that the same Martin

| showed that the diphtheria toxin which can be separa¬

ted by filtration from a recently made mixture of the

diphtheria toxin, and antitoxin, cannot be reciover-ed

from such a mixture after the lapse of a certain per¬

iod, the toxins having probably combined with the a!-:

buminous antitoxins whose molecules are too large.to

pass through the pores of the gelatine filter employed,
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and (d) that Firl ich, working with ricir., showed that
'

the agglutinating ar.d dissolving action which this sub-

i stance exex-ts on. the red Wood corpuscles, is abolished

I wher. the ricir. has beer, previously mixed for a few min-

| vtes in. vitx'o with its corresponding antitoxin, namely

; actiricin; the mixture of the two which has stood for
'

a while is a fluid neutral in. respect of its action oh

I red blood cells, as a chemical combination has occur*-

! red between, the toxin, ar.d the antitoxin. Thus, it ap¬

pears manifest that the theory put forward by Hrlich
|

is the m.ost acceptable one regarding the mode of action

of antitoxins, substances which may therefore be said

|to be toxi-tropic in their nature, that is, having an

: affinity for toxins ar.d combining 'Chemically with them,
i !
I both in vitro and in vivo, provided the contact is 1 or.g

; enough and the temperature and other conditions are al -
i

I

;so suitable.

The way in which these toxins are produced on the

I introduction into the system, of substances of an ex¬

ceedingly complex and freq.uen.tly unknown chemical strtfc-

| ture, is a point still under debate, and the most ger.-

| erally accepted views have already beer- briefly alluded
j to. It can evidently not be a provision, made for the

| pre sex"vat ion. of the species, as antitoxins are not pro¬
duced fox"' all poisons indifferently'; nor are they pro-

diced in. animals injected with any of the alkaloids or
i

mineral poisons, but only after the introduction intoi
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the system of prisons of an. albuminous nature, such for

io.fcit.arce as certain. bacterial toxins e.g. diphthero-

toxic, tetaco-toxir, etc.,and poisonous vegetable albu-

! mir.s e.g. abrin, ricir., robicin, etc. Antitoxins are

therefore also albumiro-tropic or proteiro-tropic sub¬

stances. The eel la which produce them are, according

to the theory pr-opourded by Erlich, those cortairirg
'

ir their protoplasm, what he terms the "haptophoric'

I groups" or "side-chairs" which possess the property pf

grasping ar.d embodying albuminous sr.h6-tac.ces. As ae. oh-

'■ jectior. to this theory the question has been raised as

to whether, say ir the case of tetanus, so much actltox

ir cat?. he produced hy the few cells attacked by the te¬

tanus toxic. Ir correction with this subject it may be

pointed ort that poisons of the kind we are considering

are either mono-tropic (e.g. tetanus toxic which acts:

only or. the central, nervous system), or poly-tropic.

If tetanus toxir is introduced into the system via the

skin, a hundred times the quantity is necessary to pro¬

duce the same effect as when it is injected directly

into the central nervous system, so that it has beer,

said that ninety-nine parts are spent or cells other

than those of the central nervous system. The clinician,

admits that poisons attack probably more cells than he

knows anything about. It has been observed that insus¬

ceptible animals, owing to a distribution of the poison

in their system, yield much antitoxin as compared with
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i susceptible animals which produce little inasmuch as

■| the poison at or.ce attacks some vital part. The obser¬
vation of the fact that, ir. addition to a protective

i action, the blood-serum of immunised animalb possessed

also a creative power and was atle to arrest the process

of disease though fullj established, completed the work
"

! that i^esrIted in -the trirraphant discovery of the prit?ci-
i

!pies of serrm-therapy.

Sefoi"e leaving the subject of immunity and the ap¬

plication. of its principles ix? the management of dis¬

ease, it may not be out of place to refex'1 briefly to
j

lehring's x'ecen.t work in, this direction, with the re-

■! suits of which he thought he would startle the world

when, he pr blished these in. 1905. It was in. regard to !

:the terrible scourge, tuberculosis, that Fehring be-

I lieved a cure could be obtained on the plan of estab¬

lishing a "cellular" immunity in contradistinction to

1 the "humoral" immunity conferred by an. antitoxin. This

cellrlar imnnviity is gained, according to him, by an

iorganism throrgh its cells being impregnated, in the
i |
| case of tuberculosis with a substance called by him

! TO, which exists in the todies of trtercle bacilli,

i This TC has manifold properties, as implied ix?. the gen¬

eral terms formative, fermentative and assimilative,
i

| and is the "quasi-vital principle" of the bacilli. In

: immunising cattle agaix?st tuberculosis, TC combines
l ;

with the tissi?e-ce!Is, especially those of lymphatic
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germinal centres. It is the cause of the reaction to

tu.bercuJ ix:. as wel1 as of the acquired protection, against

tuberculosis. Startix^g from the proposition that to in¬

troduce tubercle "bacilli into the humax^ "body is inad-'

mlssible, the prod!em. which behrdrg set himself was to
i

spare the ox'ganism the latour of elaborating TO (and ■

acquiring active immunity) by isolating TC in vitro

and employing it to confer' passive imuu'rity. According

to him, in tubercle bacilli there are three groups of

bacillary substances distinguishable, of which two are

highly toxic and one inert. They are (1) TV, soluble

only in pure water,- fermentative and catalytic,- to

which are due the toxic effects of Koch's tuberculin, i

(ox?.e gramme of dry TV is more toxic than, one litre of
• • • j

Koch's ox^igina! tubercu! in.), (2) TCrL, a globulin, solu¬
ble only in neutral saline solutions ard also toxic, !
and (3) several non-toxic substances, soluble only in)
alcohol, ether or chloroform. After these substances !

have been extracted, the bacilli retain their shape

and staining reaction and are called "rest-bacilli".

They contain. TO' ar.d can be converted into an. amorphous
substance, TX, which or. inoculation impregnates the j
lymphatic cells of the animal,the cells themselves be-

comix^.g oxyphile ix?. the process, while, -pari passu with
i

this metamorphosis, immunity develops. These observa-

have so far been limited to animal experiments and it

only remains to add, in. oi'der to complete the descrip¬

tion of TG, that it possesses the curious property of
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caseate or" soften. This is the tenet"!' of Behrin.g's com¬

munication.

Now to pass on to the development that followed

next upoit the establishment of serum-therapeutics, we ;

must allude to the discovery of the fact that the serum
I

I of artificially immunised animals possesses, in addi¬

tion. to the curative powers mentioned, a further re¬

markable and characteristic effect on. the living or¬

ganisms of disease and, moreover, that the action is

a specific one. This property of antitoxic sera may

j "be forrd manifested in. cases of disease naturally ac- I

quired, at quite an. early stage, and the discovery of j
this circumstance was at once utilised as a means of i

diagnosis, now generally known as "serum-diagnosis". j
The method is employed in order" to make out the nature

of a disease, on the principle that the blood of men

animals suffering from a specific disease, possesses j
i ' ''
I the power of agglutinating and sedimenting the bacteria

causally associated with that disease. This means of

early diagnosing the nature of a complaint, has already
been made use of in many diseases, such as Malta or

i

Mediterranean .fever", tacillary dysentery and especially
enteric fever in detecting which it is of the utmost j

value, (r.jochmanr (Deut. med., Woch., May 17th, 1906)

describes a series of experiments which tie carried out

with Weichselbaum'S organism in connection with the

serrm-diagn.osis and serrm-therapy of cerebro-spinal
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fever; he obtained a polyvalent sexvm which, according

to him, rendered it ea&y to distinguish between the

true Weichsel. baum cocci and similar micro-organisms,

amoi-g which he mentions a Gram-negative coccus. He

does not express a definite opinion as to the curative

: value of the serum after the limited test he has teen
i

able to give it, tut he is inclined to think it does

| good and advises its prophylactic injection in 30 c.c.
j

| doses under certain conditions. We have said that the
|
action is a specific one, for not only will the blood-

serum of at?, animal suffering from one disease not act

with the organisms causing a totally different ailment,

! tut then, in. the same group of disox'ders e.g. taclllary

I dysentery, the serum from a case due to one variety of

baciili-s dy&enteriae, let us say Plexrer"s, will not ;

act with a culture of another bacillus productive of

dysentery, as for example Shiga's bacillus, and the

converse holds good as well. In addition, to the method

being applicable to the diagnosis of disease at an. ear¬

ly stage, it can also be employed in a purely bacterio¬

logical manner fox* the purpose of recognising or, as
i

It were,"diagnosing" a culture of an. unknown, organism,

or in order to confirm a suspicion as to its nature by

noting the disease with the blood-serum of which the j
organism will agglutinate or sediment. It is not neces¬

sary for the serum, ir ox^der to produ.ce the effects

that have been described, to be taken, from the blood |

of one actually suffering from the disease, for the
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blood of ar. animal immunised against a specific malady

possesses identically the same power as that of one
i

jsvffering from the disease at the time,

j The whole subject concerning the use of the serum

of immunised animals in the diagnosis and in the pre¬

vention of specific infective disease ty the confer¬

ring of immunity against it, is one which is still in
jits infancy tut which promises fair to make great and

ji-apid advances. For instance, in the matter of grant-

ling protection against the ravages of disease, much

Ipractical work has already been successfully carried
t

|out in the veterinary department, especially in var-

iloirs parts of South Africa and on the east coast of

Ithat continent where it has teen, found impossible to
t

ipreserve old and import new stock owing to the deadly

'effects of cattle-plague, or rinderpest, also known as

typhus contagiosus, steppe disease, steppe murrain,

jpeste toum (x?.ot to be mistaken for Yersin's "peste to-i

Jvine") ar.d, in India, as "man", ..besides redwater fever

and numerous other troubles of a like nature.Much good'
work has lately been done on these lines by Koch and

I ■

others. Very important is the subject of the immunising

of cattle in places where such fatal diseases are rife;
i

and very distinct the advantages to life in the case |
of animals that have acquired an immunity, as compared;

with those whfe, have not, e.g. fresh importations into ;

the country. Indeed In veterinary phraseology distinc¬

tion has been dx-awn between the two sets by means of
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! the terms "salted" and "clear." respectively. Nor is

the work dox?.e of late years, so far as similar dis¬

eases affecting mar. are concerned, ar.y less important

corsidei'ir.g such discovei'ies as those of Behring's an¬

ti-diphtheritic serum, the anti-streptococcic serrm,

and Yersir.'s anti-pest serrm which in addition to be¬

ing a preventive, has been said also to be a crrative

i provided it is sritably administered as was done in

the cases of plague that occurred at Leith some half

a dozen, years ago and again in. a set of 26 cases in

: China of which 24 were saved, accordix:.g to report by

; this mode of treatment. We shall have occasion to con¬

sider Yersir.'s anti-pest serum at greater length later

■ on in the course of this work.

The practical application of a knowledge of these

r.umex'ous facts brought to light by the science of bac¬

teriology, affords a vast field for the work of the

| epidemiologist in the prevention, of disease and its
spread. Taking into account only those troubles which

| are known to be associated with a bacterial cai'.sation
| and the organisms of which, conform in all respects to

Koch's postulates, we find ourselves at once confrort-

; ea with a considerable number which, though they may

| vary clinically and in other respects, have certain

| points in common. Thus, besides being of proved bac- !

| teria! origin, they have their organisms generally
j present in the blood, capable of causing analogous
|
i lesions in other animals, recoverable from those
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anitaals and capable of cultivation outside the body,

the pure cultures being of sr.ch a nature that, if in-:

.. ocr.Iated into othei' sx:sceptlble animals, they will

produce the disease in such a way that from the mor¬

bid tissues the organism can again, be recovered. Such

diseases belong to the second of the gror.ps which we

distinguished at ax? early part of this chapter, and

in some of them e.g.anthrax, tetanus and diphtheria,

the identity of the toxins of artificial cxMtrres and:

of those obtained from the diseased tissues, has been;

demonstrated by Martin. There are, on the other* hand,

diseases of undoubted bacterial origin in. which the

inspected organism does not conform to all these re- I

! qr'lrements, as for instance leprosy in which it has

not yet been clearly shown that the organism can be ;

| grown outside the body and in connection with which :

■ the inoculation with leprous material has so far not

succeeded in imparting the disease. Mars or. says that

"many attempts have been, made to communicate leprosy

I to man. by inoculation; hitherto, with one exception,

;. all have failed". Again, the specific organism of In-'

! f!versa has been found and cultivated outside the body,

yet the resi-.lts of animal experiments remain ircoroplejte.
:

! Similarly, in the case of enteric fever, we are famin

| liar with the specific germ and can cultivate it on

! artificial media, but still no clear proof has hither-
! :

j to been given, of the transmissibility of this disease
s

to animals. Regarding this, Osier says that "the pro-
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has not yet been met. Protatly the animals r.&ed for

experimentation. are not susceptible to typhoid fever".

Still &rch an expression. as "bovine enteric" is occa¬

sionally met with in the literature of the day and

I the "possibility of the transmission, of enteric fever

| from men to animals, and vice versa, must not be over-

j looked". Further, as already pointed out, there are

instances of disease in which various organisms may

be concerned, each capable of causing the same lesions

and similar clinical symptoms, as for example septi¬

caemia or pyaemia, indistinguishable in. clinical fea¬

tures even, though caused by any of the different forms

| of pyogenic cocci. Again, the same organism, let us
| i
i Say the diplococcus pneumoniae, may give rise on the ,

| one hard to a disease like lobar pneumonia with geneb-
i
al. symptoms, or on the other to purely local lesions,

sv.ppurative in type, thus warranting the conclusion

that the term "pneumonia" ought to be looked upon as

| a general one including- several different forms of
I

inflammatory disease. In connection with certain other
!

I diseases, of the first group, e.g. small-pox, scarlet

fever, etc., although many organisms have been describ¬

ed from time to time, we require still further evidence

before we can really accept these as the genuine causae
causaiit.p.a. while in. yet another set of troubles no caus¬

ative germs have hitherto been discovered although,from
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analogy, wo can have no doubt whatsoever as to the or-

jgani&mal nature of their origin, as in the case of ra-i
| i

| ties, whore, however, bacteriological methods have for-j
trnately stepped in and triumphed by the production

of a protective substance in the form of an attenuated

virus. |

There are certain eases in which a disease, in su.pt
i ■ ■

|port of the specific nature of its origin, conforms in
)

the strictest manner possible to the requirements of 1
i

bacteriology and responds as rigidly to the serum test

jand yet its specific nature is doubted by some. An ex¬

ample of such a disease is diphtheria. It is said that

inasmuch as (1) the diphtheria bacillus is sometimes

to be found in throats not pronounced by the clinician

ito be diphtheritic, and (2) the diphtheria bacillus is|
|

often not discovered in cases which are clinically j
■

I

:diagnosed as diphtheria, evidence of the specificity j
of the organism is wanting. With regard to the first

!objection, all physicians of clinical experience a!-
i

low that the difficulty of diagnosing the disease is |
!

at times very great indeed, in the absence of bacter-!

iological methods; therefoi'e, in such instances, if i
the organism ia discovered in the throat, clinical |I

| diffidence mu.st give way to bacteriological evidence j
aid the case must be looked upon as one of the genu- j
ine disease. With x^egard to the second point, the non-j

| discovery- of the germ may be due either to a misdiagno

feis of the case at the bedside (the case not being real!
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; one of diphthex'ia at. a!7), or -to want of skill or care

on the part of the bacteriologist, for the sources of

fallacy are numerous indeed, especially in the hands

of the inexperienced worker in bacteriological methods

Involving srch delicate iranlpr.lations and technique.

Negative results in sr.ch researches are of little valve

-unless amply confirmed, for it is absurd to say that :

tecat'&e no diphtheria bacillus is found in a particular

throat the case is not one of diphtheria. Hot only has

the organism teen found in throats long after convales¬

cence has set in, but it has also teen detected in. those

that appeared to be normal, a bacteriological fact hav¬

ing a very important epidemiological bearing, as it

shows how the disease may be kept up, as well as the j

unexpected sovrces from which danger of spread may arijse.
It indicates clearly the vtility of antiseptic month- i

washes and gargles, far into convalescence. Considering

the possibility that throats apparently normal may har¬

bour the germ and act as foci fox' the spread of the dis¬

ease, there arises a very important and special point

associated with school-hygiene, suggesting the desira¬

bility of the regular medical inspection of school chil-
j

dx'er, a system, largely carried ort in Germany. With re¬
ference to the special incidence of this disease in -

schools, Thome Thorne says "apart from age and svscep-
I I

tibility, school influence, so-called, tends to fostex*,

diffuse and enhance the potency of diphtheria, and this,

in part at least, by the aggregation, of children suffer-
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ifig from that sore-throat which is prevalent antecedent

to, and concurrently with true diphtheria". It- has beer

estimated that in certain at least of the counties Of

England, the school ar.thorities have daily charge of

atort one-fifth of the whole population and that the

most susceptible to infectious diseases. Hence the ob¬

ject to be aiired at is complete and prompt co-operation

between school and sanitary authorities, which ought to

be of the utmost benefit to both. School attendance be-
j
ir.g compulsory, educational authorities cannot escape

this obvious responsibility. In suggesting the perform-
I

an.ce by the county authorities, of this pure and simple

public health worh, the Oommittee on Physical Deteriora¬

tion, in par. 336 of their Report, say "that bringing j
the sanitary administration-of the county into touch !

with the schools may lead to the anticipation and pre,-;

Iventlon of many of those epidemics which are now a fer¬

tile source of local expense". The medical inspection ;

of school children, apart from that of the teaching

staff and other's and in addition to the sanitary super¬

vision of schools and the instruction, in hygiene of

teachers and scholar's, is the method now being very j

highly and rightly advocated. To return, to our discourse,

however, although much has been written or. the various-
j

modified, attenuated and analogous forms of the Klebs-i

Loffler bacillus, there is nothing in the literature on

all this subject which weighs in the slightest degree
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against, the specific relationship of this micro-orgar

ism to diphtheria. The point of special interest to

the epidemiologist is that, "being a disease of low de¬

gree of infectiousness, transferred probably only by

means of infected mucous secretions, and not occurring

in the lower animals with the exception of the cat,

diphtheria is still on the increase in England as com-

; pared with its original home, France; in the same was'

scarlet fever) has, as it were, removed its favourite

[ haunts from England to France. Newsholme has contri.br-

ted some very interesting matter to the literature on

this subject and has gone largely into the statistical

aspect of the question. Moreover, the disease from be^
irg one of rural areas, has of late years in England,

; at any I'ate, established itself in towns. Milk is a

suitable vehicle for the conveyance of the infection,

and the responsibility for some outbreaks has been

: thrown on cows. It has been suggested that an ectan-

! thropic existence of the germ, in a manner not yet

discovered, is another possible factor in the spread
! of the trouble.

i

Aii interesting disease, from the point of view of

| relation of bacteriology to epidemiology, is enteric
'

fever. A very great deal could be written on this in¬

teresting subject in review of the opinions expressed

from time to time by such authorities as Mrrchison, |

the founder of the well-known "pythogenic theory", an
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: autochthon istlc, soil or localisatior. -theory which

| holds that t-he disease car he prodrced de covo by in¬

sanitary surroundlogs and especially products of pu¬

trefactive and fermentative processes occiuTing in

fil-th an.a excremertitiors matter not mixed Tilth typhoid

dejecta; or sewer gas, or the mixture of excreta, not

i derived from a' previous case of typhoid, with drinking

i water; and that the disease is not necessarily due to
i
i the existence of any specific germ. Buhl adopted a view

j whereby he struck a relationship of an indirect nature
"between the fluctuations of the ground water and the

!

! extent or intensity of enteric fever. Fettenkofer took

| up the position of a localist, associating the origin!
i

and spread of enteric fever with local, seasonal and :
I !

personal conditions and believing that the Infective I

matter resided in the soil, matured there and derived!

virulence thereby. At the present time, of course, no;

one doubts the specific relationship between, the Eberth-

ftaffky bacillus and this disease. Even though, as stat¬

ed before, the typical disease has net yet been prodieed

experimentally in the low ex* animals, its occurrence i^n
the® must be kept in view as a possibility all the same.

I By way of ah objection raised against the relationship

in this, case,of germ to disease,now generally believed

to be specific, it has been urged that the organism lis
seldom actually discovered in water's suspected of caus¬

ing outbreaks of the disease. In answer to this, however

it may be stated that, taking into consideration the dif
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fieri ties of isolating such organisms '"by bacteriologi¬

cal methods, the large volumes of water dealt with and

; the long ic.cubati.on of the disorder, it world indeed

he very surprising if the organism were constantly

found. Nor must it he forgotten, that, althorgh the germ

; itself he not discovered, "bacteriological and chemical

proof of sewage-pollution is constantly -forthcoming.

1 That the disease is a water-borne one is, at the pre-

: sent time, a generally accepted fact. The discovery of

the bacillus typhosus at the height of an. epidemic may
|

! be a matter of interest to the bacterio!ogist, but it

is of less interest and little importance to the epi-

i demlologist than is the carrying out of srch measures
'

as will protect water-supplies from future contamina-

! tion. As the vims is water-borne, it is easy to under-

| stand how it comes, every now and again, to infect such

| food-stuffs as milk, vegetables (watercress, etc.),al-
; so shell-fish (oysters), etc. A knowledge of these facts

supplied' by the study of the bacteriology of the disease,

gives us. the clue to the lines on which we have to work

! in order to prevent or stamp out epidemics of enteric'

fever. The proper selection of a source of water-supply,

| its protection and careful storage, and the directing!
| of the sewage into harmless channels are some of the

preventive measures indicated. The early recognition !

of the trouble when it does break out, is aided by the

method of serum-diagnosis,_ a plan, which stood that able

investigator, Dr Davie's, in such good stead in the milk
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i epidemic that occurred a few years ago at Clifton.j

In the case of influenza, restricting the term here

i to the forms which Leichterster'n, in. a very convenient

classification, calls epidemic influenza vera and endemo-
i

epidemic influenza vera, the specific organism was dis-

covered "by Pfeiffer and earned after him. Eacteriology

| has. not helped us much with methods fox-5 the diagnosis

; and practical management of the disease, and this still

remains a gi'eat scorrge, chiefly on account of its be-

| leg very highly infectious in its nature ac.d a disox'der

in which the patient, being able frequently to get about,

resents proper methods of isolation.

On the specific relationship between the tubercle
'

i
bacillus discovered in .1800, by Koch (Eerliner klinisnhe

Wochenschrift, 1.882) and tuberculosis, there is, at the

present day, of cori"se no shadow of dorbt. Innumerable

attempts have of late years been made to hit upon some

method of treating the various manifestations of this

disease by means of extracts of the bacilli and their

products and, more recently, by serum methods, but sq

far withort success. The names of Marmoreh, Eehring,

and sever*al other's are honourably associated with such

work. 'The results of the latest researches on this sub¬

ject by von tehring have already been mentioned, and
!

the account of his endeavours gives some idea of the

intricacies and difficulties involved in si1.ch an. ir.der-

tafcing. In the "Eei'liner klinische Wochenschrift" for

January 22nd, 1905, the therapertic valve of Marmorek's
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serxur, is very ablu discussed. Ir. Ore article the re¬

port of Drs E« Stadelmann and A.Eenfey -is 'quite unfa¬

vourable to the use of the preparation. These experi¬

mentalists have tried the rse of the serum ir variox-.s

cases of pulmonary trbercr.losis, according to both the

original plan, and the modified methods advised by Mar-

morek, bxxt in no case with any improvement. In another

article there is an account of the experimental and

clinical studies of Dr Ernst Levin, of Stockholm, made

with a view to test the value of the senxm. The opinion

of this observer, based on the results obtained by the

iise of the preparation in a series of cases from vari¬

ous. parts of Scandinavia, is distinctly favoxxrable. He

says that the serum is not sufficiently potent to ab-;

solxvtely prevent the development of txVberculosis, but

that it has the power of nexxtralising tubercr.lous tox¬

in and retarding the action of the tubercle bacillus

on the animal organism and that therefore it is un¬

doubtedly of therapeutic value. Tuberculosis is chro¬

nic in its nature, imparts no immunity and involves

two factors, (a)- predisposition, the personal element,

a plastic factor which can be lessened and sometimes ,

almost nullified by proper management, thus making re¬

covery practically possible in some cases, and. (b) the

activity of the specific bacilli themselves. The u-.bi-

quitoxxs nature of the organism and the numerous chan¬

ces of infection render the hope of escape very slight

indeed for those in whom the predisposition is well
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marked. The germ appears to flourish well as a sapro-'

| phi "be, though less virulently In this state and reqrir-

i' leg passage through several animals ere it can again

become fully parasitic. The "bacteriology of the dis¬

ease teaches that sanitary measures such as prevention

! of overcrowding, the securing of proper ventilation,

good food, and, above all, healthy, open-air exercise

are the most important desiderata both in controlling

the spread of the germ and in combating the predispo¬

sition to the disease. Tuberculous meat and milk are

i still regarded as fertile sources of infection, by
■

most authorities who advocate not merely such tempor-

! ary measures as the proper cooking of the former and

; boiling of the latter5, but the more radical plans of

destroying diseased meat and of preventing the sale
j
or use of milk from affected cows. On the recently

| much debated question of the relation of human to bov-
I " :
1 Ire tuberculosis, a great deal has already been said

: and written. Professor Dr H.Kossel, of Giessen, read

a roost interesting paper in German, at the Paris Con-
■

gre&s on Tuberculosis, in 1905. He distinguishes two I

! types of tubercle bacilli, the typus humanus and the

: typus bovinus, and holds (1) that the tuberculosis o^"
j cattle is due to infection with tubercle bacilli of j
| the typus boviiius, (3) that the tuberculosis of human
i :

j beings arises chiefly from Infection with tubercle b&~
I i

! cilli of the typva humanus, transmissible from mar t<j>
'

(3) that tuberculous lesions in. human beings can-
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be produced "by -the organisms of the typus bovinus, (4)

thati the tubercle bacil 11 of the typus bovinrs car. be'

transmitted to human beings by food derived from, tu¬

berculoids animals, especially by the milk of cows af¬

fected with tvbei'crlosis of the udder, and (5) that
•: the part played by infection, from, bovine aorrces in.

spreading tuberculosis in. mac, is small in. comparison,

with the danger threatening from a consumptive human j

| being- Dr Nathan Raw, writing to the Eritish Medical

Journal of August 18th, 1906, or this very subject, I
and in continuation of previous articles written dur- j

ing the three preceding years, points out very well

that "the intricate and difficult problem as to the
; j

I exact relationship between human and bovine tubercv.- |
! losis is still unsolved, because the actual test, via]
the experimental test of inoculating humans is inappli-

: cable, and always will be. Hence we must work by round¬

about methods, making clinical observation our basis,1
i

I and relying on inferences from analogy, pathological

research, and minute and careful comparisons between

j the bacilli of vafior.8 origins for our ultimate con-
; j

| elusions". His vie?; is that human and bovine bacilli j
| are divisible into two distinct types of a common, spei-

ciea, (1) typus humanus, and (2) typus bovinus, the ■
I * |

I different characteristics of which are the result of 1
i

| long-continued residence in a particular host. The |i
j

opinion, at which he arrives., at the conclusion of a
|
very excellent note, is based, as he says "almost ex-
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clvsively on clinical and pathological evidence", and
I
,lt expresses the belief that "homar. and bovine tuber-

jcitlosis are distinct varieties of disease, but that
I :

|the hrman. body is si^sceptlble to both, and especially
i
j

| to bovine tubercul osis in. the milk-drinking period of
I

jlife". Ever sin.ce Vil.l.emin, by his classical, research-
i :

es, definitely proved that tuberculosis was an infec-

jtious disease, the relation, between human and animal
I tuberculosis has been the subject of much investiga¬

tion. It is, however, only since the time of Koch's

|discovery of the specific organism that comparative

studies have come to be possible. In 1896 and 1898,

Theobald Smith objected to the identity of the organ- !

| i&ms concerned in human tuberci^losis and in the "perl.-)
! i
! sucht" of bovine animals, on. the ground of morphologic

j

cal differences in artificial cx^ltures, as well as of !

differences in virulence on, small animals. Koch and
i :

Schuts later on stated their belief that the bacilli

from, the two sources differed and that those derived j
i

from man. could not produce tuberculosis in cattle. In,
| ;

i an address recently delivered at Stockholm, Professor !
!
Koch reitex'ates his conviction, that human tuberct^losis

is distinct from the bovine disease, and that the dar.4
i

i j
ger of human infection from the bovine is so small j
that, from the standpoint of public health, it may bej
disregarded. (Deut. med.Woch., January 18th., 1906). For the

spread of the human disease he blames the laryngeal
i

and pulmonary forms of the malady in which, as differ-
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ing from all cthei' forms of the trouble, the bacilli

are excreted with the sputum and find free escape into
j ;
I the ervix'ormert. He strongly urges notification, and,

so fax'1 as possible, hospital isolation, especially in

I the mox'e advanced and therefore more dangerors cases.

He also draws attention, to the value of sanatorium

treatment fox" the early stages of the disease and, in.

the matter of the precautions necessary to be taken

to px'evert the dissemination of infective material,he

strongly recommends the general adoption of a system

: on the same lines as are followed in Edinburgh and in

Manchester. It is remarkable that while Koch holds

| that human and bovine tuberculosis are separate and

| distinct diseases, and that bovine tuberculosis if

conveyed to man cannot set up generalised human tuber¬

culosis and that direct infection from person to per¬

son is by far the commonest cause of the spread of the

disease, Eehx'ing has views which are diametrically cpf-

posed to these. The latter maintains that human and

bovine tuberculosis are the same disease, that nearly

all tuberculosis is the result of infection during in¬

fancy by means of infected milk, and that direct in- :

fection fx'om one person to another is not proved. Less

recently Shafmar and Lamkin recorded their opinions o|n

"the relationship between human and bovine tuberculo¬

sis" , in .1894, and Nocard published his views on "Anij-
mal tuberculosis and its relation, to human tuberculo¬

sis" in 1895. The names of numerous other eminent and!
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scientific workers, in addition to those already men¬

tioned, are associated with valuable research on this

subject, such as, Arlolng, Bang, Baungarten,' Cornet,

De Jong, Hamilton, Hersog, Her.ss, Lignierea, Meyer,

Moeller, Thomassen, Weber, Westenhoeffer, Young and a;

'veritable host of other's. The whole ratter oa one of

the very first importance from the point of view both

of pi'.rely scientific bacteriology, and of the more

practical subject of pirevention. Apropos the study of|
trbercrlosis, it might be worth referring briefly to |
a recent, somewhat fashionable advance made in the

scientific aspect of the subject- The allusion is to

what has been named the "opsonic power" in tuberculo¬

sa!a, a knowledge of which is very desirable so far

that at the present day, it is impossible to enter a

bacteriological laboratory without hearing this sub¬

ject discussed. "Opsonins" is a tern invented by Pro¬

fessor, now Sir A.S.Wright to denote substances which!

are contained in the serum or plasma of the blood and

which possess the power of influeneing bacteria so as

to reader them an easier prey to the attacks of lei'.co

cytes. This, power, known as the opsonic power, is pre

sent in the blood of all persons, healthy or diseased

but though approximately the same in normal persons,

it shows variations amongst the diseased. The degree

of opsonic powei* in relation to tubercle bacilli is

found by mixing a small quantity of the serum to be |

tested with equal parts of _(l)an emulsion of tubercle!
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bacilli, and (3) blood, corpuscles washed in a 0.5 per

cert solution of sodium citrate ir normal saline.This'

mlxtrre is incubated for twenty minutes, then films

are made and stained fox4 the bacilli. The average mu¬

ter of tubercle bacilli Ingested by the polynrclear

leucocytes gives the phagocytic index, and from this ;

is calculated the opsonic power. The index obtained

with normal serr.m being taken as the standard and

called the rn.it, the opsonic power1 of the sera of |

persons suffering from tuberculosis is expressed in

terms of this standard. The work or this subject has i

not advanced far enough to warrant any opinion, on its;

probable ultimate value to the clinician. It it, how-i

ever, a point of scientific interest and importance, j

and we have included a short account of it here be- j
i

cause, as recently as 1904, the significance of opso-j
i

rin.s was discussed at Oxford by a body of scientific !

medical men, when the bearing of these substances on ;

the fundamental px"oblem of immunity was pointed out '

by Dr Eulloch. With some workers there is a tendency

to the belief that in the estimation, of the opsonic

index we may have a means for the diagnosing of tu¬

berculosis. |
j

On another important disease, Asiatic cholera, i
(

volumes might be written, even though the subject be j
dealt with only from the restricted point of view of j

the relation of its bactei'io!ogy to its epidemiology.!
Since the discovery of the specific germ by Koch, in ;
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| Egypt in 188S, and subsequently in India in 1884, the

I science of bacteriology has tavght rs much regarding ,

i

i the nature and habitat of the orgarism, much that
;

serves to gride us In the practical management of the

1 disease both in its endemic form and during its epi-

; demic prevalence. For instance, we have cojp.e to learn

> that on artificial media the organism grows best at

: blood-heat; that inasmuch as the growth' of the germ

| is arrested under 66°F.(18?8 Cj,the disease dies out
in winter in temperate climates, although the organism

i

| is not killed by the cold; that it is readily destroy-

| ed by desiccation and hence epidemics die down during,

i the protracted dry season in many subtropical countries

! as, for instance, the Punjab where outbreaks flourish!

; only during the rains. Further, we are now aware that

I cholera car be endemic only in regions where the win.-.
; ter temperatvre is not below 60°F.(15?5 C) and where
i
; the soil retains sufficient moisture all the year

I round, as for example, the delta of the Ganges; that

I the' vibrio is destroyed by saprophytes in. undiluted
i
i \

| sewage and in the soil, whereas some species of toru-
! lae, sarcinae and color bacilli promote cholera infec¬

tion. Again, we know that the germ is found in the
i

| stools of cholera patients, that it has been discovery
| :

j ed also in the dejecta of convalescents for as many
! j

I as fifty days after the attack, and even in the faecal

discharges of healthy persons who have been in attex^d-

arce on cases of cholera; and that occasionally its
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| presence has been detected in the gall-tladder and

'tile-ducts, and in rare cases in the vomit. Therefore

for a widespread epidemic of cholera the following
.

conditions are necessary, according to Davidson as
i

well as most other modern arthoritles, (1) the presence

jof the vibrio which, in non-endemic areas, must be in¬
troduced from without; (3) a sritahle medium for its

growth outside the tody, fox" it is not actually the vi-

I trios gx'own in the intestinal canal of the sick that

jaxe the source of the infection, tut the progeny of
these grown in some medium outside the body; (3) a tem¬

perature above 60°F. (15?5 C); (4) a certain degree of
!

moisture; (5) a vehicle by which it may be conveyed

into the system, such as water, milk, other food and,

|in some exceptional cases, according to Davidson, the

| breathing air; (6) a susceptibility on the part of the
j

• j population (thus, a severe epidemic may corfex* an im¬

punity lasting for tbunee ox" four years);and (7) a means

of transport from place to place, such as pernors suf¬

fering or convalescent from cholera, those who have
I

|been in. contact with cholera patients and those who har-

|bour the vibrio in consequence, clothing soiled with

icholera discharges, cholex'a-pol luted rivers and infect-

|ed ships. According to Osier", the disease is not highly

|contagious, and infection, through the alu is not to be
I
much dreaded, since the germs, when di'ied, die x^apidly.

Macpher&on. thinks that cholex'a has teen epidemic in In¬

dia since the earliest times, tut the mox"e i"ecert view,
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suppox*ted by Koch and others, is that although this

disease has beer known in. India for many hundx'ed years,

yet it was only in 181? that it first, as it were,

broke orb of bounds and suddenly took or an epidemic'

type. The x'eason for this sudden charge of form has

rever beer clearly made ort, ard it still x'emairs ore

; of the mysteries of epidemiology. The cholera germ

car live a saprophytic life almost everywhere ard it

has beer showr to exist for as many as eighty-one days

in the sewage-polluted water of Marseilles harbour. It

is with reluctance we desist from going further into a

discussion of the views expressed from time to time by

: the many famous writers on the subject. Leading amongst

these may be mentioned the names of men like Petterkof-

er who adopted the views of the localist section of

those vjhom he termed "ephodists", that is those who be¬

lieved that the specific organism always required to

be imported afresh into a locality. Then there is Jules

G-uerir. who, from his wxMtirgs, appears to have taken up

the autochthorist view (vide bulletin de I'Academie de

Medicine 1883, ar.d his account of Cholera in Paris, 1884).

He is also responsible fox* the idea of the "constitution

! medical.e", a condition associated with the occux\rerce

- of the disease. Cunningham did much useful work on the

sx'bject. Some of Kaegeli's opinions have already teen
i

i mentioned. Roehard and Leon Colin contributed vexny
i *

largely to the literature on the epidemio!ogy of cholera.

Bouchardt x'egarded the disease as contagious and believed
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in the "foyer's interses", quoting if support of this

: the ca&e of the Salpetriere epidemic of 3.849. The Re-

port of the Marseilles Commission well, repays pertsal,

as also do the writings of M.Matey, the great exponent

i of the water-Porre nature of the disease. Hteppe's

views have already teen ttiefly recounted. With re-

r gard to the ready manner in which the organism adapts

itself to a saprophytic existence, ortside the tody,

i with a loss of virulence, Hteppe points ott that the

I gex'm becomes more resistant in virtue of either a

thicker mem.trare or sooglea or arthrospore (resting

| spox'e) formation. Regarding other wox-kers on the sub-;
i ject, their name is legion, and it is unnecessary to

go further' into this matter here and either recite a
i ' :

j list of names or indulge in the description of epi-

| demies from the classical one of 1849 in Southwark
I and that of 1854 in Colder Square, investigated ty

Dx' snow, down to the orttreak that occurred in Haiti-

buxg and Alton.a, in 1905, the spi'ead of the infection

| having taken place in this Instance from the Austrian
province of Oalicia, via the rivers Vistula, Erahe,

the .Bromtex'g canal, Netse, Warthe, Odei", and by means

of a carnal to the river Spree and so on.

These are only a few of the most interesting points

x'egardirg some of the infective diseases, intended to!

illustrate the manner in which bacteriology is related

to epidemiology, as well as that in. which the more the-
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ojcetical teachings of the former may he applied to

the practical aide of the latter. Were we to enter

ever briefly into such points ir correction with

each of the ills of ac infective natux'e that "flesh

is heir1 to" ard the bacteriological aspect of which

has beer studied to any extent, and were we just to

torch upon the practical uses to which these strdies

have beer prt in dealing with the endemic prevalence

and epidemic extension of srch diseases, this subject

alone world fill rp an entire work and world include

a great many troubles that scourge mankind, also the

i enormous advances made within recent years in the study

; of their bacteriology and the manner in which these

have been applied in the practical management of out¬

breaks of such diseases. It would >take into its scope:

an account of the various methods of preventive inocu¬

lation and vaccination employed in human ailments and

; would include the study of epizootics and the forms

of veterinary vaccination that have beer so well work-

I ed up and so extensively employed of late. The infec¬

tive diseases occurring in man are frequently so close-

| ly associated with certain troubles affecting the low-

! er animals, that a study of the latter car no longer :

: be neglected by the scientific epidemiologist, any

i more than, the study of comparative anatomy can be dls-

| regarded by the intelligent student of human anatomy.
I Kay mox'e, for if the diseases of lower animals are to
I
1
: be studied rationally, a knowledge of those animals
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themselves, of their morphology and life-history in¬

cluding habits and habitats, must first be acquired.

To prt it briefly, it means that henceforth the stu¬

dent of medicine must be a naturalist ere he car hope

to be a scientific epidemiologist, pathologist, or

even, a capable practitioner. And if this applies to

medicine in general, it does so very particularly in¬

deed to that section, of medicine which deals with

such endemic and epidemic diseases as prevail in. the

tropics and subtropics. For who can gauge the richness

in flora and fauna, of the tropical world? That the

strdy of natural history from the point of view we

have indicated is absolutely essential to scientist, ;

epidemiologist, pathologist and physician, alike, in

dealing intelligently with disease, can be plentiful-;

ly illustrated. Thus, how can. one cope with malaria

in anything like a rational manner without knowing

about the protosoon that causes it and the insect

that carries it about? Or again, bow can one hope to

be able to deal with the various forms of that inter-'

estirg set of conditions comprised in the term try¬

panosomiasis, without being acquainted with the dif- i

ferent varieties of the class of protosoa, known as ,

trypanosomata, and their possible carriers, such as i

the "glossina morsitans" or tse-tse fly in sleeping

sickness and trypanosome fever, and perhaps some kind;

of bed-bug or other biting Insect (? Ornithodorus m.ou-
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bata) in relapsing fever (also called spirillar fever,

: bilious typhoid by Hlrsch, and famine fever by Mur-

chifeor), a disease very ably studied by Vandyke Car¬

ter of Eombay, by Obermeier, by Lyell (Vusufsie val¬

ley, India, 1852-53), by Jamiesor (Upper India), by

| Sir.Robert Christison (notably in the case of Profes¬

sor Hughes Eenrett) and by Dtttor. Koch, in his ear¬

lier researches into this disease, along with Carter,

succeeded, as far back as nearly thii*ty years ago, in

inoculating apes with the blood taken from a patient

in the paroxysmal stage of the disease, producing an

intense form of fever, and finally i-ecovei'lrg the

: "spirilla" from the blood of those animals (vide Pri-

tish Medical Journal, 1877, p.700). Some form of bed*.

; bug or biting insect,-(it has been suggested, the Or-

nithodoros savignyi, described by Neumann in his "Re-

! vision of the Tx.odidae"),.... is said to be similarly im-

| plicated in the spread of the Leishman-Donovan, Cac-

I hexial or Dum-dum fever and Kala-Azar or Febrile Tro¬

pical Splenomegaly, the name suggested by Manson.This

; authority, moreover, in an article describing two

j cases of this disease,(vide British Medical Journal,;
|

November 13th,1905,p.1365), makes the suggestion that

| perhaps Oriental sore is etiological!y the manifesta¬
tion of a benign form of the same trouble as that

I which kala-a^ar1 represents in such a malignant manner.
t

. !

I He bases this hypothesis on the observation of the

| morphological identity of the Leishman-Donovan body :
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of kala-azar and the organism found in Oriental soi"e,

and the assumption that they are also specifically

identical germs. He suggests the possibility of Ori¬

ental sore tearing the same re 3 at ion to kala-azar

that vaccinia does to small-pox, remarking that inas¬

much as Oriental sore occurs mostly in countries in

which the camel is a prominent domestic animal (and

victim, to a form of trypanosomiasis known in India

as "irrra", due to the T.Evansi, discovered in 1880,

and ascribed by the natives to the bite of certain

of the Tabanidae or breeze-flies, a family of insects;

belonging to the order Diptera),-it is probably caught

from the camel after the virulence of the germ has

been got rid of by passage through that animal, just

as the small-pox germ is deprived of its virulence by

passage through the system of the cow. If this con¬

jecture, which is worthy of being considered, should

prove correct, he concludes we might have ready at

hard a means of preventing the more formidable dis¬

ease, kala-azar. In the smears we had the opportunity

of making nearly two years ago, from a -series of seven

cases' of Oriental sore under our care, as Medical Of¬

ficer of the 5th Cavalry, at Dera Ismail Khan,_ (the

trouble being ordinarily spoken of there as "frontier

sox^e"),- the characteristic protozoor was identified

by Major 3. P. James I.M. 8. in. all the specimens taken

fx'om cases recently admitted to hospital, as compared

with those we had treated over a fortnight with car-
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compresses, and the results of this interesting inves¬

tigation were noted or pages 5 and 6 of No. 13 of the

Scientific Memoirs (new series) for 1905, published

order the authority of the oovernmert of India. We

might add that in our experience of a large number

of cases of this affection, so rife on the North-West

frontier of India, there was ir every instance a his¬

tory of the bite of some insect, generally said to be

a mosquito. The native of Hln.dietan expressed the ori¬

gin of his trouble in the words "Muccliur nay mujhho

hata tha", and the Pathan by saying "Mashai may che-

chullay dai", meaning that a mosquito had bitten him.

There is perhaps no department of medical study

in which, as we have said, such rapid and extensive

progress has of late years been made as in that of

tropical epidemiology in general, including tropic¬

al parasitology and the relation which the latter

bears to the former. So intensely full of interest

is the whole gxeup of subjects that it is with much

regret we leave it, ox' rather leave off here and for

the present only, fox1 it is a study that fascinates

and enthrals to such an. extent that it is not possi¬

ble to sever connection with it but one must needs

follow evex'y advance made in it, with ever increas¬

ing interest and avidity.

And now, a word more ere we close this chapter.

In sciex^ce everything requires the support of in-
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contestable proof, ard it Is tills which is freqrert-

ly most diffici^lt to obtain. Aralogy may srpply the

place of mary a wart, brt proof is what we really

reed. The tri->e sciertiflc spirit does rot allow

the wish to become father to the thorght, ard thrs

it conforms to the maxim,-

"Sapiens nil affirmat qvod ror probat".

--00O00



CHAPTER II.

PLAQUE.

Its liistory, bacteriology and epidemiology.

The earliest accomts of plagre sr.ch as we rnder-

stard the term to rear at the present day, reach tack,

according to Hirach, only as far as the third certrry

of the pre-Christian era. It rnrst te admitted that the

; material is vei'y irsrfficient for- illustrating the an¬

cient history of the glandular plagre ard it may jrst-

| ly excite surprise that the historian Procopius, in. the
;■ sixth certrry after 'Christ, should te the first writer

to give anything like a complete descriptiox-, of the

I disease. Still there car te ro dortt whatsoever* that

i the trouble existed ard was recognised lor.g tefore

! this time, as the frequent mention of pestilential

! buboes by previous arthors makes it clear. At all
I

I everts, it was. in this light that matters were view-

ed by the commentators or Hippocrates who lived after

the glacdrlar plagre was properly described.' Distlnc-j

tior, mi st carefrlly be drawn between the term. "plagre"
i

i • :

I as rsed by the ancients and that employed at the pre-i
i 1

j sent time. As CIard ir a Galen, commonly known as Galexi,
! ' '

| the celebrated physician, who lived from 150 to 200 A. D,
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explains in hits "Commentary or Hippocrates",by plagre

ir the earliest times was meant ar epidemic fever of*

a fatal ratvre, in.clrdirg epidemics of diseases other

that?, that to which we at present limit the application

of the term, for instance srch maladies as are marked

ty prominent choleraic and dysenteric symptoms and

have a tendency to spread amongst many people. On

consulting the history of the Peloporr.esian. War whicb
opens the second Book of Thrcydides, a very graphic

description, is fornd of what is known as the "Plagre

of Athens" which raged in the year 430 B.C., an ort-,

Break sometimes called the "Plagre of Thrcydides",

since that Athenian historian was affected with the !
condition and was one of the few who recovered. In j

i

describing the symptoms of the disease in the seventh
i

chapter of his Second Book, he says "this I can the ;

tetter- do as I had the disease myself and watched its

operation, in the case of others". The opinion that

this epidemic disease was of the natrre -of a severe ;

towel-complaint in which dysentery played an import¬

ant part, is jrstified ty the description he sr.tse-

qrently gives of it. That the options of arthoritieip

as to the trre natrre of the disease constitrting the

great plagre of Athens d iffex* very considerably, is |
quite manifest, and Dr Charles Collier*, writing in j

i

1857, refers to it as an oit/break of the natrre of a|
malignant scarlatina. Thrcydides leaves a celebrated

account of the bubonic form of plagre, its symptoms,
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diration and seqrelae, holding that the disease never

attacks the same persor iroi-e thai? once, ar opix?ion in

which he is srpported by later a\-'thorities like Mas-

sarirs, Diomedes Am.lcrs, air William Pym and others,

brt not by general experience. A.Correlirs Celsrs, a

Roman, physiciar, who lived dvrir.g the times of the

Etaperors Aiigrsti',s and Tiberirs, that is abort the

time when. Christ was born, in the accomt of plagre

embodied in his great work "De Medicina" writter in
1 eight volrmes, deals with the disease more from the

point of view of management and prevention thai? with

regard to its symptoms. The historians Appian, Lrciar,,

: Pliny and Plrtarch make reference to the disease in

their wox'ks. Gal en rrfortrrately gives no proper" de¬

scription of the dreadfrl plagre that prevailed in |

his time, fox'' it appears that he fled from Rome for

fear of the infection; he allrdes to it indeed In se¬

veral parts of his works, brt Only in very brief terms.

Another ancient writer or. the srbject is Aetirs, a

: Gx'eek physician, of the end of the fifth or beginning '
of the sixth century, who made a compilation in six- .

; teen. volrm.es from many anthers whose works have since

been lost. Still others are Qribaslrs, Pai^lrs Aegineta,
i Norms, Psellrs ("Oprs Medicrm"), ActraTirs (Meth.Med.

ii) and Rrffrs of Ephesrs, a physician who was a cor-

tempox'ary of the Emperor Trajan (98 to 117 A.D. ) and ,
I • 1

by whom, according to M.Littre, brboes are noticed j
among the symptoms of plagre (Littre's "Hippocrates";
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11, p. 585). The first# great# extension of t#he disease

in Brx^ope oceiTred in the sixth cen.trry of the Chris¬

tian era and was known as the "Plagre of Jrstinian".

It commerced at Constantinople ir. 543 A. p., ir the

fifth year of the relgr. of Justinian, and, lasting

ahort fifty-two years-, wrought fearfVl devastation

wherever it appeared. EVagrirs (or Eragrirs), in his

account of thlB epidemic which, he says, both resem¬

bled ar.d differed from the plagre of Athens ir many

x-espects, relates that during these times many pex1-

sors who recovered from the first attack, sank vrder

a second, ar.d his view as to the possibility of the

ocer-rrer.ce of a second attack is upheld by the opin¬

ions of Picir.rs, Jorbeitrs and many later arthoritiea,

and corresponds to the r*eports of the Parel Hospital j

Eombay, which state that "one attack does not confer

im.mrr.ity from another". To Procopirs, the classical

historian. of the gi-eat ortbreak which desolated the

Roman Empire in the reign, of the Emperor Jrstir.ian

ac.d outlived the writer of its histoi'y, is dre the

credit, as stated before, of recording the first full

account of this disease. The malady resembled the

plague of Avignon which lasted from six to eight weeks

and was described by G-uy, of Cauliac. Agathias de- 1

scribes the plagre of Justinian on its second retrrr

to Constantinople i.n. 558 A.D. and compares many of ii#s
features with those that characterised the plagre of

Athens. Amongst the most prominent Arabian, authorities
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of early times to deacrite plague are Avicenra, the

physic J at? who Jived from 980 to J 037 A.D., and Rha&es.

The history of plague from the days of Justinian

is very deficient until, coming down to more recent

times, we reach the period of the next great out/break,

in the forrteer.th century, known as the "flack Death",

the most terrible calamity of its kind that has befal¬

len our race. G-rido is cited by Dr Freird as authori-

ty for the opinion that the Black Death had its origin

in India. It spread over the whole of the then known :

world, even to far away Greenland, and destroyed from

a quarter to a half of the population of Europe, or,

1 according to M.Hecker, about 25 millions of human be¬

ings. Following this there came another long period

of quiescence or freedom from the disease in epidemic

! form, for during that time plagre still remained en- I
demic in England and Western Errope generally. In the

middle of the seventeenth century it burst out again

and the last great outbreak in England was the famous

"Plague of London" of 1665, which claimed no less than

I 70,000 victims. In France the last epidemic occurred!

at Marseilles in 1720, spreading thence through Pro¬

vence.

! Such is a very brief sketch indeed of the histox'-jj-
j of this disease as it occnrred in ancient times and

; in the middle ages, in Europe generally, not indud- 1
j ;

; ing the Balkan peninsula and the south-eastern portion

! of the continent, fox* in these places numerous outbx'eaks
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: of greater ox' less magnitude have made their appear-
: i

an.ce from time to time, as also ir countries further5

; east. It is with, this short account of the epideinio- ■;

logical history of plague that we have thought fit to

: open this chapter, and row, ere we pass or to corsider-

i atior.s still mor^e directly cor.cerred with the special

j r.atui'e of err work, it only remains that we shorld
( !
i briefly discuss the nomenclature of this disease ard

| make ourselves clear regarding ore or two poirts cor-
j
i.\ected therewith. Dismissing at once as unscientific

such terms as. "black death", we come to the rame "br-j
boric plague" which of all others has beer the ore I

most popularly employed to demote the disease. The

| term is distinctly unsatisfactory as it car orly ap- j
I i

j ply to a form which, though probably the commonest,
j i

is still mex'ely a single one of the several forms of j
the declared disease, known as bubonic, pr.ermonic, j

! '

I septicaemic, abdominal cutaneous. It is preferable by|

| far to reserve the term "brbonic" foi' that form in
I ,■

| which buboes constitute a prominent and leading fea- I

ture of the disorder, and to apply the unqualified j

term "plague" to the disease in. general, the "morbus J
]

pestis" of Culler, a specific, infectious ard highly

contagious affectior, inoculable or.cex'tair animals

au.d characterised by the following pecul iarities ir I
its epidemiology, namely, (1) long periods of qu.ies- '
cerce, (2) extraordinary extent of x'arge, (3) I'apidity

i ' |
j. of diffusion, and (4) want of amenability to treatment.
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The- disease has "beer variously defined by differert

authors. The defir.it.ior offered by Dr Erowr is "ar

exarthematous disease, the eruption consisting of bu¬

boes, carbuncles and pustules, white, livid or black,

and generally attended with malignant and very fatal

I fever"(Cyc. Prac. Med., Art.-Plague). At the presert

tire the essential featrre of the trouble is recog-

: rised as being of the nature of a septicaemia, asso¬

ciated with a local inflammatory process. The latter

is well marked in the various clinical types of the

declared disease, except in what is known as the "pes-

: tis septicaemica" where it is not sufficiently pro¬

nounced to attract the attention, of the clinician and

where the general septicaemic element proves very ra¬

pidly fatal.

With regard to the contagious nature of the dis-

I ease, although well known, to us in. modern times as an

intensely marked feature, it was not even suspected

i by the earlier ancient authors as entering Into the

: etiology of this febrile malady. Thus, Homer refers

the origin of the plague that prevailed in the Grecian

army dux'ing the siege of Troy, to the heat of the sun.

The works of the fathers of History and of Medicine

I may be ransacked in vain for any traces of allusion

! to the doctrine of contagion. If the Mosaic descrip-

! tior of leprosy be excepted, the fix'st positive re¬

ference to the cortagioi'S nature of diseases is to be

I met with in the works of Thucydides, fox' his descx"ip-
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■Lion of -the plagre of Athens, previorsly mentioned,

1 eaves ro dorbt that he wished it to te rrderstood

that the disease was transmitted from person to per¬

son, as physicians owing to their greater intercoms e

with the sick, were more attacked than others, and as

citizens were constantly seized with terror at the ap¬

proach of those 1 aborning rrder the disease, for it

was often contracted ty sreh intercorrse. Ovid (Metarn.

v,55l) gives poetical fcr-tn to this idea, as also do

Lroretirs and Silirs Italicrs. The historian Procoplr.s

was a non-contagionlet. The philosopher Aristotle rai¬

ses the qyestior of the con.tagiorsness of the disease

(Protl.i), ard the elder Pliny (Hist. Nat. xxxiii,80)

mentions the contagion of the pestilence, as also do

Marcr.s Ar.tonir.rs, the philosopher,- Ghryaostom (In. Jo-
• an.. Orat. Ivii), Seneca (De Tran.qri!. vii) and Isodo-

rrs Hispalen.sis, a mr'ch latex' writer, whose lan.grage

is very px'ecise when he says "Pestilentla est cor.ta-

glrm qrod qrr.m rnrm appreher.derit celeriter ad plrreB

transit". Aretaers, a Cappadocian. and eminent physi¬

cian., who flemished drring the reign of Vespasian

(70 to 79 A.D.), in the corrse of his eight volrmes

Or? diseases in general, appears to be the fjrst arthor

to allr.de to contagion: in. rn.eqrivocal terras. Caelirs

Arreliarrs, who was nearly contemporary with him, men¬

tions plagre as a contagions disease, while the vari-

o\ s Latin medical arthors like Oritasirs, Alexander-,

Synesirs, Palladirs and Actrarir.s omit all allrsion to
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this point. Among the Arat1.are, Rhases mentions plagre

i at a disease which is "transmitted from one person to

; another". Avicerra and Haly Attas include plagre in

; their .Tlst of contagions diseases, the former cabling

i small-pox and measles the most contagions of all mala-'

: dies; while Avensoar, in his works, allrdes to the mat-

i ter of contagion. Thus all or, at any rate, the most

, intelligent of the ancient medical arthorities, while

i holding that fevers of a mild nature with no tendency

to prtrescerce, are rot communicable from one pex'son

I to another', maintain that plagre is so commrnicated

in corseqrerce of the atmosphere around being contam-
j
irated with prtrid efflrvia, though not ty means of

any specific virrs. Galen frecently mentions a poison

i teing foma in the human tody, tut does not refer to

| any specific virus transmissible from person to person,

I thorgh he does allude to the animal fluids becoming so

altex-ed as to be deleter'iors. Even within more recent

j times thai.1, we have so far dealt with, the matter of

| the contagiousness of this trorble has been made the
; srbject of much dlscrsslon. Tweedie, in his article

| on this disease (System of Practical Medicine, i)goes

I very fully into the question and recornts both the

j x'easons that have been advanced in favour of plagre
i ;

| being a contagioi1s disease, as well as the chief ob¬
jections prt forward by the anti-contagionists against

si'ch views. He says that "the statements of each party

are srfficiertly contrary; it may therefore be srpposed
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in ion or the question",and, writing of his own times ■

and with regard to his own he!!, iefs Or the subject, he

makes the statement that the "communicatior of plague

ty inoculation with the matter from a bubo or with

at?y other morbid product, has by no means been proved;

or the contrary there is every reason to believe that

the disease cannot be prod^''ced by these means". Or i

this very point Manson remarks,-"the pr.s from a brbo

is not always infective. In.ocrlation made with srch |

may fall. Apparently the bacteria of suppuration may |

kill the bacillus pestis",_a statement made in the !

light of our present knowledge. We shall have occa- ;

aion to deal further with this subject when we come j

to consider the channels by which the virus is dis¬

charged from the body, the vehicles by which it is !
conveyed into the system and the channels of infec¬

tion or ports of entrance, with reference to plague.

Eefore we made this departrre ix?to the question j
of the contagions natrre of plague, we had traced the

occrrrerce of the disease in epidemic form down, to

the latter part of the seventeenth centrry. During j

the foil owing two centuries- the disease in Europe
|

withdrew eastwards and at the end of that time was |

confined almost exclusively to parts of Turkey and j
|

Southern Russia. In 1894 an epidemic commenced in

Hong Kong during which, within three months, 8,500

people st'ccumbed. This ot-'tbreak aroused fresh interest
i
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in the strdy of the disease and the researches that

were carried ort, respited in the discovery 3r that

year, independently by KitaSato ard by fersin, of the

specific carsative organism, the bacillis pestis. This

important and epoch-marking discovery has, as might

well be imagired, revolutionised many an idea that had

hitherto prevailed or the srbject of this disease, its

carsation, mode of spread, etc. Within the comparative¬

ly short period of twelve years since that time, mrch
: advance has been made in or-r knowledge of the bacteri¬

ology of plagre, and, pari passu with this, mrch pro¬

gress in that regarding its epidemiology. We shall now

; proceed to consider the former and trace the practical

bearing it has on the latter, in short, strdy the re-

! latlonship which, so far as we know at present, the

i bacteriology of plagre bears to its epidemiology.

Let rs then commence by reminding orrselves of the

> characters of the plagre bacilli's. Morphologically, it

is a short, thick cocco-bacillrs with rornded ends,

; having, according to Gordon, a single terminal flagel-

; lrm and a capsrle or, at any rate, the appearance of

! one, especially in the case of the bacillrs present

; in. the blood. Most observers, however, regard the or-

i gari&m as non-flagellated and as having no trre cap-

'

srle brt only a finely granular, faintly stained en-
!
; velope arornd it, consisting of a kind of gelatirors
i ' •

; substance binding individuals together. The organism

| is said to be dumb-bell shaped in the blood of infected
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animals, cy3j.pdrj.cal ir the spleen ard lymph glands,

ard occpx^i'ipg ip chairs of rods ir the peritoneal

firid. According to Kitasato, the bacillrs Is non-

sporebearir.g.

With regard to Its staining characters, the organ-
! :

| ism readily responds to the action of the varlors ar-
'

ilir dyes, the ends staining deeper thai? the inter-

polar part, (the so-called "polar staining"). Gram's

isethod gives a negative resi'It with this bacillrs.

As to its crltrral characters, the organism, like

! others that are pathogenic, grows best at hlood-heat, !

i 36°to 39°C. Or slope jelly the growth somewhat resem-:

I bles that of the diphtheria bacillrs, forming a gradr-
i

I ally thickerirg, whitish bard with irregrlar ard 'krob-

I bed margins apd giving rise to no liqrefaction. Ir a

i stab jelly preparation, the lire of irocrlatior devel-

| ops closely packed, rorpd, drst-like colonies, brown-
i ish ir transmitted ard white ir reflected light, with.

| ro 3iqrefaction of the medirm.. In borillor, after 24 ;

i
| to 48 horrs, the medirm becomes rather trrbid, brt af¬

ter a day or two longer the grarrles ard floccrli be-!
i !

come deposited at the bottom of the tvbe, leaving the!

supernatant fir id clear; ar imperfect, whitish, easil^
i

broker pellicle fox^ms op the srrface ir a charactex,i&:-

tie manner, and a broth which cortairs an alkaline !
litmrs-bli^.e solrtion, becomes red ir the coi^rse of a ,

month or so. On agar or, better still, glycerine-agar1,

the growth shows a gi'eyish-white, slimy, viscid, -trans-
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Ixcert, linear appearance which rapl.dJ.3- spreads Into

a hand with crenated, knotted edges. In milk, the

growth does not cax"se a c-nrdling rnless kept for a

month or so. In plate gelatine, the organism grows

well at a lower temperature than that of the blood

and prodrces, in twentj-fonr horrs, colonies that are

as a rrle grey and px-pctiform, traralrcert and argrlar,

tiiorgh sometimes atypical and filamertors in the early

stages of their growth; in three to seven daj's srch

colonies become gx'ej-ish-whi te, more or less rorn.ded,

:thicker in the centre and presenting a moist siTfac'e.

The colonies lying he low the sx-rface of the jelly are

:small and spherical, brownish in transmitted light and

white, sometimes with iridescent borders, in reflected

:light. While the organism, as has teen stated, devel¬

ops test at blood-heat, it is killed by triororgh dry-

ing, as well as ty exposx"re to a temperatx-re of 60°C.

for five mirrtes, with certainty in a troth cx-ltrre,

: ti-t not so cex'tair.ly if the growth be on jelly becax^se

the bacilli in the depths of the medix^ are not alwaj-s

exposed to the same degree of heat. Ex^t a temperatrre i

: of 62°to 65°C. for ten roin'rtes will kill the bacill i

1 nder any of these circx-'mstances. The virxxlence of the

bacilli's is sx-sceptitle of modification, for it l.s ca¬

pable of being both intensified and atten'rated, b3* ei-

jther natrral or artificial means. Rapid growth of a
i :

cnltx-re decreases its violence, and prolonged growth
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or artificial media does likewise. Direct smli'ght is

inimical to the germ, killing it ir. five horrs or so,

whereas in the absence of srplight ard fresh air, and

ir the presence of COg the organism tends to florrish.
In water the infective power is said soon to be lost.

So far we have considered some of the morphologi-

;; cal, cnltoral and other characters as originally dls~:

: covered and srbseqrently strdied by most workers on

the srbject. Ert Klein, who has recently carried ort
i
I ;

| a series of researches on the bacteriology of this

disease, expressed in 1904 the view which he repeated:

i in the following year, that two strains of the bacil-j

| Irs pestis were- to be distingrished, namely, (1) the :
j I

! virrlent "hrmar" type, ard (3) the less virrlert "rat"
:

I type. These, he maintains, differ from one another in!

! form as well as in crlfrral and physiological chai'ac-
j

: ters, and the differences are of a definite and per-
i
- marert hind. According to him, the bacilli of the hr-:

!' man type are of a more or less cylindrical shape; in :

| gelatine cx1ltv!res the growth of the colonies is, at

an early stage, corspierovsly granrlar and somewhat
i

opaqre in appearance; the bacilli are very virrlent ;

for the hrmar species, and crltrres of the organism
I

are highly so for rodents. The bacilli of the rat j
i

type, which have presumably passed throrgh several j
generations in the rat, are less cylindrical than

those of the hrman. type; they exhibit oval, and coccra-
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like forms- and show a terdercy to i^rdei'go involution

rapidly; t-heir growth or gelatine is, ir early phases,

of remarkable translrcency ard the colonies are less

argrlar than those of the human type; their actior or

the guinea-pig (ard presumably or mar) is less viru-

lert surd, by transmission ir artificial cultures, the

virulence is soon lost. Kleir does rot thirk that the

rat type is due merely to ar atterratior of the moi'e

virrlert organism by continued residence or artificial

ci',ltrre media, because the hrmar type retaJrs a con-

siderable degree of potency through marj* generations

of srb-cvlti-res for several years, whereas the rat type

quickly loses its virflence almost completely. Moreover

the former' type rapidly recovers its full powers by a

renewed passage through the animal body, whilst the ori

ginal viih'lerce of the latter (rat) type, when once

lost by artificial culture, carrot be regained by ani¬

mal passage. Klein x'ecognises that these two types of

bacilli have in all probability descended from a com¬

mon stock. He has not, however, succeeded in convert¬

ing the rat type into the human type, though he has

met with more success in his efforts to modify the

latter into the former type. For this purpose he has

employed passage through rats previously px-otected by

subcutaneous inoculation with Haffkine's prophylactic:.

Klein'b observations are similar to those made by the

German. professor, Kossel, x'egardiog the d iffexpert ia-

tior of the bacillus of tuberculosis into the human
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and animal types, as previously pointed out. They are

worthy of consideration in that, when further devel¬

oped and finally decided, they are likely to throw

: much light on the nature of the organism and its ha¬

bits, as well as on the connection of the disease as

it occur© in man and in the lower animals. Ee this as

it may, we are at the present time, and have teen for

the past few years, certain, thanks to advances in

bacteriology, that there does exist a very definite

connection, amornting to a specific relationship be¬

tween the germ discovered by Kitasato and by fersln
j

in 1894, surd the disease, plagre. Nor car there be

the slightest dortt regarding the specific nature of

the bacillus pestis, inasmuch as it satisfies fully :

all the requirements laid down by Koch in his postu- j

lates.

With regard to its habitat in the body, the organ¬

ism ha© been found to occrr in the buboes, generally
i

in pui"e culture, though in the later stages it is often
I

'associated with pyogenic cocci; in the spleen, lungs,. ;

intestines, kidneys, liver and other viscera; in advan¬

ced septicaemic cases it is found in the blood where

:it becomes more abundant towards the end of rapidly j

:fatal cases; it is also present in the sputum in the j
pneumonic variety of the disease. The difference in j

!

j morphology of the germ as found in the spleen, lympha-j
'tic glands., blood and other fluids of the body respecb

tively," have already been noticed briefly. The simplest
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Practical method of examining the blood of a patient

for plagre bacilli and ore that we have fornd irvari-

ably to give the test resrlts ir a great rrmber of

cases, is the following. A large drop of blood is

taker from the patiert's firger, the skir srrface

ovexA which has previorsly beer thoroughly pt^rlfied;

the blood is spread ort or a slide by means of a

needle so as to form a smear which is srbseqrertly

dried ir air acd fixed by passing- carefrlly over the

flame of a spirit lamp or a Errsen's brrr.er; the

slide is then laid ort flat at the bottom of a dish

containing distilled water, ir order that the haemo- |

globir may dissolve ort ard the smear be completely |
!

decolorx'ised; this is ther gently dxAied over- a flame,;
j

staired with methylene blre or carbol frchsir, ard j
examined rrder the microscope. j

Srch is. a resrme of the main facts comprised ir !
oiu" knowledge as it stands at the present time re¬

garding the prre bactex'iology of plagre, and we next

px'oceed to corsidex1 some of the epidemiological fea-

trx^es of the disease in, the light of what we know re->
i

gardirg the gex*m specifically implicated ir its c'ars-j

ation.

To begin with, the natrre of plagre is srch that,;

althorgh it bx"eaks ort from time to time in epidemic

form, genei'ally at long irtexAvals, yet it corstartly

ox1-, at ary rate, freqrently exists in certain local¬

ities, like a smorlderirg volcano, xAeady to brrst ort
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rrder ©citable conditions, and to devastate every¬

thing -that comes within the range of its action.

Srch localities as constantly harborr the disease,

or "endemic centres" of the disease, are at the pre¬

sent day to he fomd, goirg from east to west, (l)in

the morrtair valleys of Trn-nar, in China, on the

eastern herder's of Upper Errma, a locality which ap-

i pears to have heer the starting point of the present1

great pandemic; (3) in parts of Mongolia, north of

China; -(3) in the Krmaon and Garhwal districts in In-

| dia, on the so\-'ther,n scopes of the Himalayas, at an
elevation of 4000 to 7000 feet, on a latitrde between

i.. .28° 1.4' 15' N. and 31° s'Wn., and on a lon.gitrde of ;

I 76° 6 30 JEJ to 80° se^ls^E.; (4) in parts of Mesopota¬

mia, especially Baghdad,' and the neighbouring hilly

provinces of Persia; (5> in Assir, a morrtair or s disj-

| trlct of Arabia, corresponding rorghly to the 20th !
; degree of northern, latitrde and the 43rd degree of

j eastern longitrde; (6) in the province of Tripoli,

an elevated platear on the sortherr shores of the
! . :
| Mediterranean Sea, a locality which is believed to j
j have Kept Egypt srpplied with the Infection in the '
! days of the ancient Egyptian epidemics; and (7) in

; parts of Afx'ica, especially abort the Uganda region
i
of Central Africa, at a height of some 5000 feet. j

i

Evagrius, in his accorrt of the plagre of Jrstinian,i
i ' : ;
j mentions that the disease was srppoaed to have origln-
| ated in Ethiopia (corresponding more or less with the
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parts we have referred to, around the upper reaches

of the Nile) and from theree to have spread to Egypt,

Lybia and to the Persiar Empire.

Considering these facts, two poirts at orce sug¬

gest themselves to ore's mird, first that the birth-

' place of the disease appears to be the sub-tropical

regions of the East, ard secondly, that in a©Birch as

i plague is always oi5, at any rate, generally to be

^ found present in localities such as those mentioned,

there must be certain characters peculiar to those

centres, possessed l>y them in common and associated

with the endemic existence of the disease and probab-

i ly also connected with its epidemic spread from time

to time. Or enquiry into the subject we find that

there are many and marked features which characterise;

all these" places and vfhich are related to plague in a

: very definite manner1. For instance, all such locali¬

ties swarm with rodents, contain overcrowded, ill ven¬

tilated, dirty houses in v/hich cattle generally find

shelter along with or in very close proximity to man,

and where there exists a system, of imperfect burial

of the dead close to or around human, habitations.

These few lines contain the leading facts regarding

; such places, embodied in the many excellent descrip-

: tior.s given of endemic plague centres by various com-

! missions of enquiry. For example, in such an account

of a centre in Tripoli, attention has been drawn to

the low doorways of the houses, the small wirdows
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openIrg or -to filth-covered courtyards, and t/he pre-

serce of a graveyard ir the middle of the village,

: rear' a pool of stagnant water, while it yias also shown

that the dead were disposed of in shallow graves from

which they were subsequently unearthed by jackals at

night and strewed aboint the place. Similarly, a British

Commission, reporting on an endemic centre in the Hima¬

layan. regions referred to, describes the low-roofed

■ horses which accommodated both man and cattle and were

arrrorrded with dung-heaps, while the overcrowding,

■want of ventilation and presence of bad smells could

not escape the notice of the most casual observer.

Crtch Mandvi, row well-nigh rendered famous by the

graphic and classical description of it given by the

Indian Plague Commissioners in their Report, is an

! admirable example or type of the numberless places of

a like kind "to be seen all over India even at the pre¬

sent day. The town of 'Crtch Mandvi has suffered ter¬

ribly in the course of this epidemic. It is a sea-port,

with a population of about 38,000, is roughly-a square

imile1 ir area and is surrounded by a wall twenty feet

high containing sever"al gateways. For an excellent ac¬

count of the inhabitants and theix5 habitB, of the con¬

struction of the town, its thoroughfares, drainage and

conservancy systems, or rather the absence of these,

of the methods of disposal, of the dead and othei" par-

ticul ars, we refer our readers to the report we have

;mentioned. As regards the imperfect burial of the dead,
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it is not lipowo exactly in what manner this favours

the erdemicity of plague. Crelghtor, the celebrated

epidemiologist, in referring to the poirt, says that

the clergy for instance suffer comparatively greatly

as they are more in the way of being associated with

the products of cadaveric putrefaction.

Now, in passing on to the epidemiology of plague

surd the relation which the bacteriology of the disease

bears to it, we will adopt the plan of taking up a: se¬

ries of points in connection with the subject, discus¬

sing each separately, and endeavouring to make the dis¬

sertation as complete as possible for a short work of

this nature.

I. Sources' of, the..virus.

These comprise:-

(1) Rats and other animals.

(2) Man.

(3) Growths in. other media.

The first of these points involves the recently

much debated questions of plague aB a disease of the

• lower animals, the identity of the malady as it occurs

; in. these creatures' and in man, as well as two points

; which we shall take up later on, namely the agency by

i which the disease is transmitted from rat to man, and
| the manner in which the carriers impart the infection

| to man. Plague differs from-other epidemic maladies in
that a vast number of lower animals are susceptible to

it. Professor W.J.Simpson, late Medical Officer of
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Health for Calcutta, or a special expedition which he

made to Hong Kong for the purpose of Investigating

the subject, found as the result of his work that rot

only rats, mice ard rodents generally, but also mon¬

keys, cows, sheep, pigs, cats, fowls, turkeys ard.

ducks were all susceptible to, and able to harbour1,

the trouble. Of these creatures some are domestic,

while others are not, and the usual way In which, ac-:

cording to him, they derive the infection is by eat¬

ing contaminated matter. Moreover, the disease occurs

in the fleas which infest these animals, judging from

the discovery of its specific germ in the interior of

these insects,_a discovery that carries us a stage

further than the times when Hunter, referring to the

distribution of the disease generally among the lower

animals, wrote "Practically every vertebrate animal

found in the immediate neighbourhood of mar, may be

rendered plague-infected". There is little doubt at

present, however,.that of all animals, rodents are

the most susceptible; in fact, as Davidson points out,

"plague is probably primarily a disease of rodents",

ard further, that "there is good reason to believe

that the tarbagar. plague originates in these rodents".

Clemow has shown that the tarbagan (Arctomys bobac)

is or.e of the marmots, a genus belonging to the order

Roder.tia or 0-1 ires, and that it lives in Mongolia,

"burrowing in winter and, during the 1.org droughts of

summer, that is from March to September, living on
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the tare plains. These animals are hunted for their

shir and at such times they probably hard or to mar

the disease which they are said to originate; thus

the plague spreads to villages. The arima! is said

also to inhabit parts of the Himalayas. So far as

mar goes, however, the first source of the virrs is

the rat ard, according to many arthora ard to the ex-

perierce of numerous epidemics, most outbreaks are

heralded by ar increased mortality amorgst rats. The

manner ir which they are said to diffuse the disease

will be seer later or wher we come to consider the

modes of transport of the virus, with reference to

some of the opinions of ancient writers or these mat¬

ters, it might be mentioned that Virgil (Eel. 1, n-eorg.

Hi, 464) alludes to the lnfectioins nature of certain

diseases in cattle,' while many of the old vjriters or

veterinary surgery ard agriculture, in like manner,

say that the plague of cattle is infectious. As to

the rdle played by rats ir the spread of the trouble,

it has beer held that the infection of these animals,

though often associated with outbreaks in man, is rot

invariably so, as is shown by the experierce of other1:

places besides India, where plague has been epidemic.

In many epidemics of earlier times there is 1ittle

mention of the circumstance. Dr Rudolf Abel, in a va¬

luable paper on this subject, gives the result of

much painstaking research and, commenting or the wart

of reference of rats in relation to the plague epi-
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demies of Europe since 1730, he suggests that- Improved

sanitation is probably the reason why Ei-rope has since

i that date been less liable to outbreaks of plague. In

: the first recorded plague epidemic in the Bible there

. is no causal relationship actually described betweer

mice and plagre, brt it world appear that while the

Ark, Yjhich was captured by the Philistines and taiker

to Asrtrs, remained there, the people of that city srf-

, ferea from "emerods" and at the same time there was a

; great mortality in the city and an invasion of mice

(or rats) in the villages and fields. Avicenna (980 to

, 1037 A.D.) makes the first distinct allrsion to the

subject, brt it has been suggested that his writings

: refer to Asiatic, chiefly Persian, epidemics. In an

ancient "Purana", dating back more than 800 years, it

; is written, "When "you notice an unusual mortality

amongst rats, it is a srx-'e sign that you are to be

; shortly visited by a fatal disease, and your only

safety lies in flight",-a piece of advice given /t-o

the Hindus many years ago and one v/hich, besides still

holding good amongst them, shows us that the people,

even in those ancient times, had realised the relation-

i ship that rats bore to this epidemic disease. In the '

; Constantinople outbreak of 1348 and in. one at Moscow

in 1771, the association between the death of r'ats

! and the occurrence of plagr.e, appears to have been ob~

! served quite well. Coming down, to our own times, we
:

find that at Jeddah, in 1898, there occurred a small
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outbreak while many infected rats were seer crawling

abort the piace; the trorble did rot at that tine

spread very far, but in the following year it return-

ed or a larger scale and, after it had ceased, a high

: plague mortality continued among the rats and mice
3.

for a while. In the Oporto epidemic, in 1899, although

cases of dix^ect infection did occur, there was no epi¬

zootic reported to exist amongst rats. In the first

; outbreak: at Glasgow, in 1899, no infected rats were

x'eported, but in a subsequent epidemic, a year or two

later, numbers of dead rats were found at the Central

Hotel in that city and these were traced to have come

via subways and tunnels from the dockyards; the bodies

of these animals were examined bactex,iologically and

found to contain the bacillus pestia. The Sydney epi¬

demic differed fx'om the first outbreak at Glasgow in

: that (a) cases of infection by contact with plague

patients wex""e rare, and (b) plague occuri'ed as an epi¬

zootic among rats which it was said not to have done

at Glasgow in the first instance. In 1904 Sydney was

I visited fox- the fourth time with an epidemic of plague

! which happily vias limited in extent. Dr Ashburton Thomp-

i son, Chief Medical Officer to the New South Wales Gov-

i exTmert, in a repoxt or this ouhbx-eak. made for the

; board of Health, enters into a discussion on the etior

! logy of the disease based on its observed epidemiology,

j His studies demonstrate that an epizootic disease, pla-

: gue, among rats preceded the fix"st local case which
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occurred in mar ard -that "the area ever which the epi¬

zootic extended warn practically co-extensive with that

on which cases of plagi-e in mar were observed. As the

episootic died out the epidemic ceased, the Cases in

mar evidently being communicated "by infection from

rats. Perhaps Thompson is right lr rot committirg him¬

self by any definite opinion as to ho?; this communica¬

tion takes place as, for example, to the flea hypothec

sis, for in view of some uncertainty still prevailing"

on the mode of transmission of the disease from in-

; fectea rats, further experiment© with fleas conducted

on a scientific basis, are urgently reeded. Tidswell

fox\nd many fleas on x'ata even during the second (1902)
epidemic in Sydney, brt when the epidemic was over, he

, could find brt few. This subject will be taKen up again

later, in. considering the channels of infection. Mean¬

while, restricting ourselves to the question of rats

am a source of the virus, it is Interesting to rote
i

: the views of the Indian Plague Commissioners regarding

it. In enumerating the causes of the spread of plague

from infected localities, they give the first place

to human agency, including in this infected articles

! of clothing ard merchandise carried by man, and next

they make mention of rats. In fact, they are a little

sceptical in the matter of attaching the importance

which others do £a the connection between the rat and

I man in plague incidence and plagi^e epidemics, as may
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tee seer from the opinions embodied ir the following

;remarks made by them,- (I) ir some places where sever-j
| al epidemics have occurred am.org men, rates have rote i

beer, infected ate all, ard ir many places where there

have beer plagre epidemics amorg men, the disease has1

rote appeared amorg rats ir epidemic form; (2) occasion¬

ally there has beer a considerable mortality amorg ralj.&
and co plague amorg mer; (3) ever wher there has beer j
'the largest- amorrt of plagre amorg rates, the risk to :

I persons comirg ir corteact with them appears to have

beer less than that dre to inhabiting horses ir which ;
; j

I there were plagre patients, or to comirg ir cortact |

|with prermoric plague; sometimes, however, a large j
brmber of plagre cases ir a village have beer directly

i i
i

.. I

I attributable to ar epidemic amorg rats; (4) a sever'e
.

epidemic among rats mrst terd to the spread of irfec-

tion; ard (5) when plague is once established, there!

i is no doi'bt that human agency is a more import-apt facJ
tor than rats ir. spreadirg the disease. At the pre&ertj

| day, however, it is perhaps rriversally held that ratej
j !
| cor.stitivfce the first sorrce of the virus for hrmar. ir-l
fectior and that mar comes by a long way secord. Mrch

testimony has of late years come to hard regarding
i
this important relatiorship between rats and mar ir

the matter of the diffu&lor of this epidemic disorder,

as we shall have occasion to observe when dealing with

the question of prevention. As to the particular spe¬

cies of rat or which this serlors responsibility is
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thrown, it. is tiie ordinary black rat (Mrs rattus) an

inhabitant of houses, as differing from the brown or

grey rat, or Norway rat as it is sometimes called,

(Mvh decrmanus), an inhabitant of sewers and rrder-

grotra passages and thex*efore having 3ess contact with

man. The former is known to be the indigenous species

of the plague endemic areas, and its disappearance

fx-om England and from Western Europe generally in the

seventeenth certrry or, at any rate, the fact that it

has become a very subordinate occupant of those parts

since that time, has teen associated in a causal man¬

ner with the co-incident disappearance of plague from

that area. While on the subject, it might be as well

to refer to the opinion, of the Indian Plague Commis¬

sioners on the mode in which the rats themselves de¬

rive the infection. The Commissioners believe that

the alimentary canal is not the common route of infec-

tion, but they consider that the data available from

the post-mox'tem examination of rats do not allow of a

final vex'dlct as to whether these animals in a state

of c.atrre are .generally infected via the skin; they

think that the nasal mucous membrane is, of all chan¬

nels of infection, the most likely one in such cases,

as fox1 Instance whei'e outbreaks of the trouble among j
i i

rats are traceable to importation of infected clothing:

and articles of a similar nature.

: With reference to the same mattei" of x'ats and plague,
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Eruce Skin rex*-, it? a series of well written papers

which, he has contributed on the sx^bject, starting or

the assumption that these animals do rot originate

the disease, endeavours by a study of the habits of

these rodents ir. relatior to the seasors of the year

ard to the seasonal incidence of plagre, to establish

the actual manner ir which blame has come to be at- >

tachea to them, ard the extent to which they really

merit srch blame. If these creatrres do rot initiate

the trouble (ard arimals carrot be said to initiate

any specific fever), then they themselves must con¬

tract it from some extraneous source, ard the ques¬

tion comes to be, which is the source? The study of

such a subject in a country like India, with its vast

extent and climatic charges reithei' equal nor1 syn¬

chronous in different localities, comes to be a mat¬

ter of exceedingly great difficulty. Still it is ob¬

servable gerei?al!y that in dry weather rats live out

of door's, whereas, with the advent of the monsoons

add the heavy rains, they betake themselves to shel¬

ter indoox-s. This applies to most parts south of the

Punjab, for in that province the rains being compara¬

tively less copious and the winter severe, the habits

of these animals are probably reversed. The point is

now that plague in India, as was formerly the case

with the great epidemics of this disease in Europe,

being most severe while the rats are out in the fields,
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Stirrer suggests that though these animals suffer from

! plague, they are rot the source of the disease; for5,

j he argues, that were they the source, the epidemics

|world be moat acute when the rat is in most intimate

I contact with human beings, and, moreover, he says,

; there is nothing to shovi that the destruction of rats

j reduces plague incidence. Further, he adds, that our

j energies are entirely misdirected in trying to exter-

| mirate these creatures for "inasmuch as it (the source
! !

.

of the virus) must be something outside the rat, it

would appear mox-1© scientific to adapt our defensive

; measures to our immediate surroundings rather than to:

i destroy those animals whose misfortune it is to su.f-
I

t j

j fer in common with ourselves" from pestilence", especi-
| '
ally as "rats in towns are valuable scavenger's". This I

t ;

I writer is, needless to say, not by any means a believer
i :
i ;

j in the flea-convection theory. His idea is that rats
j j

and man derive the infection at the same time from

some common source, that is when both are out in the

fields together. To discover"- the nature of this sources
he makes a study of the various forms of cattle die- I

ease, including rinderpest or steppe-murrain; foot and

mouth disease; quarter-ill or charbon symptomatique; ;

pi euro-pneumonia; anthrax; ghotwa, ghotu or galghotu,j
a condition first reported as a distinct disease by

W. Pease, in 1896, correspending to the "bu.ffelseuohe"
!

in Hungary and resembling glos-anthi'ax; and finally, j
an epizootic referred to by fersin as occurring in the
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Chinese province of Tonkin and called "peste bovine".

The suggestion he makes is that t>he disease is cairried

•bo mar., as it- is -bo rats,from cat/tie affected with si-

; inIIat' trouble, the probable carrier being some biting

insect like the "Hyalomma aegyptiurn", ore of the Acar-

! idae. He bases this s'uggestion. or a knowledge of the

distribution of the tick which, normal?y inhabiting

; endemic plague areas and extending its borders during:

; favourable years, would satisfactorily account for the

;■ extension of plague during periods conducive to its

existence in a new locality. These Ixodes lay their

eggs or produce their young in the earth and, when

: hatched, these attack their future hosts, dropping off
1 only when. the period of delivery of the female is at

i hand. He endeavours to explain the seasonal abeyance

of plague in winter in countrieslilseRussia, and during

the rains in places such as Lower India, by saying

that under1 the former conditions the young hibernate

in the soil, while under the latter they generally get

• washed away from its surface. Similarly, the carriage

! of plague in ships, usually attributed to the pest ba-

| cillua in the cargo finding an inoculable spot in thej
| ' !
'
victim, is explained by this writer by saying that the

eggs of a piague-Infected species of the Ixodidae are

present in cargoes, the larvae at birth finding occa-!

siora.1 hosts on the voyage or when the cargo is un-

| loaded. Further, he says that the importation will re-
I

; suit in. an. epidemic or not, accox*ding as the country
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perhaps telliTic conditions favouring the invasion of

the particular species of tick concerned. This is ana¬

logous to, ar.d reminds ore of, the case of yellow fever1

and its convection by mosquitoes of the genus ciilex,

known as the Stegomyia fasciata. Besides the pcssibi-

lity of the tick being the medium for conveying the

disease from animal to mar, he states that it mat act

ty carrying it from the soil to both mar ard animal.

The studies carried ort and the observations made by

Bruce Skinner, though resulting in conclusions not in.

■ keeping with the general!!y accepted views regarding

f the part played by rats in the spread of plague, are

| still worthy of consideration as representing the

i outcome of work carried out on a scientific basis and

i suggesting possibilities from a fresh point of view

' or a subject not yet fully cleared up. In favour of

1 the assertion of skinner that the rat is not a source

of the virus for man but a victim to the scourge in

common with man, is the fact that In several old-time

: epidemics of plague the outbreak was not found,or, at

any rate, not reported' to have been associated with

an. increased illness or mortality amongst rats, st1g-

geating that possibly the latter' circumstance is not

essential for the occurrence of the foihner, ox-, at all

events, that the rat is perhaps not the important source

■ of the virus which at present it» is generally held to be.
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Tiie whole subject wants further study and much eluci-

: dation, and, considering the seal being showr in re¬

search work at the present time, and the plentiful op¬

portunities being affoi'ded by the existing epidemic of

plague, the prospects are fair with regard to these

points being speedily cleared up. The literature on

this subject, namely, of the connection which rats

have with outbreaks of plague, has of late reached

vast proportions and many of the contributions to it

are full of interest as containing the results of very

useful experimental work carried out in a thoroughly

sound and scientific manner. We shall return anon to

the subject of rats and plague, but ere we leave it

at all we would like to point out the special value

which writings on such matters have whet? they contain

the results of systematic and re!lab!e experimental

research, dt Richardson, speaking in March 1.858, On

the "Investigation of epidemics by experiment", draws

: attention to the weakness of any system of epidemic!, o*-

j gical study which is not based on the experimental me-

i thod and of course strongly advocates the wider adop-

! tio# of the latter. In this connection, we would also

j refer the seeker after truth in matters epidemiological,

to W.Budd, of Clifton's admirable memorandum on a scheme
i

i i

i for the investigation of epidemics and epixooti.es, under
:

; seventeen, headings, drawn up at the request of a Commit-

| tee appointed for that object at the annual meeting of
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t/he British Medical Association, as fax"- tack as August

1862; ard to E. Head!, am Greerhow's paper "Or the study

of epidemic disease, as illustrated by the pestilences

of Lordor", x"ead before the Epidemiological Society of

Lordor, at the opening of the session 1857-58, ir which

paper", it may be mentioned, he expresses his belief ir

constitutional predisposition existing amongst commu-

r.itiea to ex1.able the germs of disease to expert their

morbific power, ard he calls attertior to the Influence

of meteorological phenomera in correction with the out¬

break of epidemics; ard finally to Dr Stokes's excel¬

lent irtrod-rcbory' lectrre or "The study of epidemics"

delivered ir. 1862, at the. Meath Hospital ard County of

Dublin Infirmary.

II. Channels by which the virus is discharged from

ifc£_k£dZ-

Supposing the virus, derived from ore or other of'
the sources we have just been discussing, has effect¬

ed an entrance into the system of a victim, the ques¬

tion we have now to cor s id ex1 is, by what channel s may

it again be discharged from the body? The ways by which

it may find exit from its temporary habitat are :- i

(1) the buboes.

(2) the skin (pustules,boils,carbuncles,petechial).

(3) mucous membranes ard their secr'etlora, (nasal

secretions, saliva, sputum, faeces, urine).

(4) the dead body.

With regard to the virus firdirg. a way o*ut via the
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buboes, we have already qroted -the views of Tweedie

and of Manson, the former holdlrg that it had rot yet

beer proved that inocrlatior with the matter from a

bubo or with any other morbid prodrct was capable of

communicating plague, the latter maintaining that the

pus from a bubo was rot always infective and that ir-

oc;-<lation made with such may fail, as apparently the

bacteria of suppuration may kill the bacillus pestis.

That the buboes do contain the specific organism can-

; rot of course be doubted for this Indeed has been fre¬

quently demonstrated bj* bacteriological methods. Now

ih the brboric form of the disease the bacilli are for

: a time completely sealed rp or shrt off from the sur-
'

face of the body and from the orter world, but when

j the buboes are opened the infective material contained

in. them is discharged directly from the surface of the

body, while if aeptlcaemic symptoms supervene, the vi¬

rus also finds an escape in the discharges from nasal,

: conjunctival, bronchial and alimentary in;1cor a surfaces.

This period of infactivity lasts from a few hours to ;

; a few days. It is difficult, owing to a wart of data,
to fix the length of time for which the bacilli are

I present in the prs from a suppurating bubo. If the '

latter la left unopened for a long time, the plague
i i

i bacilli in it undergo degenerative changes to some
i

extent and may even be found associated with the

presence of pyogenic cocci.
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Through the skin the virus may find exit when ve¬

sicles, toils, pustules or carbuncles are present. In

the case of petechiae under the skin, as in the septi-

caemic form of plague, the organisms are said to be

able to make their way out thro\igh the unbroken sur¬

face. Drs Calmette and Salimbeni have remarked on le-'

sior.s of the skip in plague. They say there is a par¬

ticular form of the pest, recognised as far back, as

the middle ages and also by the German and Austrian

savants at Bombay, in which the primitive lesion is

represented by one or more pustules on the surface of

■ the body. The pustule begins as a vesicle surrounded

I by a sone of inflammation, sometimes black, with sero-
; i

sanguinolent contents and filled with free pest bacil¬

li. Certain cases imported by Captain Childe I.M.S. !

may perhaps belong to the same category, although such

eruptions have not been frequently observed in Indian!

epidemics of plague.

Again, the nasal and buccal secretions have been |

found to contain the specific bacilli, especially in

what is known as the cervical form of the disease, |
; !

| that is, where the glands of the reck are chiefly j

affected.

In the pneumonic variety the sputum contains the |
organism in almost pure cloture during the who! e

course of the disease, having in ore (primary pneu¬

monic) case been recovered as many as thirty-three
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days after the return of "the patient's temperature

to normal. It might, in passing, he said that this

has a very important tearing or the si'bject of iso¬

lation during convalescence, and it is the opinion

of the authority, sir Thomas JTaser, that as the bac¬

teriological evidence supports the belief that a con¬

valescent patient may cause infection even four to

six. weeks after all acute symptoms have disappeared,

isolation shou.ld be carried out, in cases with pneu¬

monic symptoms, for at least four weeks after the

. temperature.has returned to normal. Russel advocates'

isolation until such time as certainty can be estab¬

lished and says that all convalescents should be kept

under the bar of si^spicior as long as any symptoms of

the disorder are perceptible, especially where any

buboes are open or discharging, for, according to him,

all such pestilential ulcers are infectious for two :

months after the commencement of the attack.

In. the urine too the bacilli are sometimes present,

aTd in the faeces they may be found whenevex"- haemor- ,

rhages take place from the intestines.

Moreover, needless to say, the organisms* occur in. i

the blood from whence they may find an exit when the

blood is shed or when, it is i"emoved from the body by

fleas ox- other biting insects.

III. Lurking hi aces of. the virus.

When the virus has once found its way out of the
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system of the last victim by ore or other of the char

nels described above, the usual places where It hides

ox1, as it we're, lurks abort, are:-

(1) dark urvertllated houses.

(3) articles of clothing.
In the former the bacillrs thrives, althorgh it

has rot yet beer satisfactorily deter-mired whether ia

fected houses mean merely rat-infested horses. This

Qre&tior will be further1 dealt with when we go or to

coralder the corditiors which faVorr the persistence

i an d spread of plague. For the present it may be men-

tlored that in some places ir India, plagre is said

I to have appeared again on: the re-occupation of horses
1

as many as forty days after their evacuation, The sig¬

nificance of a'point of this native in dealing with
i

the subject of preventive measures to be adopted du.r- j
: !

; irg an epidemic, is too evident to require any special
I mention. I

I With regard to clothing as a sheltering place for |
; • i

| the plagu.e germ, instances have been put On recor>d to j
show that the infection has clmg with tenacity to ar¬

ticles of this kind for three or four weeks. The im¬

portance of keeping si^.ch a possibility in mind, also

| from the point of view of prevention, is again -per¬

fectly manifest, and we shall take rp its further cor-

I sideratior presently under the next heading.

XV. Modes of transport of the vim.
: I

Suppose now that the virus has found a suitable hid
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irg place after- the exit from the "body- of its .last

victim, the next question calling fox1 special notice

at this stage is, how does it get transported, over- i

seas and ovex*land, from ore locality to arother?

Fx'om observations made ard accounts giver of nu-

meror.s ortbreaks of the disease, we are able to gather

•that: -

(1) The infection may be carried" across the seas by,,

(a) Eats ard possibly other animals.

(b) Convalescents.

(c) Infected clothing.

(d) Persons in the incubation stage of the ma?a-
| J
: dy, for short distances Only. !

The matter of rats being the carriers, and the most

; important carriers of the trorble to distant places be¬

yond the seas, is row of corrse generally believed in,
j

though it is still not credited by the followers of i
: I

; the Bruce Skinner- school, as has already been pointed;

.out along with the explanation given of the mode in. !
which they believe the infection to be transported in.

ships. Their view is certainly a plarsible one and itj
commends itself, at any rate, to frrther Investigation.
That rats have a peculiar fancyr fox' the holds of shi^s

and are the most common variety of stowaways, that

they frequently board vessels at plague-infected pox'-ts
!

without troubling to submit themselves to any form of]

medical inspection prior* to embarkation, that they

have a'way of migrating from a locality especially
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when they find -that members of their own commun.ity

are dying thex'e in u.pusual number's, and that they

are able to hax-tour the germs of the disease in

their system, are all matters of common, knowledge

at the present day. But that they are, when infect¬

ed, a source of danger to those on board during the

voyage and to those at ports where they unceremoni¬

ously disembark without undergoing any period of

quarantine, and, further, that they constitute a
1

source of dangex* to man by reason of the presence J

of some suctlxlal insect that lives as a parasite j

on their blood and subsequently bites human beings |
In the neighbourhood, in accordance with the flea- J

j
hypothesis, are the verr points which axe not admit-:

I

ted by the set of observers who say that man derives;
i

the infection not fx'om these rodents but fxem the ]
same common soiree as they do. But as we have alxeadje

..

stated before, and as we take the opportunity here j
!

-to repeat, preBert* opir.lor entirely Ircrimlrates the;!
i

ret as a soiree, indeed as the most impor'bart soiree:
i

of infection, fox1 man. It is or this belief that somej
!

of oir present methods of dealing with the prevention

of spread of the disease are based, namely, by the j
destinictior of rets on ships, on. wharves, in ware- j

houses and similar places. The description, of the j
Clayton, apparatus used fox1 this purpose on. ships, !

as well as fox1 the general disinfection of the holds

of vessels, will be given, latei* on. when dealing with
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the subject of the preventior of plague.

Convalescents, especially from -the preumoric form

of the malady, may -tramsport the infection for con-

sidex'able distances, taking irto account the rapid

x'ate of movement of vessels in modern times, and hav¬

ing regard to the fact that the sputum of convales¬

cents after pneumonic plague may contain the living

germ of the disease for as many as thirty-three days

after the retuxv of the temperature to normal. The

last circumstance is analogous to what has been no¬

ticed as occiTr-lng after cholera, namely, that the

specific organism lives in the intestines for a long

time and has indeed been found in the living condition

there, as many as six weeks after the patient has been

discharged from hospital as cured.

We now pass on to the subject of infected clothing
I

as a means of transport for the virus to places beyond

the seas. Such articles, as we have already seen, cor-

stitute one of the favourite lurking places for the

virus outside the body, and so they may very easily

; act as a means of carrying the Infection to distant

parts. A knowledge of this fact guides us in taking

i certain precautions against the spi'ead of the disease,

namely, by placing x^stx^ictions agair&t the carrying

of soiled, and hence px'obably infected, linen on ships,

and by causing soiled linen to be thorci",gh1 y disinfect¬

ed before being landed at any port. The matter will be

taken up again presently when we pass or to consider
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the modes of transport of the infection overland.

Persons in the incubation stage of the disease

may well, be the means of carrying the infection, but

i this they car do only for short distances, as the ir-

s ci^.tatioir stage of the disease is a short ore, in the

opinion of the Indian Plague Commissioners, the period

of incubation In the case of plag're is well within

five days.

As a matter of fact, apart from theoretical possi¬

bilities, plague has hitherto shown little tendency to

spread on boardship. Under the terms of the Venice Sa¬

nitary Convention of 1897, a "healthy ship" is any

ship, even though coming from an Infected port, which

has had no death or case of plague on board, either

before its departure, during the voyage or on arrival.

Such vessel is entitled to free pratique, but the au¬

thorities. at the port of arrival are at liberty to im¬

pose such restrictions as are laid down by the Conver-

tior. so far as the Indian epidemic is concerned, the

medical inspection of outward bound vessels was com¬

menced systematically at Bombay port in February,1897,

and at Karachi,Madras and Calcutta shortly afterwaeds.

The practice at first was that any persons with symp¬

toms of plague were prevented from proceeding on the

voyage, the inspection being made ox?, board except in

the case of pilgrim vessels. From the following year

these inspections were carried out on shore prior to

embarkation, in consonance ?/ith the principle formula-
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ted at the Venice Convention referred to, the object

being to obviate the danger of the admission on board-

ship of persons suffering from evident signs of plague.

It is of course impossible to detect cases in the early

part of the inciCbatior period by any method short of

placing everyone in quarantine, prior1 to embarkation,

for the full period of incubation. So far1 as the clo¬

thing went, at first only such portions of it as were'

considered to be contaminated, ox1 even, suspicious,

were subjected to disinfection. The Indian Plague Com¬

missioners in their report recommend more stringent

meairres, and accordingly it was ruled that the bedding

; and clothing of native craws and of all deck and third

class passengers, as well as of native servants, should

be disinfected on shore previous to the sailing of the

vessel from Karachi, Bombay and Calci^tta, for ports

: outside India. At Aden, the practice has been to grant

free pratique to all "healthy" vessels, even, though

; the passage from an, infected pout occupied less than

i ten days, provided that the ere?; and passengers sub-
! mit to medical inspection, that the soiled linen and

J personal, effects of passengers appearing to be con- |

j tamin.ated, sire-disinfected, and that the health of

crew and passenger's is watched for ten days from time

i of arrival, and the crew allowed to land only on duty.

As the medical inspection and other restrictions placed

I on vessels involve delays, ships from infected ports

j losing Aden as a port of call, generally prefer to re-
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mail* in. quarantine. With refererce -to the util ity of

■these measures and -to -the 1 ittl e tendency fox"- plague

•to spread or boardship, If may be rated -that very few

cases of -the disease have beer larded at Aden ever

since the epidemic first broke out at Bombay ir Sep¬

tember, 1896.

(2) The infection may be carried overlard by:-

(a) Healthy people merely corveyirg the poisor

or, thelxs person or clothing, withort themselves tak¬

ing the infection.

(b1) Persons in the incubation stage of the dis- 1
■

ease.

(c) Infected clothing.

(d) The migration, of rats.
Endless numbers of epidemics have from time to time

be ex?, described to illrstrate the routes selected by

this disease and the steady march of the latter along

the lines of land traffic, such as were so commonly in

■use in the East until a few years ago, and such as we

have seen still exist in many parts of the north-west

frontier of India, e.g. the high road to Khorassar and

the neighbouring places. Many of these accounts are

exceedingly well written and very interesting indeed,

but they all go to show that the infection is trans¬

ported in one ox- other of the ways we have indicated.

That healthy persons vdao have not taker the infec¬

tion themselves, car still act as mechanical carr,iex"-s

of the vims or theix1 pex"son ox" clothing, has been
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well Qx.eB.pl If led. "by means of a certain authentic case

placed, or x'ecord. At Glasgow two young women v/orked

side by side in a factory. Ore of them had occasior

to cvrse a neighbour's child v/ho had contracted pla¬

gue; she did rot take the infection herself, but the

girl who worked by her side at the factory got plague

and died of it, although she had had ro direct commu¬

nication with ary other person suffering froff the dis¬

ease , and the only correction she had with the malady
>

was the indirect one mentioned. The possibility sug¬

gests itself that the girl who had ivrrsed the plagu.e-

I stricken child carried or her person or clothing an

infected insect, probably a flea, derived from that

|child, ard that she unwittingly passed it on to her

unfortunate reighbour at the factory.

Persona in the imitation stage of plague may, as

:we have seer before, transport the infection, bt^t they

can do so only for short distances, in the case of In¬

dia, the spread by this means has been noticed to be

slow, owing partly to the shortness of the incubation

period of the disease, ard partly to the measures gen¬

erally adopted to prevent spread. The method that was

the first to come into vogie, in October,1896, consist-

lea in. the medical inspection of all passengers leaving

IBombay city and other stations. On the 4th February,
i :

|1897, the Epidemic Diseases Act (iii of 1897) received

jthe assent of the Governor General of India, and there¬
after the system of medical inspection was improved as
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well as ex-banded, suspected persons being at; first de¬

tained in special camps, a plan which later or was

abandoned. It was fomd, however, that the danger from

persors ircrbatlrg the disease was greater in the case

of those journeying by road than 2r that of travellers

by rail, but in. no case was there a risk of the infec¬

tion being carried far, owing in part to the ircr.ba-

tior. period being short and in. part to the fact that 1

travelling cannot be done nearly as rapidly by road a&

it can. by rail. This point is well illr.strated in the

account given in the Plague Commission's Report of the

epidemic which occurred in 1897, at Sholapur, a town !
in the Deccan, near the Hyderabad frontier. Although

some 3,200 deaths took place at Sholapur within, five

months, and notwithstanding the fact that nearly one-

half of the poptO.ation fled in the early part of the

outbreak and, despite the guards on the roads, found

their way into Hyderabad territory, still the disease

did not extend more than abort sixty or seventy miles

beyond the frontier.

We return again to the question of transport of

the virus by means of infected clothing, a circumstarce

of which numerous instances have at variolas times beer?

recorded. The danger of this is, of coiurse, very con-

sidei'ab!e in India where the system genera!!y prevails

of "dhobies" ?;ashing soiled linen, freqi'ently without1

previous boiling or other mode of disinfection, often
in. little ponds (called "tanks" in India) or in pools
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of water many of which are at the Bare tire used by

the neighbouring villagers for bathing, v^ashirg cook¬

ing utensils or for Br.ppl.yirg water for drinking pur¬

poses. The dargei" of infection "being carried to rather

more distant places than within the limits of the Bare

town, is also considerable when, clothing containing the

specific virus is conveyed by railway or sent through

the post. Againat the latter contingency the postal

authorities have adopted the precaution, of issuing

prohibitive regulations. Against the possibility of

su.ch infected articles being carried by rail, many re¬

gulations have from time to time been put in foxte and

subsequently modified as considex-ed necessary and pro¬

per. The views expressed by the Indian Plague Commis¬

sioners regaining the restriction Of movements of tra¬

vellers and their personal belongings by rail, are as

follows,- (1) any system of land -quarantine to detain

passengers within infected areas, or from these into

adjacent it.infected areas, has not been fotT.d in prac¬

tice to prevent the spread of plague, (2) any system

of medical examination on railways short/ of keeping

travellers in detention for the ordinary incubation

ipei'iod, must be defective, (3) it is unnecessary to

: examine travellers medically between places in an. un-

:infected area, and (4) disinfection of the personal
i :

|effects of travellers by rail should not be attempted,

j partly becau.se disinfection to be of any use should
i

:be thorough ait this would entail delay and inconve-
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fierce which would rot he justified by the results,

and partly because people car evade disinfection of

personal belongings by despatching these by goods

trains and the disinfection of articles sent by such

is an impossible task. With reference to this matter

of clothing being a means of transport for the virus,

IP addition to being, as we have said, a lurking place

for it, we might quote the experience of the village of

Eyam, in Derbyshire, in 1666, the year following that

in which, in. the city of London, "Death or his pale

horse, trampled on 3,000 victims in one ghastly night".

The plague was carried thither in patterns of cloth

sent from London to a tailor in the little village.

Mead, in his work "On the plague" (Dublin, 1767,p.217)
writing of this case, says "a servant who first opened

the box, complaining that the goods wei'e damp, was or¬

dered to dry them at the fire but, in doing it, was

seized with the plague and died. The same misfortune

extended itself to all the rest of the family, except

the tailor's wife who alone survived. Prom hence the

distemper spread about and destroyed in that village

and the rest of the parish, thorgh a small one, be-
.

tween two and three hundred persona". Dr J.P.Payne,

whose short but exhaustive article on plague we take 1

: this opportunity just to mention here as one that am-

: ply repays perusal, writes that "while the epidemic

; influence lasts, there is abundant influence that in-

! fected clothes, etc.are among the means by which the
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plague spi'eads". He goes or to guote the instance of ;

two condemned criminals ir Egypt- who, Ir 1.835, were

for the sake of experiment placed ir the clothes ard

beds of those who had died of plague; they both took '

the disease ard ore of them succumbed to it. Or the

other hard, there are cases or record ir which irfec-

ted cl.othirg is said rot to have conveyed the irfec-

tior, although for our purposes this negative evidence

is rot of the same value. Thi^s, the same writer, re- :

ferring to the Egyptian outbreak of the same year,1835,

mentions that "the hospital at Caj.ro, where 300 plague

patients had beer treated, was used, v/ithout ever charg¬

ing the bed coverings, immediately after the epidemic,

for other patients without harm". Another ir stance of;

the transport of the infection by means of cloth goods

we shall see when we take i1p the study of the "Pali

plague" later or.

As to the migration of rats by land actirg so as I

to transport thr infection., nothing remains to be said

in addition to what we have already mentioned, unless

it be just to refer to the comparative ease with which

these little animals are able to travel from one guar-

ter of a town to another, or Indeed much, greater dls-j
tahce& overland, including river routes. Regarding thje

latter we shall have a good deal, to say by and "by, when
j

Studying the origin of the special outbreak we propose

to describe. We need not again allude to the pruce

Skinner theory of the probable harmlea&ress of such
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migratory acts on the part of these creatures ever.

|from Infected areas. Suffice it to say, by way of

| repeating what we have ail ready stated before more

than once, that in the present state of genera1, opin¬

ion such a circumstance is regarded as highly objec- •

I hionable and looked upon as ominously fill of danger i
i

i

to the inhabitants of the areas Invaded.

V. Vehicles1 tv which the virus is conveyed into

■the system.
i

Taking for granted that the virus has fornd its

I way into a fresh locality by One or other of the modes
of transport mentioned, we naturally ask. ourselves, by

I j
|what vehicles, is it conveyed into the system of a new :

■Victim? Such vehicles are:-

| |
i (1) Pood (abdominal and septicaemic forms).
! ' i

(2) Insects (bubonic form).

(3) Breathing air (pneumonic form).
| * !

(4) Soiled fingers (cervical form).
j |

(5) Simple skin contact (bubonic form).

In this connection the subject of a water-supply
!

j for drinking purposes may be dismissed at once for, so
i

|far as is known, no relationship has yet been traced j
between either the incidence or the distribution of

the disease on the one hand, and anything connected J
I
I

with, a water-supply on the other, and so for the pre- I

sent, at any rate, plague finds no place on the list

|of water-borne diseases. We qualify our statement by
I

saying for the, present, since the possibility of drink-
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ing water eventually turning out to be a vehicle of

convection for -the virus of plague, as it undot'btedly

Is for those of cholera and of enteric fever, must he

kept in mind. some indeed, ever at the present time,

lay a certair amount of stress or this possible source

of irfectior. Ir every outbreak of the disease the

water-supply should ro doubt be made the subject of

careful irvestigatlor. Am instance has beer recorded |

ir Vifhich a stagnant pool of filthy water was believed

to have beer corc'erred ir fostering the plague-infec-

tlor ard the spread of the disease, ir a village or

the island of Bombay. Yet vrder ordirary corditiors

the bacillus appears to die out rapidly ir water.

Pood is urdoubtedly a very common medium whereby i

the organism is conveyed irto the system, ever more

so than was formerly believed to be the case. It is

to Simpson, as well as to Hunter of Hong Korg, that

the credit is di^.e of being among the first to carry

ouit a series of feeding experiments in a Careful, and

scientific marrei"-. Simpson demonstrated that in the

case of rats, mice, monkeys and various other domestic

animals, including poultry, plague was invariably com¬

municated by the ingestion of infective material; and!

Man aon. points out that susceptibl! Ity to plague on the

part of the animals of the farmyard, and the chronic

and ill-defined nature which the disease in them fre-l

qu.ent/ly assumes, are probably "important factors in
i

continuing the disease in the endemic centres whex-e
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people, cattle, pigs and poultry are often housed un-
i

der the same roof and even in the same rood" as man.

Referring to rats in particular, and to their infec¬

tion via the mm^th and alimentary system, Hunter wi*ites

that this "would appear to he the most frequent mode c*f

dissemination of plague amongst rats". It has, however,

been argued that inasmuch as experiments have shown '

that it requires a comparatively large dose of the vi-l

rim. to be taken in this way to prodtme a positive re¬

sult, and considering that human beings are not often

likely to be fed on large amounts of grossly contamin¬

ated matter, the method of infection by the gastro¬

intestinal tract may in their case be practically ne¬

glected. Still in spite of a certain degree of the

'contradictory element in the observations of different!
;workers on this subject, it holds good that infection j

may be and, probably more often thai1, is thought, is

actually conveyed into the system along with food,„ a

■fact to be kept in mind when framing our system of pre¬

ventive measures against plague..

As regards insects being vehicles for the carriage

of infection, much has been written and a great deal
i

of discussion held, since the theory was first advocat¬

ed by Dr P.L.Simond as the result of his studies in con¬

nection with the Indian epidemic up to August, 1898,and

the flea was made responsible for acting as the carrier

of the virus from Infected rat to man. The point is full

of the deepest interest and we shall go mor'e fully into
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It presently when we take up the study of the channels
i

of infection or ports by which the virus finds entrance

into the body of mar.

Meanwhile, passing or to the sub.iect of breathing!
air, we find that there can he no doubt entertained as

to this being responsible for"- conveying the poison into

the system of the uninfected in a certain proportion

of cases. In the pneumonic form of plague the nasal

secretion thrown out in, sneezing, or the sputum brought
! ' i

up in the act of coughing are very apt to contain the

bacilli in large numbers, and the spray produced by

the patient in the atmosphere around him is highly in¬

fectious for those in constant and close contact with

i him, especially under conditions of overcrowding and

deficient ventilation. The infectivity of pneumonic j

plague is of high degree as compared with that of the1

bubonic form of the disease, and it was found by the

; Plague Commissioners that in the circumstances of good

Ventilation that obtained in authorised camps and in

: dry weather, this infectivity was much less than in

; overcrowded cities or unauthorised, camps.

The finger's contaminated with pi ague-infected mate¬

rial, finding their way into the mouth, have been known
i

to communicate the disease. The mode of convection, by;

I such a vehicle is generally associated with the cervij-
! cal form of the disease and occurs most frequently in
; i

; children.

That simple shin contact may be the means of con-
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vection of plague infection in the bubonic form of the

trouble, is a matter over which there has beer much de¬

bate, and we shall take It up presently undei' the next

heading.

VI. Channels of infection or ports of entrance.

Granting that the virus has found its way to a

fresh locality and has discovered a suitable vehicle

to convey it into the system of an uninfected persor,

the question that next arises is, by what ports or

channels does the poison effect an entry? Observation

has shown that the following are the ways ir which ad¬

mittance into the body is most commonly gained by the !
!

plague virus:- j
(1) Unabraded mucous membrane, such as the conjure-

l

tiva, nasal and buccal mucous membranes, • and the lining
I

of the alimentary tract.

(-2) Submucous and subcutaneous tissu.es, through ab-
rasions and insect-bites. !

(PS) Unbroken skin,aided by friction, of clothes, etc.

As regards the occurrence of infection throt^gh ufr-l

abraded mucous surfaces, not only is the possibility ■
I

of this .quite conceivable, but cases of it have from I
time to time been actually observed and recorded. Thus!,

if'or example, a patient suffering from pneumonic plaguej

coughed up while the nurse v/as stooping over to attend

to him, and discharged a germ-laden spray some of which

reached her eye and imparted the disease to her, with !

effects that proved rapidly fatal to the woman.. Again,;
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when a child puts a finger contamirated with the spe¬

cific virus, into its mouth, ox* a pel'sor ingests food

similarly Infected, or1 Inhales into the respiratory

passages a spray the particles of which, 'carry the or¬

ganism, infection occurs via the buccal, alimentary

or respiratory mucous membrane, as the case may he.

Of corr&e v.'here abrasions are present, the en¬

trance of the poison comes to "be a comparatively sim¬

ple matter, but in the case of the skin, at any rate,

it has "been noticed that the abrasion requires to be

fairly recent. It is a common eroi'-gh occxhrrex^ce for

■ cats to be infected by the blood of the rats on. which

• they prey, via the little scratches made on their grms}

tongue, tonsils, etc. by the spicules of bone of their1

contaminated victims.

Intact epidermis is regarded as being an ir.&uper- :

able barrier to the entrance of infective materia1 and

this explains the impxuwity with which so many autopsies

have beexx performed and so many pi ague corpses handled.

Much discussion has taken place in. connection with the
I !

occurrence of infection resisting in. the bubonic form

of the affection, through the unbroken, unabraded skin.

Some have held that minute abx,asions, pei'haps in.visi- i

•; ble to the naked eye, are invariably present in. such
!

instances, as for1 example in the case of the natives ;
| j
of Ljdia who, "to a large e^tect, go abort i*vr.&hod. But

!

| against this opinion it has beer argued that the wear-f
! in.g of boots or shoes and trousers does not afford
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protection in the case of Europeans ir whom, although

piague occurs much leas frequently, the buboes have

identically the same distribution as in the unshod

natives, that is, about 66 per cent in the groin, 22

per cent in. the axilla, and 12 per cent in the neck.

If going about urehod and therefore having abrasions

of the skin, be they ever so small and invisible, were

factors of importance in the occurrence of infection

via the skin, then inguinal buboes should be more com¬

mon in the case of the native than in. that of the bet¬

ter clad European. But such is not the case for, as

v;e have just pointed out, the proportion according to

hospital statistics is the same in all x'aces and in

all countries, that is, the relation of primary buboes

in the cervical, axillary and inguinal regions respec¬

tively is roughjy as 1 : 1.8 : 5.5- As' sir Thomas Era¬

ser has very well shown, the relative distribution of

the buboes is a great deal more closely related to the

areas of skin draining into each of these thr'ee sets

of glands, than it is to any differences of race, clo¬

thing or liability to injury of the skin surface. Thus,

the frequency of inguinal buboes being three times that

of axillary, and five and a half times that of cervical

buboes, corresponds to the fact that the area of skin

draining into the groin glands is three times as ^reat
as that draining into the glands of the armpit, and |
five and a half times as great as that draining intn

the glands of the neck. By way of explaining the fre-
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quercy wit.iT- which -the glands of -the groin are affected

ir hi1 tonic pl.agre, as compared with those of the axi"1 -

,1a and of the neck, Hmter, of Hong Kong, says that

just as in enteric fevex' the vims, no matter how in-

tx'oduced, localises itself in Payer's patches, so it

does in plague. In srpport of this view he frrther

states that in feeding experiments he has ST'.cceeded

in cansing animals to te infected via their intestinal

canal, ty means of contaminated food, and has fornd

them to develop ingninal buboes. Davidson believes

that, in srch instances, the fact of the matter* is

!that the vims, absorbed from the intestinal tract,

affects fix'st the abdominal lymphatic glands and, as

it were, by a secondary extension, the glands in the

j groin, become affected. The question now comes to be

;that if the intact epidermis constitutes an, insurmount¬

able barrier to the virus gaining an entrance through ;

the skin, surface, if the theory regarding the constant

presence of abx'asions on the skin is rot to te accept-,

ed, and if the suggestion made by Hunter is not satis-'

factox'y, then how are we to explain the clinically ob-i

, served fact that the gxuin glands are much mox"e common¬
ly affected in bubonic-plague than are those of the ax-

iillary and cervical sets? This is where the "flea hy-
! ■ i
potheais" steps in and offex's a very ready explanation

j ;

indeed. When Simond first suggested the idea that to

the agency of some suctox'ial insect was px'obably attri-
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butabl. e the spread, of the Infection from rat to man

and from sick to sound, he did so after consideration

of the epidemiological and experimental aspects of

the subject. His argument is that there is little

doubt of the great infIv.ence of rats in the spread of

; plague, that in this influence is found an explanation

of the various irregularities met with in plague epi¬

demics, and that, inasmuch as the mechanism of the

propagation of the disease involves the transport of

the virus- by rat and by man, this transmission from

rat to rat, man to man, or one to the other", is due

to the agency of some parasite, and that therefore

any preventive method to he complete must he directed

against all three factors, namely, rat, man and para-:

site. Going further into the subject, he says that the

interval between the introduction of the disease into

ja fresh locality by man, and its subsequent appearance

: there in epidemic form, corresponds to the time re¬

quired for the disease to develop among the rats. He

does not, however, at this stage addi^.ce sufficient

!proof in support of his views and these are therefore

; severely criticised In. the Report of the Plague Com-
| i

imission. Referring to two maps of the Bombay Preslden4
i

! cy given in his paper to show for each place the time j

of first imported and first indigenous case, the Com¬

missioners say that the "dates in Simond's maps to es-
|

jtabllsh that a prolonged period intervenes between the
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importation of infection which originates an. epidermic

and the resulting epidemic are, considered as evidence

of -the truth of that- theory, entirely fallaciou.s". Nor

does the Commission look with favour upon his view that

a parasite, the flea, Is the chief agent in the convec¬

tion. of the v1it.b of plague, rndex- natural conditions,

for they regard his experiments as very incomplete, yet

ir. the light of our present knowledge we carrot reject

the idea that some insect of a suctorial kind may, as

observed by versir and others of the French school, be

responsible to a certain extent and under certain con¬

ditions, for the spread of this disease. The heavy in¬

cidence of plague among the Jains, a caste of people

in. India, whose religions motto expressed in. Sanskrit

is " (Ahinsha paramo dharmo, lit.

"Not to kill is the greatest virtue") and who therefore
: refuse to destroy any form of animal life, has frequent¬

ly been cited in support of this view. It is at least

certain that the flea does remove the bacillus with the

blood which it sucks, and the evidei>.ce of reliable ex¬

perimentalists is to the effect that they have been,

able to impart the disease to animals through the bite

of such infected insects. Indeed, according to Hankin,

the plague bacilli appear to multiply in the stomach

of the flea. So far as the mechanism of the process of

inoculation by such. an. insect goes, It is said that

when the flea proceeds to bite, it fix'&t empties, or

injects the contents of its stomach into the person on
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whose skin it alights, "before commencing to suck the

"blood, and that the gen? of plague contained within,

it, is thus inoculated into the person bitten. It

used forcer!y to be said that the rat-f!ea did not

attack car, and Hunter relates how he tried in vain

to cake one bite hie; as the reason for his failure

it has been, suggested by some that probably the ex¬

periment was attempted in the daytime, while the hab¬

its of the insect are nocturnal. At the present time

no weight is attached to the statement regarding the

rat-flea not attacking mar, for it has been found that

many varieties of this insect live on the rat, and

that at any rate some of them are ready enough to bite:

mar if they get nothing they like tetter. Indeed, Tids-

jwell. has. identified some three different species on

rats, that are known to bite man. Pleas are parasitic
i ■

creatures, and, therefore, 'when, a rat dies and its

body cools down, they leave their dead host and are

quite open to attack a human being. Oareft1! observa¬

tions on this subject have teen made by Ashturtor,

IThompson, in connection with the cases among Europeans

in two at least of the Sydney epidemics. In every in¬

stance the pi ague was found to have been contracted in;

jtetorehcm&es infested with rats, the patients being em-:

jployees who worked in these stores by day and slept at:
nights in the plague-free suburbs of the town, so it

jwas evident that infection roust, in each instance,
iliave been acquired during the day at the storehouses.
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Furthex', in every case dead rata were discovered abort

the premises, and thexve could be no dorbt of these an4

imals. having died of p J ague as the specific bacilli

were foind and demonstrated in theix' bodies. The point

then cawe to be, ho?; did the organisms find their way'

, from rat to mar? It was shown that in no case was the

infection contracted directly by the handling of these

rats, either living or dead. Moreover, each patient I

was carefully examined and no abrasions were found or;

the skin of any of them to account for the entrance of

the virus. All the patients were shod and clad, so
|

l that the bacilli, presigning them to have been scatter|
i ea about the stores, could not have come in direct !

i
i

; contact with the skin surface, even allowing for the i
I j
I presence of minute, invisible abrasions. It is mar.i- j

t fest that some indirect agency must have been at work,!
i

I ;

in carrying out this deadly purpose. The Indian Plague

: Commissioners do not throw the responsibi!ity on the ;

flea, for their view is that Indian experience attache

es no, importance to such agency in the spread of plague
i

infection. Taking into consideration the entire subjebt

: of man, rat and flea in. connection with the spread ofj
i " i

! ■ j

| plague, we might sum up the facts in the following majr-
: r.er,»- (1) from the evidence that has accwaulated chiejf-
; ly from a study of the Sydney epidemics, there appearjs
I at the present time to be very little doubt that man.
j

I derdves the infection most frequently, though rot ex-

! clusively, from rats, an.d (2) the points in. favour of|
I
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-the mode of transmission by the agency of suctorial

insects are vex*y strong indeed. Regarding the flea :

hypothesis, it must he said that, prima.facie, the

proposition appears a little difficr.lt to credit in

some ways, for, if correct, plagr.e comes to occupy a

position so far unique amongst bacterial diseases in

that insect-transmission has never yet been demonstra-i

tea in any of them as it has in protozoal, diseases,

.both in man., e.g. malaria, trypanosomiasis (trypan,o-

Bonie fever, sleeping sickness, relapsing fever, Leish-:

man-Donovan or Dnm-di'm or Cachexia! fever and Kala-

azar), and in. an.imals, e.g. piroplasmosis, trypar.oso- ■

miasis (surra, r.agana). The idea was suggested by &ara-;

■mit, of Malta, in the case of a bacterial, disease like:

Malta or Mediterranean, fever due to infection with the:

micrococcus melitersia, for that observer sought to

:.mak.e the mosquito responsible for being a carrier of

the germ in this disease. The suggestion has, however,

been negatived by the experiments made by Horrocks, the

results being pub!ished in. !905« fet, when we consider,

on the one hand, the complete manner in. which the theory,

in. the case of plague, explains away many of the facts

connected with the transmission, of the virus and the

spread of the disease to man, and when we take into acj-

icount, on the other hand, the observations made during:

the Sydney epidemics, coupled with the results of re- ;

search on the subject, carried out by reliable workers,

.in the way of biting. experiments made with fleas on
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monkeys, as wel1 as injection experiments or gu.inea-

plgs ?i/ith a tritur-ation of infected flies in torillor ;

(Yextin), the least, we car do is to repeat that the

arguments ir favour- of the hypothesis regarding the

flea are very strong ir. reality. Indeed, - they seem to

outweigh the fact, that, owing to a deficiency ir our

scientific methods, we have rot as yet srcceeded in

demonstratirg ir.aect-transmits i on in bacterial dis¬

eases, a circumstance against the possibility of the

occurrence of which there is no evidence whatsoevex' !

and one which may pex-haps be entirely attributable to

a want of sufficient skill or of proper methods of ir-
[

vestigation. Thex'e is not a very great deal known abort

either fleas generally or rat-fleas in partier1!an, con¬

sidering the important position these little creature^
have come to attain from the discovery of the part th4y

I

play in the spread of plague and the amount we ought

therefore to know x^egai'ding them from all points of |
view. Writers from the plains of the Punjab, refex-ring

to this subject, in fo.rro u.s that they have observed a j
remarkable similarity between the "variations in flea

prevalence and the variations in plague intensity".

Thus, the appearance of fleas in increasing numbers

in spx'ing and again in autumn, and the fact, that they

practically disappear in summer and in winter, in the

Punjab, coxvespond exactly with the peitod of gi'eatesi

activity in plague incidence in the spring months, next

in. the autumn season, with a corresponding !u! 1 in sum-
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iner and In winter. Hankin. remarked in, a similar way

that in Agra a small plague epidemic came -to a sudden,

end at the commencement of the summer when it was no¬

ticed that the fleas hegar to disappear.

Pleas belong to the family of Fulicidae, of the

order Aphariptera, ar.d, comprise a great many species,

in India ther-e are said to be three species which, as

compared with others, are more frequently associated

with man and certain domestic animals, as well as the;

rat. 'The Pulex serratlceps (vel fells) or the cat-flea,

the Pulex irritans or the human flea, and the Pulex

cheopis or the species commonly forr.d on the Mrs rat-|
tns, are the three kinds in question, The last is al-

I

so sometimes, thoi^gh not so often as the Ceratophylluis
|

fasclatns, forad on the Mrs decumar.us. They are all j

mox'e or1 less noctrx'ral in habits, especially the Pulex

cheopis, and although each variety has its own. defin¬

ite host, yet thex-e is no doubt that it will attack |
max1, whenever it is di'iver by hunger or the absence

of its host so to do. The experiments mad© by Captain

Iris ton I.M.S. in this correction, are very valuable

indeed, ar.d we draw attention to his interesting pa- j

pex1 on "Plague, Rats and Pleas" read before the Pom- I

bay Natural History society, on November 24th, 1904. j
J

While or. the subject we might mention certain points ;
|

Of indii'ect evidence against the flea, fxTther tr.crl-j
mir.atir.g this little creatine. Thus, the phlycterr"?ea

of plague cases often occur or the very parts of the
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tody which are most- liable t-o be bitten by fleas; the

barefooted Indian ard -the well-shod Australi.an suffer!

to the same extent from inguinal buboes; the disease

i& fotvd chiefly in places that, are dark, ill ventila¬

ted, overcrowded, dirty ard vermir-infested; clothing

coi-taii\ir.g plague-infected rat-fleas has beer, associa¬

ted with outbreaks; visits paid at rights to plagre-

&tr i cker patdeists are a great deal more dangerous thar

visits by day, as the experience of ages has gore to

show.

As we have already stated, rairrte skin abrasions I
i

are quite sufficiert for infection via the shir ard i

for the occurrence of the bubonic form of plague, butj
I

su.ch abrasions must be recent. After the lapse of 34 j

hours, or less from the time of Infliction of a small j
j

abrasion, the arrface gets sr.fficier.tly glazed over |
to prevent infection from taking place or the simple |

application, of the virus, some workers or the subject

have made experiments ox?, the rabbit and have asserted;

that ir.ocx?iatior. car. be effected through the rn'broker!
skin, but A.Thompson, of Sydney, has explained that ijr

such instances, owing to the skin having been shaved

immediately before the application, the chafed epiderj-
mi& has allowed of the entrance of the poi&On, for if;

there is any delay in. smearing the part with the ir.fejc-
!

tive material after the process of shaving, infection:
i

does not readily take place. Again, others claim to

have caused ix?fection of animals by inunction, of their
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intact s&in with plague cultures. Ee this as 3t may,

■there is no doubt -that ix'fectior via -the un"broker, skin

! ife "by no means a common method, so far as plague goes,

I as shown "by -the impunity with which post-mortem exam-

| inabiOj.\fe are constantly made. The suggestion made by
I Hunter "by way of explaining the mode of infection, in

bubonic plague and the reason for the ingr.inal glands

"being those most frequently affected, does not commend

itself to us, for it seema that although some groin

glands may become infected in a secondary manner from

the abdominal sets which have received the poison from

the intestinal tract, yet his proposition generally is

untenable. The transmission of the virus by the agency

of some suctorial insect, although not yet proved bejv

or.d all doubt in the scientific sense, certainly does

appear more reasonable to credit in the case of bubon¬

ic plague and seema to have nothing against it beyond

the fact that such mode of transmission has so far not

been demonstrated in connection with tacter-ia! diseases.

VII. Conditions favourirg the persistence and the

spread of plague.

The next question, one of the greatest importance.

In. the epidemiology of plague, relates to the condi- I

tions which favour' the persistence and spread of the ;
j

disease. These may be grouped together in the follow¬

ing manner': -

(1) Factor's which favour- the saprophytic growth '
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of the specific organism or its vitality outside the ;

tody, including,- j
i I

(i) Filthy condition. of horses and srrrorndings.

(ii) Absence of srrlight and ventilation and the
i presence of overcrowding. j
! • I

(iil)Other insanitary conditions generally, in.-j
elrdirg imperfect burial of the dead. j

| i
; (2) Presence of rodents and othei" susceptible anJj.-
J . mal» about awel 1 lugs- 1
I i
] i
! (g) Presence of insects whj.ch carry and inoculate

the virr.s. |
: (4) Factors which incxvease the virr.len.ee of the j
i ;

plague bacilli's, such as,- J
(i) Passage of the organism, through certain, j

i " |

| animals. i
i
! (ii) Special culture media.

I

| (ill) Fxceas of C02
I (5) Wars, pilgrimages, and social or political
ehanges leading to movements of population.

(6) Climatic factors. i
As regards the power which the plague bacillus

has of living sapx'ophytically, experience has shown |

that under certain, conditions not yet thoroughly rr-j

derstood, this organism has the power of surviving j
outside the body for a considerable time, provided

j it is not exposed to the action of sunlight or to
i I

| the drying effects of exposure to the air. Thus, in. j
i i

cloths, skins, various textile fabrics and similar" !
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materials, the organism may live and retain its in-

fectivity for a long period, as was illustrated ir

the case of the outbreak in the village of Eyam, in

Derbyshire, in. 1666, and numerous other Instances j

more recervfc. That the germ can exist in this manner j
!

i in filth accumulations ir and around houses, such as |

are met with so frequently in Oriental cities and oc-j

! casion.ally too in. cities on. the continent of Europe,
i

j is beyond all doubt. Hirsch lays the greatest stress
i on this aspect of the question and says "there is no

I poix>t in the etiology of plagu.e about which observers
t

in. all times and in every place have been so entirely

| in agreement, as that the origin, and diffusion of the!

disease are closely associated with the injurious in¬

fluences of a defective hygiene, and particularly with

domestic misery. Almost all the authorities or epidem¬

ics of plagire ir. Europe during past centuries point to

the accumulation of filth in the houses and in. the

streets, to defective disposal of faecal matter and i

other animal excreta, to overcrowding and insufficient

ventilation of dwellings, and the like, as a real means

of fostering the pestilence". We have already noticed!

the constant relationship which the housing of cattlq

and poultry in the close vicinity of human abodes, with

the consequent deposits of filth, bears to the endemijc
occurrence of plagu.e. These conditions decidedly favour

i
the existence and growth of the bacillus outside the |

tody, and thereby encourage the persistence and spread
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of file disease. If lias been noticed that the reeds j

| and rrshes that so fx'-eqrently covei' the floors of
,

i native hrfa in India, and which r.&ed to he spread !
■ i

! over the floors of old-tine English horses, favorr |
: i

I the presence of rats, while the cowdrn.g floors of j

j native horses in India, by affording a medir® al.kja- |
j line in x'eaction, encourage the extra-corpox'eal gi'owth

j
| of flie plague tacilfef if iu difficult to recover
i i
i this organism fi'om arch cowdrng floors. This raises |
i i
I • i

| the impox'tant qre&tior. of place-infection. Srppose |
the discharges of a plagre patient axe allowed to con¬

taminate the floor of a horse, it is probable that j

j the place will retain the infection fox" a time, brt |
! sooner ox* later the saprophytic organ isms present wilj
I ■ |
[ exert their antagonistic inflrer.ce and destroy the j

!

germs of plagre. In. fact Kitasato, Han.kin, Lev inam,

Listen and othex's have frequently looked for the pla-
I i

i gre bacillus in. the soil of infected hr.ts brt have I
I

never been able to discover* it, except where contain- I
in.ati.on has occurred with recent plagre sprtrm. It i

i

world appear that plagre bacilli probably exist in. j
| the soil fox' a time at any rate, brt that, owing to |
; i

! deficient methods, we are unable to pi"ove this state- |
! I

I

inert by demonstrating the organism recovered fx*om this
i

source. Liert-Col. Eannerman I.M.S., Director of the j

! Plagre Research Laboratory, Eombay, tells rs that "rei
i
i

cent experiments with artificially infected floor-soil

seem to show that plagre bacilli rapidly pel-fish in the
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pren.er.ee of saprophytic organisms and have completely

disappeared after four days". The President of -the

late Indian Plague Corimissior, in a memorandum or. the

effect of insanitary conditions or the extension and

virulexrce of plague in India, remarks that there is

indirect evidence tut no direct bacteriological proof

that the plague bacillus can continue to exist for

long periods of time in filth. Bacteriological methods

have not as yet developed so far as to frrnish us with

a satisfactory means of detecting the plague bacillus

in. the soil of floors by separating them from the pure¬

ly saprophytic organisms present there.

The absence of sunlight and of fx°e&h air, as a fac¬

tor favouring' the persistence and spread of plague, is,

and has for a long time teen, universally recognised.

Kitasato has shown, that the plague bacillus perishes

in. four days when dried on cover-glasses and protect¬

ed from sunlight, but that it dies in three to four

hours when exposed to sunlight. It has teen found that

the heat of the tropical sun is sufficient to destroy
i

the germ in. a few hours, if it is freely exposed to

its action. The Plague Commission's Report says that

the disease is most frequent in dark, ill-ventilated !

and overcrowded, houses, and hospital experience has

Shown that even the close contact of relatives and

attendants, with plague patients, if the apartment

is well ventilated, does not tend so much to spread

the disease. The President of the Commission., moreover,
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in hiss memorandum referred to above, states as his

opinion that the vitality of the organism is dimin¬

ished and ever destroyed by exposure to light and

air. heedless to add how ir.valr.able is a knowledge

of these matters to anyone who happens to be respon¬

sible for the pr.blic health of a locality where the

fell disease makes its appearance and who wishes to

cope with its tendency to spread, with a reasonable

hope of success. Intimately associated with the ab¬

sence of sunlight and ventilation, is the presence,

among other insanitary conditions, of overcrowding.

In all large cities of the ..East a very considerable j
proportion.' of the people are so poor that they can- :

iiot afford to pay the rent of anything like a really :

sanitary building, with the result that they are com¬

pelled to live in dark, small, low-roofed places con¬

structed on the most undesirable sites, low-lying and

unwholesome; in addition, so as to reduce the cost of

occupying such a dwelllng-place, it is a common praci

tlce for a dozen or more people to cook, eat and sleep

in a space that is barely sufficient to accommodate
j

four persons. Concerning this point the remarks of the

Plague Commissioners are very explicit, for, in their

opinion, the factor most particularly concerned in.

determining the introduction and spread of plague in

a house is the overcrowding of that house. We may pit,

it thus, that of no disease is it truer and of none ,

probably so true that overcrowding, imperfect vertila-
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tior. and want of sunlight, with the accompanying fllth-

ir.es s of atmosphere and habitation, are the predispcs-

■ ing causes. Moreover, overcrowding implies the greater

possibility of contact. These conditions are all co-

related and it is a matter of impossibility to differs

ervtiate between their effects. Want, in some cases an :

accompaniment of the disease, may be present to lower j
|

the vitality and increase the susceptibility of the

individual to the poison, tut the other conditions

mentioned are by far the more conducive to the devel¬

opment, persistence and spread of the trouble. Or this

atibject the President °f the recent Plague Commission !

expresses his views by saying that the extension of

the disease and its gx'eat fatality are largely depend¬

ent °r. the vitiation of air in dwellings; that the !
cause of this vitiation is not only uncleanliness tv.t I
the absence or insufficiency of means of ventilation

and the presence of overcrowding which last operates :

chiefly by adding to air-pollution; and, finally, that

an. increase of moisture, temperature and COg, with a

decrease of oxygen in the atmosphere, plus a want of
i

sunlight, Stimulates the growth and increases the viru¬

lence of the plague bacillus present, while these con¬

ditions together predispose the occupants to attack.

The other insanitary conditions that usually pre¬

vail in localities where the pel'sisteuce and spread ofj
; i

plague are most marked, including imperfect burial of i

the dead, may well be considered along with two other
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: |
clrcumstances, namely, -the presence of rodents and

other susceptible animals about dwellings, and the |
- I

presence of insects whicft serve to carry and ir.ocu- j

late the virus. Disc-rasing insanitation along with |
i i

the presence of rodents abort dwellings, the Presi-
; I

! dent of the Plagr.e Commission says that plague may j
| be regarded as an. infectious disease fostered by in- j
i !
i sanitary conditions, especially air-pollution, within.
! i
i dwellings, and by rats; that if both are present, the!
i
! suppression of an. extensive epidemic becomes impossi-'

| ble short of completely evacuating every infected

| place; but that, if there is no large number of rats

present, the task becomes less difficult; whereas, if
; i

! there is no great air-pollution within, dwellings, thej

| x\ndertaJ£ing is not particular!y difficult, as the most
j Important agency in enhancing the activity and viru- !
j I

ler.ce being absent, the rat infection would soon ceade
i
! to be an important factor in spreading the disease. I

j With regard to the imperfect burial of the dead, though
i i

it is a circumstance that has been noticed from very !
i

: ancient times in this connection, and is ore that is j
known to be almost invariably associated with endemicj

; centres of piagi'.e, we are still unaware of the exact j
maimer in. which it is concerned in favouring the per¬

sistence ana spread of the evil. The matter of the

presence of insects which carry and inoculate the vi-
'
rus, Is one of the utmost lmportan.ce, if the hypothesis
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is accepted regarding these creatrres actually sub-

serving such a function. It J.b rmece&sary to say much

mor'e or. this subject, except perhaps to point out that

tiie thatched roofs apd tlie gra&s or bamboo-mat covered

floors of Indian abodes fo&ter both rats and such in¬

sects as fleas and tugs, that the rope "bedsteads (cal¬

led "charpoys") used by the poorer classes, afford a

happy hunting-ground for many varieties of vermin, and

that these conditions, as well as the housing of cat¬

tle along with man, and evei'y possible manner of in¬

sanitary condition, have been associated together in

carting the persistence and spread of plague in India ;

for years.

proceeding next to consider the factors which in-:

crease the virulence of the specific germ, we find

that passage through certain animals comes first. It I

is well mown that both by artificial means'and in a I

natrra! manner the virulence of the plague bacillus

Is susceptible of modification. Thus, the artificial ;

passage of the vixra by sucee&sive inoculations thx'-ou^h
a sex'ies of guinea-pigs, intensifies its potency. As an

instance of the naturally occurring change in viru.l en^e
sometimes obsexured in this oi'gar.i&m, may be mentioned!

: the gradual decline in case-mortality noticed in some;

outbx'eatts, and the fact that with the progress of such

epidemics the cases become less frequently ar.d rapidly

fatal, showing a natural decline in the potency of the
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germ. We have already given a abort- acconit of the

| j

I woxxk done by Klein in connection with differentiating
i

. j
between two types of the plague bacillus, but we woulcp.
now call particular attention to what he said regard-!

; ing the maunex" in which he has succeeded in modifyingj
j ' j

; the more'virulent "human" type into the less virulent j
"rat" type of bacillus, by passage throu.gh rats pre- I

viously protected by tsuheutanecms inoculation with j
HaffKin.e' s prophylactic,-a case of the attenuation of

I a virus by passage'through the system of animals. ]
I

i Then there is the effect- of special culture media

i and methods of cultivation. Thus, fersin has shown

j that when the plague organism is made to grow on gelaj
tine peptone media, the growth may be as virulent as

| the virus taken directly from a bubo. Moreover, he hai
|

j demonstrated that the more rapidly growing colonies j
| are less virulent or in other words, that rapid growth
i i

I of culture diminishes the virulence of the germ. j
j As to the action of COo,we have already said that j

| the presence of this In excess stimulates the growth j
and increases the potency of the plague bacillus, as

| was demonstrated by Dr Marsh in the labox'atory at Eom-
I

bay. This fact has been put forward to explain how it)

! is that a few cases of pneumonic plague occur every :
j ;

| now and again in the course of an epidemic- of the bu-

i tonic variety of the disease, for the germ, coming iaj
[

contact with a non-resistant lung, that is, one bear-

jI
!

|
i !
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irg a patch of pneumonia of of congestion and there¬

fore having carbonic oxide gas Present In excesjs,
I

finds a suitable nidus to grow with increased vim1- |

; lerce and so sets up the pneumonic form of plague. The

^ presence of this gas in increased amount In the atmo&j-
> i

; pheric air, associated with overcrowding and deficient

ventilation, was remarked on by the Plague Commission!-'
i

| _ j
i era in the manner we have already noticed. In this cojn-
j nectior it is interesting to observe the relationship
of plague-incidence to the presence of C0o in the

! "

\ ground-air (the"grum.dluft"' of the Germans). A series

; of experiments were made in the Plague .Research Labor-
i

atory at Pombay, in 1900, with the air aspirated up

I through tubes sunk to a depth of 3 feet in. the soil,
i

| empty dwellings and their surroundings, in the most

insanitary localities of the city, being selected for

j the purpose. The results showed that the COg in the
i

i ground-air was not excessive under the rooms with cow-

i dung floors as compared with other rooms, and moreovei

that its amount increased with the rainfall. Pow, it

is well known that the ground-air may, under certain

conditions, pass from soil, into atmosphere, especial If

! when the temperature of the atmosphere is lower than

I that of the soil at a depth of say 5 or 6 feet. The

| colder atmospheric air, being heavier, presses on the
|
ground-air and forces it out into the atmosphere wher¬

ever the resistance to such escape is least. In India

it is the uncemented, mud floors of the native,houses
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I that best allow of -this process going on, particular- i

;Ty during -the cold weather nights when the difference j

jbetween inside and outside temperatrres is greatest, j
the air within the horses "being warmest and lightest, j

jand that outside being most cold and heavy. These con-j
ditions of season and temperature, which act so far j

I by favouring the escape of ground-air into the atmo- j
i i
sphere, correspond entirely with the observed seasons j

jof -maximum plague incidence in Bombay. For, it is drr-i
| :

ling the very months of the cold season that the soil j
I

temperature at a depth of 5 feet being 85°F. and the J
i 1
atmospheric temperature being as. low as 75 F. or even j

! j

;65°F., there takes place, on the one hand, the escape |
i . i
|Into houses of the impure air shown by experimental j
j
;observations, to be contained in the soil immediately
!
Iaround and, on the other hand, the greatest incidence
I '
| of plague. It was the celebrated n-ernan Scientist, Petr1

tenkofor, who first pointed out that the test measiTe :

iof the biological activity of a soil and therefore of I
!

Iaoil-pollution, was the amount of COg contained in its
ground-air. Regarding this, reference may be made to |

i !

the results of the experimental work of Lewis and Cun-i

jningham, at Calcutta,- { "The soil in relation to dis4

lease", 1875 ),- on the relation of the grot^d-air to I
I i

I the maximum. cholera prevalence there in April, and
| j

| again in November. They demonstrated that when cholerej,

was at its height, the G0o in the ground-air at depths
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of g feet and 6 feet was levarially at its minimum,

and further that the lnci*ease of COr, in the groupd-

air, being the resxht of interference with the escape;
j

from soil into atmosphere, rather than of greater proi-
<* I

ductlon of that gas, the greatest cholera incidence

usually occurred whenever most grornd-ali" escaped into

the atmosphere. The whole sivtject is one not only of i

the deepest scientific interest tut also of the greatf-

e&t practical importance in griding the epidemiologist
[

the matter of prevention of such diseases as he isj
concerned with, ty providing for proper horse ventila¬

tion and doing away with overcrowding, soil-pol lutioej,
the excessive formation of CO^ and its escape into the
atmosphere of dwellings. j

|
Kent we come to the question of the inflren.ee ex-j

ertea ty wars, pilgrimages and other social, and pol itl-
i

cal charges, resulting in movements of large masses ofj
i

people, on the persistence and spread of plague. That!
i

all these can te factors highly instrumental in foster¬

ing the disease and scattering its germs far and wide|

undoubted, for while they imply a suitable medium j

for transport, namely mar., healthy or, it may te, in-!

ciVtatlrg the disease, they at the same time mean the ■

inevitable presence of every possible insanitary con¬

dition, such as filth, overcrowding, proximity of sick

and sound, an atmosphere saturated with the emanation
î

of the sick, a lowered tone of general health, satura-j-

tiou of soil and surrounding media with animal refusei
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fitting theiri admirably as a nidus for- -the givwth of

the germ, abundance of tody vermin and possibly of

xvat& ana mice, carelessness abort personal clear? i- j
ne&s, abort wounds of hands ar.d feet, abort clothing,!

j i

I food, dishes and water. To these may be added the de-;
!

vitalising effects of fatigue, privation and exposure!
i i

: such as ocerr in times of war, and the frequent imper
i
feet trrial of the dead necessitated under-- &"uch cir-

| ci'm&tances. Fot much requires to be said In support

; of the statement that sr.ch conditions may prove to be!
|

| most important factors in the dissemination of the
disease and, if proof be needed, it is abundantly to ■

; be fomd in the history recorded of man.y epidemics, !
| both ancient and modem, even a mere summary of which;
world take rp too mrch space to recotvt and would be |

|
I but of historic interest. With reference to a spread
|

being effected in this manner by the agency of tinman j

i creatrres, experience has tar.ght r.s who have had in

; our hands the practical management of srch troubles !
! " |

| that, when an outbreak commences among a large number
of people, it is a vexly wise precaution indeed not to!
act with haste in. making p'ublic a i"eport of the first;

cases, lest panic drive the people away from the in- j
fected centre and pr'ecipitate the very calamity that

' i

it should be the object to avoid, namely, the scat- j
terirg of the trouble broadcast in all directions.

The climatic factors conceived in causing the dis-

ease to persist and to spread, will be considered a
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1 ittl e 1ater Or.

VT11. Conditions affecting susceptibility -to plague,.
i

Now allowing tilat some or other of the ■c ireumstar)-
ce& are present to foster and to scatter tiie disease, ;

we apply otr&elves to the study of the factors v/hlc'n

tend to rake individual members of a community more
: " j.
prone than others to cortract the infection. The most '

: |
important of these are:-

; I

(1) Age. (4) HatIts Of life.

(2) Sex. (5) Race.
|

(g) Occupation. (6) Pood. j
i

Age apparently exerts a marked influence over the
i i

!lrciderce of plague, ard, according to the report of I

|the Plague Commission, the maximum incidence is betweejr.
I
jt'he ages of ten ard twenty years, the next greatest be-

tweer thirty and forty years, ar.d the smallest from the

|time of tlrth to five years of age. The foil owing table
shows the age-periods at which the disease occurs, in

jorder of frequency from greatest to least.
The incidence of plague per 1000 living i&:-

42.5 at age-period 10 to 20 years.

41. 6

36.25

34. 6

31.6

22.3

19. 37

5. 15

30 to 40

40 to 50

20 to 30

50 to 60

5 tO 10

60 - -

0 to 5
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Thus,'while no age is exempt., the highest incidence

is broadly between 3 0 and 40 years of age, or, It may

ever be said, between 35 and 55 years.(Vide Appendix,

Table III).

Sex in itself seems to exert no special ir.fir.er.ee

'over the susceptibility to or irciderce of plague. It

has beer, said that possibly women are relatively nore

1 frequently attached than mer, especially ir "Eastern,

countries where they sperd a great deal of time ir-

doors ir tairted dwellirgs. Ir the epidemic which we

shall describe later, it will be seer that rot only

were womer attacked to mer. attacked as 1.5 : 1, but

that the womer. who suffered from plague were 5.7 per

1000 womer. livir.g ir the affected area, while the mer

I who so feuffered were 4.5 per 1000 mer. livlr.g ir. the

Aane area, and, agair, the case-mortality amorgst fe- !
; ' i
males was 79.5 per cert, while that amor.gst males was j
65.6 per cert.(Vide Appendix, Tables V, VI, ard XII). j

;The reports of the Pare!, ard orart Road Hospitals, at j
Bombay, or. this subject, say that "approximately ir |

relation to sexes, males have beer attacked ir rather '
j j
more that?, -twice the number of females, this being prc-j
bally due to their greater exposure ard partly to the |

' I

;fact that a large r umbei' of wonen ard children left !
I !

the city during the course of the epidemic". j

Occi-patlor, per se. has a doubtful bearing on this!

j question of susceptibility thoxxgh, ir its relation, to i
[habits of life ard to surroundings, it comes to be a |
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matter of some importance. Thus, in -the accounts of

many epidemics of former times, it is related that i

tanners, carriers, hospital servants and others en- |
gaged in iv.wholesome forma of occupation, have shown

a remar-kabl.e exemption. Even in the Bombay epidemic !
!

of late years it has teen, observed that the scaven- • :
I

gera furnished very few deaths, and also that people

engaged in. manufacturing, carrying and selling oil, \

escaped to a considerable extent. In. explanation, of j
'

. i
this last mentioned fact, it has teen suggested that, j

Inasmuch as the skin, of such people is usually smear- ;

ea with oil, the flea does not care to insert' its prod

toscia through a layer of grease ard so it avoids bit¬

ing and inoculating them with the virus of the disease.

It used formerly to be said that plague had a way of

picking out the best and most respectable members of

|society and of sparing the least worthy, but this is j
| ' |
| or.e of the many statements that have from time to time!
] ]

been made with regard to this disease, without any

foundation, as experience has shown us, ard the be¬

lief in which has long since been abandoned. Thus, it

used in days gone by to be said that plague was a dls-j
jease of the Eastern hemisphere and that it was limit- !
i I

ed to the northern half of It, as it could not pass j
the equator, but recent ox:tbreaks in pax'ts of the Westj
|as well as in latitudes south of the equator, si"\ch as j
jAxxstralia and south Africa, have dispelled all ideas |
i i

j-of this kind. Indeed srcti limitation to partlcxrlar
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quarter-is of file earth's Lrrface lias never beer demor-

I strated in the case of any bacterial disease as if

ha& in that of protozoal infections wliere the distri-

j bu.tion of each malady strictly corresponds witli that !
i of its particular carrier. Again, as lately as two j
j |
years ago, when plague raged so badly in the Punjab, |
it i'.feed to be said on the north-west frontier of In-

I dia, that the stations there were quite safe inasmuch!
; j
j as the Indus constituted an insurpassable barrier to |
i

| the advance of the disease. This ?jas soon disproved
j

I by the occurrence of plague at Dera a-hazi Khar, city,
i about ten miles west of the Indus, late in December,

j 1904, and it was to hold charge as Medical Officer of

Health of the cantonment of that name, adjoining the

city, that we proceeded there early in January, 1905,

and adopted such preventive measures as fortunately

secured the freedom of the cantonment from the dread

disease while it raged beyond the boundary pillars,

in the city. But returning to our subject proper, we

repeat that plague has by no means any special pre¬

dilection for the most worths' members of society.

! Such a mode of selection is, moreover, not supported
i

| by the fact that our own profession, has enjoyed such
| a remarkable degree of Immunity. With regard to the
j special Incidence of the disease among the clergy,
I
! we have already stated the opinion, of the famous epi¬

demiologist, Creighton, and we would here add that a

kiinilar liability Or the part Of those engaged in
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: "that car ing was otsexured in -the last- outbreak in

! Prance, which occurred at Marsei.13.et, in 1720, and
j
j ftp-coad -bhenca throvgh Provence. Of cour&e It> need
i
i

I hardly be added that whenever occupation is of such

I a nature as to lead to special exposure to the virus,
i
or ir.ply ai'.ch faulty habits of life as tend -to low¬

er the general tone of the system, the proneaess or

suscep-tit i1 ity becomes corresponding in extent.

Race has little influence on, susceptibility except,

again where it implies faulty habits of life, unwhole¬

some occupation or insanitary surroundings. While no

race enjoys an absolute immunity, those nationalities

suffer least whose social and hygienic conditions are

I most favouratle.Thus during the last outbreak in Hong

Kong,the European community suffered least,the Japan¬

ese came next,then, the Indians,while the Chinese resi¬

dents suffered the heaviest plague incidence.In India

too -fehe s-upex'ior social customs and hygienic surround¬

ings of -the Europeans generally,as compared with those

of the natives, are fully in keeping with the very sras,:

incidence among the formex-1 in comparison with that among

the latter. On this point Dr Eitter has made the very

interesting remark, that "La seule explication raison-

nable .que 1'on povxralt donner pour I'lmmunite relatu

des Europeans, c>est que par 1 dux's habitudes de Vie,

ils sont mieux proteges centre 1'infection".

Pood, as a condition affecting susceptibility, Is
less impox'tant than the other factors v?e have consi-

e

11

ve
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clewed, provided always that the food referred -to is

fiee from all contamination with the specific virus.

It has teen said that vegetarians are more s-rscepti-

ble than others but, apart from the possibility of a

diet restricted more or less to vegetables allowing

of the development of less vitality and pov/er of re¬

sistance, the matter may be explained in other ways.

Thus, frequently those who are vegetarians, in India

at any rate, are so by reason of their poverty, and

this in its turn implies faulty' hygienic environment.

In other cases, strict vegetarians, like the Jains of

India, rigidly refuse to take animal life in any form

and are therefore more'liable to infection by the ag¬

ency of vermin with which the members of this sect are

always associated not too wisely "but too we! 1, an as¬

sociation which is very intimate, indeed often liter¬

ally persona1 . No facts, so fax' as we are aware, have

as yet been advanced to show that green vegetables are

particularly liable to become contaminated with infec¬

tive material, in the fields and to convey the infec¬

tion to man, as has been demonstrated to take place in.

the case of a protozoal disease like amoebic dysentery

The question of infection of grain and such foodstuffs

is an important one in. its practical bearings or. the

question of prevention.

IX. Causes of the secular extension, of plague.

This sirbject involves points which urfortunate 1y

are, foe. the present, somewhat obscure in their nature
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Ore fact,or to which &r.ch extension has beer, asci-ibed

i& the increase which from time to time, and in the

.course of time, occurs in the virulence of the plague

I baci.17r.fe, owing to some cartes at present unknown.

| The only reasonable suggestion that can be offered, by
< way of an. explanation of the phenomenon is that, as

| in bacterial diseases generally, so probably also in.

! the case of plague, there occur cyclical fluctuations
i

| in. the intensity of the virus. In addition, all exten-

| sive movements of population. and other circumstances
| which facilitate the diffusion, of the virus, and all

| conditions which tend to give the necessary predispo-
j sitidn to, or increase this in a people, such as pov-
|

| erty, defective hygiene, etc, naturally aid in the

|- secular extension of the trouble. In connection with
I

the long terms of qr^-lescence or the protracted inter-;

epidemic periods which, as we have said before, char¬

acterise the epidemiology of plague, the question, may

well be raised as to what becomes of the germ of the ;

disease during such intervals of respite? Is it anni¬

hilated in. the locality for the time being, requiring

| a fresh introduction from some endemic centre for a

| new outbreak, (as the followers of the "Contaglonist"

section of the Ephodists hold in the case of cholera)?

Or-, does it in the meanwhile take on a saprophytic ex¬

istence in the locality, requiring say passage through

a suitable animal, for example the rat, or awaiting

other favourable conditions, in order again to recover
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lt,6 parasitic t)atri'e ard its potency for evil. (as the

| members of the "locali&t" party of the Ephodi&ts might
1 say)? We are to a large extent still lv igr.orao.ee re-!
gaudin£ these matters and the carses which govern the

i rite and. fall of epidemics at long intervals.

A. Causes of the seasonal exacerbations of plague.

We are somewhat better informed as to the manner

ir. which an epidemic goes up and down in relation to
i

| the seasons of the year. The headings order vi/hich we
; may most conveniently consider this question are the

i following:-

(1) Climatic and meteorological conditions acting:
directly on the plagr.e bacillus,

(a) by either promoting, attenuating or irhibit-

! leg its growth, through the influence of such condi- j
i tions as temperature ar.d either rainfall, or drought* i
i ' I
I i

(b) by causing a difference between air and soil,
i temperatures, at certain seasons, and favouring the ess

i

cape of soil-air1 and hence the growth ard virulence of

! the bacillus.

| (2) Climatic and meteorological conditions acting
: indirectly by promoting ventilation and sleeping out |
|
I of doors, and lessening overcrowding. !

(5) Variations in the seasonal prevalence of the !
| disease among rodents.

(4) Variations in the seasonal, prevalence of fleas.

| The first point in the discussion, of this import-

| matter comprises climatic and meteorological cor-



dltlons acting directly Or the plague bacillus Itself
In the way of either promoting ox" inhibiting its growth

or attenuating it, the most prominent being atmospheric

temperature or the ore hard, ar.d either rainfall or

drought or the other. The lessors taught us by recent;

developmerts in the bacteriology of this disease help

ri to understand many a poirt in. its epidemiology which

world otherwise be quite obscure. Thus, taking into ac¬

count the temperatures which, as stated befoi"e, were

inimical ox' even, fatal to the organism in artificial
i

cultures, we are realily at1 e to understand how it Is ■

that the disease is not peculiarly ore of tropical cli¬

mates and indeed why it should be that the typical con¬

ditions of such climates, namely intense heat, etc, dp

not favour- it, and therefore why plague, dux"ing its j

present epidemic extension in India, has been observed

to attain less formidable proportions in the hot plains

of the Madras Presidency (exclusive of the high table¬

lands) that" in regions furthei" north; in short, it

makes it clear why plague is really a disease of the

gubtropics. Moreover, bearing In mind that the organ-;

ism does n.ot flourish below 60°P (1595 C) or above a

tempex^atux'e of 125DF (50°C), we are able to explain

why, in. a place like Bombay, the disease is in genei"al

a cold weather ore, and why, when it used to occur in ;

England, it irsually selected the summer months. It must,

however", be remembered that all these statements are

only generally correct and hold good in the case of
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most epidemics and their seasoral exacerbations, ard

they therefore must rot be taken, in a hard and fast

sense, to apply to all outbreaks, for we have or re¬

cord epidemics of plagre which occurred, or the Ore

hard,, during a Russian winter., ard or the other,, dur¬

ing the tropical heat of a sr.miner in Hong Korg. Again,

generally speaking, the occrrren.ee of rainfall has the

effect of enhancing the incidence of plagre by increas¬

ing, as we have seen, the amount of CO3 in the gromd-

alr, and also, if not excessive, of affording a suit¬

able amount of moisture for the growth of the organism

in external media. Drought, as a rule, tends to dimin¬

ish the incidence of the disease by withholding this

;moisture, decreasing the GOg in the ground-air and al-
|lowing of the desiccation of the germ. In India, in

the hot dry season before the rains, the surface soil

: becomes very dry and it,s temperature rises very high.

The questions then, naturally arise, does the organism,

dttrir.g the saprophytic life it leads i.n the soil, stay

:in the superficial or in the deep layers? If in the
i

'former, how does it resist the conditions of high tem¬

perature and want of moisture that prevail during the

; hot, dry weather? If it occupies the deeper layer's,
; liow does it pass from them to infect man? These are

isome of the problems in this connection that still

:await solrtion. Again, the plague bacillus accustomed

|to living under a special set of meteorological condi¬
tions, as for example those that character"ise the cold
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season, appears to be unable to adapt Itself to the

alteration in external environment which accompany

: the onset of the hot and rainy season, for an or^t-

break occurring in the cold seasor dies out wher the

summex" heat and the rains set in. It has also teen

said that inasmuch as a summer or rainy season out¬

break declines with the advent of colder days, the

i plague bacillus associated with the former is able

| to adapt Itself, though with a certain diminution in

its power, to the circumstances that prevail during

;the latter season. With regard to these climatic con¬

ditions generally, the President of the Indian Plagre'

Commission considers that they are not responsible for

the occurence and extension of the disease, as the

temperatures found to be sufficient to kill artificial

cultures of the plague bacillus In five or ten minutes,

in. laboratory experiments, are much below the heat giv¬

en off by. the sun's rays in many parts of India. More¬

over, it is pointed out that the organism in such parts

could hardly live long on the surface of the soil or ;
:

just below, in open places exposed to the sunlight, as

distingixished fnorn the narrow lanes and courtyards of

large cities, except if sheltered from the destructive
I |
| actio*? of the heat ar.d l ight of the zvc. This latter j
: ~ i

!condition obtains within dwellings, where the heat and

; moisture favour the life and growth of the germ, ml ike

the too high ox- the too low temperature and the dx'y at¬

mosphere outside. j
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We have already gore into the subject of the dif¬

ferences between air* and soil, tempex'-atrree at certair

seasons of the year, favouring the escape of COg-lader
gi'osr.d-air into the atmosphere within dwetlings, and

we have considered the effects of this state of things

if\ the way of stimulating the vitality of the organism,

increasing its virirler.ee ard therel-y acting as a car£6

of the seasonal exacerbations of piagoe.

Climatic and meteorological conditions may also ex-

> ert a similar infIrenee in an Indirect manner. Thus,'-

i the fact that in the warm, summer weather many people,

i in. tropical and subtropical latitrdes and on the plains,

sleep out of doors or, at any rate, keep the door's and.

.windows of their sleeping apartments open at night, irii-
■ plies bettex^ ventilation and less ovex*crowd leg, as com-

: pared with what obtains in the cold season, and there4

fore less C,Og and a less concentrated and Vii-trlent form
of the poison: (if px'esent) in the atmosphei'e of the

place, as well as less close contact between per*sons, ;

sick and sound. srch conditions are in themselves vex'y

: highly desirable fx"oin the point Of view of both genex"*-

; al hygiene and this particular disease, quite apart

from the fact that or cold nights when people huddle

togethex* in stuffy and ill-ventilated xnooms, thex'e is ;

a conaiderable diffex'en.ce between outside and inside

temperatures, causing the maximum of soil-ventilation

:through the floors into the atmosphere of the dwellings.
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In fac-t, creeping in "the open air at- night- means in

it-self t-he x'emoval of the occupants for a port-ion at

least of the twenty-fori' hont from the filthy sur¬

roundings that so frequently characterise the interior

of ho toeholds "belonging to the poorer classes. This

probably accoi'nts to a considerable extent for freedom

from the disease during the warm. season of the year in,

:a corn.try like India.

Then, again, as a car.se of the seasonal exacerba¬

tions of plagre, may be mentioned the varying preval¬

ence of the disease among rodents, according to season,

but this merely raises the question as to what circum¬

stances determine the seasonal fluctuations of the mal¬

ady among rodents? This question is very intimately as-
i i

sociated with that of the variations in the seasonal

;prevalence" of fleas. We have already noted (vide p. 145)

what Harkin observed in. connection with the disappear-:

ance of fleas at the commencement of the hot weather,

and the arvdder and simu.ltaneou.& ending of an. epidemic :
: |
at Agra. We have also drawn attention to the evidence

afforded by many workers on the plains of the Punjab,

as to the manner in. which variations in flea prevalence

affect those In plague intensity. Lastly, we have men¬

tioned what Tidswell, as quoted by Ashburton Thompson

jin his report on the second outbreak at Sydney, 1903,

isays as to having found many fleas on rats during the

I epidemic but few at the termination of it. The circum-

jstance might help to explain the temporary cessation
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of an or-tcreaK at; a certain season, by reason of the

disappearance, for the time being, of tile disease car¬

rier, but then this does rot in any way make clear the

cause of the seasonal recurrence. For, where does the

flea, when seasonal conditions favour its re-appearance

derive the infection again? Is it from what Hunter in

his report on the epizootic form of the disease, calls

the chronic plague of rats and other animals? The re¬

sults of Klein's most recent studies or the subject of

the different types, of plague bacilli and their rela¬

tion to one another, have already teen recounted (vide

p.96-7). The whole natter still awaits much elucidation

Causes of the seasonal decrease of plague.

The usual history of an epidemic of plague is that,

after increasing for a time varying with the amount of

population and other conditions, it ceases to spread I

although the case-mortality continues high, frequently

as much so as during the very height of the outbreak.

Apart from the question, of the disappearance of fleas

from rats in the manner mentioned above, this decrease

in the spread of the disease may be the result of (!)

exhaustion, of the susceptible, owing to several people

leaving the locality, others falling early victims to

the malady, and still others acquiring an immunity, to

a greater or less extent, as the result of previous at¬

tacks or of x"epeatedly receiving small doses of the vi¬

rus; (2) increasing resistance of the population, to the

vlru.ii, fox' the number of those we might call "insu.scep-
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|-bibles" gradually ind'eases both ac-tr.a7.ly and relative¬

ly "bo the total remaining population; (3) tome charge

!probably occurring in -the virus itself. owing -bo its
\ !

passage through or culture or some outside medium, ana¬

logous to the manner Ir which, as we have seer, Hr.eppe

I says that the cho lei"a organism, virulent when it leaves

the tody, loses its virulence in a large measure during
i j

its saprophytic stay ir the soil. Davidson has remark-
; j
|ea that the arrest Of the spread of plague after a cer-

tair time is too definite to be aseritatle to climatic

conditions alone.
i ;

Having briefly discussed the various causes that
i ;
are known to be (causally) associated with the seasonal

I " J
exacerbations and the seasonal decrease of plague, we ,

might approprlately mention at this place the seasons

in relation, to the disease as it occurs in, some of itsj
favourite hatvats. j

In its endemic centres plague may occur all the '
!

i year round.
i . I

|

Epidemic seasons vary in different places, tut :

they are nearly always the same in. the same locality,

i India has two epidemic seasons,

| January to April = maximum.
i

I June » minimum.
i i

AtAgust to November • secondary maximum.

December » lesser minimum.

Egypt - Spring and early summer.

Asia Minor » spr-ing and summer.
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Northern
_ Bi'rope * (rerex'ally late summer and autumn.

Places, south of the eq.rat.or have their epidemic sea¬

sons of plague at corresponding seasons of the year, ;
i

thus Gape Town (S.Africa) and Sydney (Australia) have

| theirs from March to May.

-£11 • Causes ..determining the extinction of an epi¬

demic .

We have just said that the manner in which, after1;

;a time, an oi ttreaA ceases altogether' to spread and,

in. place of doing this, dies down completely, is not

ascribable to climatic conditions, or, at any rate, ;
i i

nht to such alone. It world appear that tire infective

power" and virrlen.ce diminish in the poison, itself as j
j

the epidemic goes on. Thus, the case-mortality, though

: it varies in. different outbreaks and at different per¬

iods of the same outbreak, is usually four.d to be low-

i est towards the end of an epidemic, provided of course
!

. j
care is taken to seciure correct estimates by taking in¬

to account as many cases as possible, drawn from a

:large area and over a prolonged period of time. Then !
; ' i

jagain, as a reason for the extinction of an outbreak, j
ithere is the fact that the number of snsceptibles is j
!constantly decreasing owing to one or other of the I
! i

reasons enumerated above. The dying ou.t of rodents, j

: a* well as every measure that tends to improve sani-
: ■ i

tation generally, will doubtless also "give very mate-
; ■ i
rial help in the stamping out of an epidemic. 'Taking j
;the case of the great plague of London, we find that ;

[ s
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the rea&ors ascribed for -the sudden and dramatic man-

rei" ir which the scourge Bade its very desirable exit,

in 1666, after having claimed no less than 70,000 vic-

tims in. the preceding year, are many and various. It [

has teen said that the great fire of London, may he

held accountable for the termination of that epidemic,1

inasmuch as it destroyed the numerous foci which the
: i

■ disease had established in the insanitary quarters of:

; the city, tut against this view may he cited the in-
: stances of other infected districts in England, as

well as cases of several continental towns, where too

the last appearance of the malady was marked as unusu¬

ally severe and from whence the trouble vanished ir as

' si.\dder and striking a manner without there having been

; any large fire to account for such disappearance. The

phenomenon has been attributed to an exhaustion of sus-

ceptibles, but against this it has been argued that the

explanation is not a sufficient one, for manv people
i

! still open to infection returned to London on the first

! sign of decline in the epidemic. Then, again, it has

teen suggested that quarantine was the measure that

caused the outbreak to die out, tut as a matter' of fact,

quarantine was not in vogue at the time. Sanitary re-|
|forms have teen given the credit of bringing about the

termination of the epidemic in. London, but again these
. .1

were neither as instantly applied nor as thorough as

: would account for- that happy result. The onset of the

|winter season has by some teen accredited with putting
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i an end -to that/ outbreak, tut the explanation 1b rot

jaccepted as a sufficient one and rafrit!l.r the instan¬
ces are quoted of the occurrence of plague epidemics

even in tide coldest Russian winters. Finally, there
!

'

j is the di.sappearan.ee of the Mrs raftus or "black rat,

the house or domestic species, from England and from

Western Europe generally, which occurred contemporane-
i :

:

jor.sly with the vanishing of plague from all that re¬
gion. fhe two circrmstances have by many, in the light

jof advancing knowledge, teen, associated together in
j

the relation of cause and effect.

The consensus of opinion at the present day is

that while the disease may be acquired without the ag-

en.cy of rats, yet given no rats there can be no epiden-
l

ic of plague.


